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FAMILY,

BAPTIST

PRINTING

ESTABLISHMENT

Office, 39 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H,
LR.

BURLINGAME,

Pablisher.

© To

whom all letters on business, remittances of
orgy, &c., should be gent. -All’ communications
eeigicd for publication should be addressed to the
Editor.
Termst

VANCE, $2.50

£3.00 pergyear;

or if pad

strictly IN AD

REMITTANCES mast be made in money or
ders, bank checks, or drafts, If possible. When
neither of these can be procured, send the money in a
registered letter,
AN Postmasters are obliged to
register letters whenever

requested to do so.

"Moneys thus sent will be at our risk. Otherwise
they will be at the risk of those sending them.
The

regular

oharges

checks, and Post

for

momey

Office money

orders,

orders

bank

may

be

de

ducted from the amount due, when thus sent. Agents
“are particularly requested to make their remittances
as large as poskible and thus save expenses,

Papers are forwarded until an explicit order is
received by the Publisher for their discontinuance,
“and
until payment of all arréarages is made
as required by law,
Each sukseriber 18 particularly requested to note
the date on the label for the expiration of his sub

scription, and to forward what
year, wkkout

further

is due for the ensuing

reminder

from this oflice.

———
»
NEWSPAPER
DECISIONS.
1. Aay person who takes a newspaper regularly
from tke post-oMce—whether directed to his nuwe or
wor

another's, or whether he has subscribed or not—is
responsible for the payment.
:
2. Ifa person oniers his paper discontinmed, he

must pay all arrearages, or the publisher

may

con-

tinue to gend it until payment is made, and collect the
whale amount, whether the paper is taken fromghe

efliee or not.
3.

:

The courts

have

¥

decided

ls

that

refusingto

newspapers and periodicals from the
«removing and leaving them uncalled
Jacie

take

posi-ofilce,or
for, is “prima

evidence of intentional fraud.

83 When Agents receive premiums) no percentage
on moneys sent for the Star is allowed in addition.
a= We send ne beoks out to be sold on commis.
sion, or otherwise, with the privilege of returning
them.

The Warning Star.
WEDNESDAY,

—

At the spring of an sch in the great north tower,
High up on the wall, is an angel's head,
And beneath & is caven a lily flower,
With delicate wings at the side outspread.
They say that the sculptor wrought fromthe face
OF his youtk’s lost love, df his promised bride,
And when he had added the last sad grace

To the features,he dropped his chisel.and died.
And the worshipers throng to the shrine bélow,
And. the sightseers come with their curious
eyes,
But:deep in the shadow, ‘Where nore may know
Ite beauty, the gem of his carving lies.
Yet at early more on a midsummer’s day,
When the sun is far to-the north, for the space
Of a few short minutes, there falls a ray
Threugh an amber pane on the angel's face.
It was wrought for the eve of God, and it
That He blesses the work of the dead

seems
man's

hand
With a ray of the golden light that streams

New York Correspondence.

o>

——

YEW
THE

LATE

—

YORK,

THOMAS

the walls were twenty staircases leading to
seats appropriated to the different classes of

to describe either of them would illustrate

the people.

family.

His

own

higher

‘| have heard rendered there as nowhere;else,

June 1, 1872.
HASTINGS,

.

age,

twice.

Under

the lamb-like

modesty, al-

most infirnhity of the outer man, a lion lay,

wide awake, and not to be trifled with.

He

had ,his conflicts in the cause that had his
heart, the cause of ‘God's praise. Among
his adversaries, at one time was his own

ganist.

or-

According to Dr. Hutton, this man

undertook, on a certain

occasion,

to over-

Dr. Hutton’s, then Dr. Math- |

ews, .chureh

«an

Washington

square, ‘at

that time perhaps the architectural foremost
of New “Yark

ehurches, and

net now eon-

the shady

turning,

as

the furore

burst

forth

and

the

sunny, and

the

former

offishness bad net develop-

ed in the guests of a so much debated hospitality. So the Baptist Home Missionary
Society had nearly shaken off the dust of
its feet, Lefore:adjourning, in a formal resolatien to accept no hospitalities hereafter ;
although it was acknowledged that nothing
could have been more profuse and cordial
than the hospitalities of the New York:
Baptists on this occasion. Ia fact, the private houses opened to the entertainment:
committee would have entertained twice:
the number of delegates in attendance. The
seeming reflection conveyed by the resolution, was strongly deprecated, and Dr.
Bright of the Examiner, who perhaps had
a little to answer for, retrieved himself by
pronouncing it an exceedingly grave ques{tion for Baptists to renounce the grace. of
kospitality, and by moving to refer the resolution to the Board of Managers for con-

Dr. Hastings was a firm champion of
eongregationdl singing and of devout sim|
| plicity in church music. In his later years,
{ retired from public service, other than an sudtation with the other boards, to report
| occasional ‘iteration: of his prefound con- amext year; which motion was carried.
victions on thie subject through the press,
There is a pragmatical cynicism always
he must have found move disappointment impelling certain hatures to bolt, under one

| than satisfactian,

The Methodist prayer-meeting in its ideal
is warth going far to see. I really did not

among

know that it had an ideal.

But 1 mow

un-

the best of them, was

and of the Church' of, Ged,

in

training

choirs and singers to a correct, tasteful and

devotional

style of performdnce,

and in

composing, arranging and introducing a
fresh variety, then sorely needed, of tunes

and ‘amtbems for public worship,

rs

How

much he accomplished, gnd how great a
Soul of all the musical interest in New
York, wus Thomas Hastings in those times,
during, say twenty or twenty-five years,

nobody can realize who had

not witnessed

the prior condition and watched the change.

Of his own original contributions, the num-

ber and popularity hiwe been rivaled by no
ether composer except Lowell Mason, Such

without flaw.

y

prétext

or

amother,

the

more

generous

in a prayer of such

“Frofa

every stormy

wind

, . ‘&e., are specimens from among

that blows,”
many

that

the

of his hymns as of his tunes, .

in the year 72 of the

ERING

THE

SOLDIERS.

last Thursday was Decoration day. The
thousands who bore flowers to the graves
of our fallen soldiers attest -that the day
is not forgotten. There may be less popular demonstration, as the scenes of the war
are left if the past, but affectionate and
patriotic hearts will not soon forget the
great boon that was purchased by these devoted lives, Even the hard spirit that still
forms a barrier between the North and
South is gradually melting, and it may not
be many years before we shall see the citizens of both sections uniting in this common act of remembrance.

So we will take

these fading flowers, that were so fresh last
Thursday, as emblems of the dying hate
between

“the

North

and

South, instead of

symbolizing any feebler” patifotism or less
grateful recollection.
ANOTHER

ABORTIONISI'S

VICTIM.

found ene of his victims “in a dying condition ia an unfinished attic. He was doing
business

under

an

assumed

| acts. The soower they know that such a
hope is almost sure to be broken by a painful and dishonored death, the

better.

And

to help inform them that such is the fact is
the only reason for mentioning the matter
here.
THE

PHILADELPHIA

States,

casting
a total

of 658

votes,

Kave been instructed for General Grant,
itaving only the States of Connecticut

(twelve votes), Missouri (thirty votes) and
South Carolina (fourteen votes) uninstructed.
It is, however, well known that the

delegates from these States are favorable to
his renomination. For Vice-President, 130
delegates, representing eleven States, are

ly chartered, supplies this want. It has
opened offices in all the principal European
towns, “and delivers goods from any of its
offices in either country to any place in the
other. The expressage, prepaid or not, according;to choice,

in- | Rome, where were the ponds

and

gardens

includes

all charges ex-

ceptingcustoms duties, and all care on the
part of the person - sending the package
may cease after it has been given into the
charge of the Company. There is no doubt
that such an agency will be sustained. Its
principal office in this country is at 71
Broadway, N. Y.

tg

BRIBERY

Recent

IN SPAIN.

developments in Spain show that |

the widest

corruption

exists.

The

whole

has become a nest. of plotters,
Nearly every prominent Spaniard is enzagad in some

intrigue,

and the King has lost

faith in his statesmen to such an extent that

he has

recently consulted his father on the

propriety of calling in Prussian aid. An
a great organ—‘‘ Amen !"—and died away | to he removed from the vestibule of his examination into the records of the treasbeneath the rising swell of another big, | own palace,’ and placed in this amphithea- ury shows that twenty miliion dollars of
child-like utterance of praise or prayer.
ter, where it was worshiped as Apollo.
State funds has lately heen’ spent in private
This ended, after a moment's pause, a | The Coliseum derives its name from its intrigues.
Serrano is “involved in ‘the
manly voice bse from the group .in front, | colossal dimensions, being about 1,700°¥ n- movement in favor of the son of ex-Queen

chant, caught. in lish feet in circumference.

stantly on a swell of woices from every
quarter, until the noble song, ‘® Come let
us anew,” rolled up in deep waves, most

living manhood.
must

The devout spirit, and. I

think, the culture,

of the

body, e-

cluded the coarse muscularity and rogring

The

~~

is

Isabella,

while

the

late minister of war is

oval. It was built of immense ‘blocks of compromised with the Carlists, and another
Traventine store, and consists of four sto high state officer with the Internationalists.
ries. The first story is adorned with Dorig] A plot is found to exist among distinguishcolumns, the second with Jonic, the third ed Republicans to plunder the Bank of}
and fourth with Corinthian, The entrances Spain, and other disclosures equally deplor.
| wero eighty in number, seventy-six being able are made. How long can the Nation
for the people, two for the gladiators, and live at this dying rate? =
-

ee

form

0}

Mission

niversary meetings in Boston last week :
AMERICAN Peace Society. The 44th annual report of the directors is an encouraging
one. It alludesto the peace conventions which

were inaugrated
of which some
the chief: cities
these means the
prominently on

TR

column, the

—

mission planted

by the

mission

Moravians

among the mountains of Thibet; also the answer of the Grand Lama to a deputation sent to
him to obtain his curse upon the missionary ,com-

manding them thereafter to do the stranger good
instead of harm, and that too in the same measure that they had previously done him evil. And

now

comes

the blessed

news

that this Grand

Lama, Sodpa, Gjalzam, a sovereign pontiff, con-

sidered sacred in the highest degree and infallible by his people, has at length been led by the

$5,680.10 received from donations, and $3,040
from legacies. The indebtedness of the society
is $1,081.14, a decrease of $711.77 from last year.
Mr. Thomas H. Russell presented a report as

preaching of the gospel to believe in Jesus.

The

prayers of the missionaries for his conversion
have been most fully and most signally answered, Having forsaken his imperial monastery, he

treasurer of the trust fund, showing the amount
of receipts to have been $4,226.84, expenditures
$3,617.46, leaving a balance of $609.38.

now makes the mission house his home,sits down

to meals

with the mission family, thus

wholly

disavowing the caste prejudices of the Buddhists,
and boldly and joyfully testites to the lamas whe

The ordinary grievan-

visit him

ces were repeated at this meeting, the capitalist
being called to strict account for not paying more
liberally for work.
Wendell Phillips and all the
old reformers, besides many new ones, made the
speeches,
and the public can judge pretty well
by this time, what the burden of those speeches
was.
If there could only be a satisfactory adjustment of the labor- question, it would save a
good deal of breath and Te
used in protests,
but that will doubtless. fail to be until there is
less greed of gain than at present.
Can human
nature ever be paid so many dollars that it won’t
clamor for more?

how

and where hé has obtained

the

forgiveness of his sins.
Being more thoroughly
conversant with the Buddhist sacred books than
any.of the lamas of the land, and having a clear
conception of the reasons of his hope and faith,
his answers to their objectiong, arguments and
questious are all the more impressive and -convincing.
He is now receiving instruction’ preparatory to baptism and reception into the church
of Christ.
:

RUSSIA.

The national Russian church (Greek) has for

AMERICAN UNITARIAN ASSOCIATION.
This
bédy, representing a high type of Hterary cuiture, held interesting anniversary exercises. The
speaking was all of a high order, and the reports

quite encouraging.

Er

Aig

Field.

THIBET,
noticed, in our monthly

‘We recently

in Music Hall in September,and
forty have already been held in
of the United States. Through
Peace Society hus been brought
the platform and its mission and

Mass. LABOR UNION.

223

having extended suffrage to poor white men
should extend it to all citizens irrespective of
sex.
;
:
-

——

The report of*the Ex. Com.

congratulates the society on the harmony shown
hy the churchesin missionary work, and speaks
glowingly of the contributions during the year,
especially the amount given to aid the Chicago
Unitarian sufferers. The discouraging features
of the last year were left to themselves, and such
matters as Mr. Hepworth’s defection, were hardly alluded to. The Society is hopeful, and sees
a great mission for itself in the future.

many years sustained missions among various
idolatrous tribes in the limits of the empire, but
of late it is prosecuting the work with renewed
energy.
This change is said to be wrought by
the venerable Archbishop of Moscow.
When in
his youth, as simple priest at Irkoutsk, news

came that a missionary
tion among

east.

the

pagan

had fallen by assassinaKouriles of the extreme

At once he felt himself called

by duty to

go and take his place,
His wife joyously declared hérself ready to follow him. They went out
together and labored twenty-fifé years in the
islands of the
Kouriles, uniting the work of
teacher to that of missionary.
Now, called back
to the archbishopric of Moscow, in his old age,

This was

he has founded a missionary soeiety on a grand

its 21st anniversary.
The annual report states
that the Association now has 1616 members,
of whom 1151 are church-members.
Employment has been secured for 105 persons in the
last three months, and a savings bank, start
ed last October, is proving a success. - Hundreds,
through itg influence, have signed the temperance pledge during the year; an average of over
300 have attended the social semi-monthly gathering; the devotional meetings have been largely attended; and the reading-room, lyceum and
other branches have received their full share
of patronage.
The gross receipts for the year
have been $11,418.74, and the expenditures $11,

scale, which exhibits great activity and is steadi-

BOSTON Y. M. C. ASSOCIATION.

230.07.

CONVENTION.

As many eof our readers will have to
wait a week before getting the particnlars
of the Philadelphia
convention,
which
meets to-day (Wednesday), we give here
a statement which may indicate preity
clearly the drift of affairs at the gathering.
It is claimed that thirty-four of the thirtyeight

Ahniversaries.

a

We give below a brief summury of the reports
made by th leading societies that held their au-

name, and is

that hold out to indiscreet young women a
hope of avoiding the consequences of their

to be built in that part of ancient country

to the freshness and scope of *‘ great eter- lof Nero. It was completed in four years,
nity"—one .of his phrases, At every sol | and his son Titus dedicated it by the slaughemn fall, the deep-toned answer of a hun- | ter of five thousand wild beasts in the arena.’
dred voices struek in like a full chord from Adrian caused the colossal statue of Nero

are sung by millions, unconscious of their rhythmical and sweet, as from an ocean of

origin. He was no inferior lyric poet, too,
and something like the same may be said

war

Christian era, caused this wonderful amphi-

mot to say the devout hearer at | theater

once out of the region: of £ommonplace

—

“Ehacoustry dossi't need to be’ told that

The Emperor Vespasian, after his return

big sin-| from the Jewish

plicity of feeling and phrase as carried

intelligent,

airs as those familiarly sung in *‘ Rock of in the most melodious
Ages,” “Majestic sweetness sits enthroned,”

>

‘Dr. Hibbard, I think it was, lifted up ’
grand voice

REM

:

are gratuitously distributed.
The report
of
the treasurer showed the receipts of the year to
have been $12,102.36; which amount includes

amenities that may lift a littlesof our Jife instructed to vote for Sehuyler Colfax, and
out of sordid negotiation.
This. currish 52, representing three States, for Henry
Nearly four hundred delegates:
dhnpgsitioni seems to have gained sufficient Wilson.
are
wholly
uninstructed concerning the
countenance of late, to make itself heard
The first choice of Ohio is
in public, wherever there is a chanee to Vice-President.
William
Dennison;
of Tennessee, Horace
mar the delicacy at least, if not to hreak
Maynard ; of Virginia, John F, Lewis; of
up the exercise, of gracious giving, with a
wiew to substitute as a vastly fine discovery Kentucky, John M. Iarlan; and of Iowa,
James F. Wilson. It is understood thata
in manners, the blunt barter of meum for
large number of the uninstructed are pledg-uum that prevails in trading and schooled to vote finally for either Colfax or Henboy circles. An obstreperous gale has been
:
:
blowing for some weeks past .in the Jnde- ry Wilson.
pendent (from the north-east) overturning
AN INTERNATIONAL EXPRESS.
donation tables, tearing harmless dressingParties doing business between Europe
gowns and pulpit robes to strips,” demolish- and America, and traveler'sin each of these
ing parsonages, covering ministers and countries, have long felt the want of a sysmrssienaries with dirt, and in short, mak- tem of express communication, such as is
ing an indiseriminate sweep of all expresextended all over the United States. ‘The
sions and recognitions : of disinterestedness
North Atlantic Express Company,” recent-

derstand it 'by ;an approximate realization.
such a vich:and imposing temple as T had It was in ‘the devotional exercises preparnever seen. ‘But the “lion” I was taken atory to the late election of Bisheps in
then to see, was Thomas Hastings, in the the Methodist Episcopal General Cunfer?
midst of his model choir, and near the za- ence,
1 confess again,it had never oceurral to
nith of his fame.
A snow-white Albino
head and delicate face, the eyes completely me that .aeélamatory worshin might be so
enclosed
hy green glasses and ineessantly informed by a common intelligence and by
searching
the scare at an jnch or two of a common enthusiasm as to rise out af eondistance, with a right and deft motien like fusion inte spontaneous harmonization. We
a weaver's poise, were the exterior promi- are all familiar with the imperfoetions of
nences of the greas leader. Mr. Hastings our several modes of public worship; with
led his choir, not only with anasterly pre- the frigidity, or at ‘best, uncertain volume in the most sagred relations, as ‘neeessarily
cision, but with a delicate reflection af the and temperature of silent prayers, voiced diskounest and degrading altogether. Probvarying sentiment, and a chaste simplicity by 4 solitary spokesman; with the solemn ably the committee-consultations of the
«of style, for which owe would eagerly ex- but subdued responses cast in the molds -of Baptist benevolent societies may shortly be
«hange all the
sweet tunes,” not to men- a rubric; with the pumped-up clamor and rendered superfluous, in somebody’s modtion the flaming theatricalities, that have vooiferation of maregulated worship, strug- est judgment, by a ripping ventilation from
since enriched the common repository .of gling without semse or feeling to reproduce |
this same ZEolian dame, of the absurdity of
our fashionable music galleries. It was the gjaculations of devout rapture by ab- “entertaining strangers” and the meanthen seme ten years, and almost simultane- domimal impulse. But there is an order ness of strangers being entertained.
ously with Lowell Mason in Boston, that that is in none of our forms, with a liberty
Vipr
Mr. Hasfings had been engaged, at the .in- as differentas possible from chaos. Life
wvitation and under the auspices of # com- crystalives at its hight, in infallible symmemittee of devout lovers of sacred music ries without number, withous forecast and |
The Coliseum at Rome..

temptible

Bvents of the Week.

to question—it would be strange if only such vile and ignorant parties as he is,
something like

tive right to the eswore, made a test case,and

Then

eb

a

The Boston

principles diffused.
The publications of the
society are the Advocate of Peace and the Angel
of Peace,a child’s paper,quite a number of which

ing

stamped indefatigably to force omt again
a favorite artist2. In vain the crowd roar-!
ed and thundered, with all its sticks and
beets; no sign of concession appeared for
ite pacification. At length Mi. Hastings

again with! redoubled vehemence, he summoned his musicians to the next regular
performance an the programe, and on it
went, as if the uproar had been a thunder-

:

more abundantly; and as hospitality is a
ignorant of the first principles of medicine.
sensitive and delicate question—or rather,
He is now under arrest, and we hope Bosas,like chaste reputation, it perishes in comton will make an example of him. It is

Broadway Tabernaele,conéeiving a preserip-

all in shrill defiance—*¢ It can’t be done!”

the awning.

of anniversary hospitalities Las ered the den of the foul practitioner, and

theater-shaped

the tumult sank.a little, his voice rese over

tained the rings for fastening the cords of

and ejaculation, there seemed,
to say, no discord or confusion,

been rather unreservedly shown up among
Baptist papers, of late, on both its sides,

Society,

advanced with a signal,for attention, and as

ed the entire edifice in case of rain or intense heat. In the wall of the uppermost
story are open holes supposed to have con-

published throughout the country, leave
Putting themlittle gleaning for a correspondent. The abortionist among them.
selves
ou
the
watch
they
at-length
discovquestion”

of which he was the founder and head (this
is but from a boy's memory,if not precisely accurate), strictly forbade encores. The
audience, at one of the oratorio performold

There was an awning which cover-

on the almost continuous sessions of the sev- | The police in a certain quarter in Boston
have for sometime suspected that some
eralsocieties.
The full reports already
nameless villain was plying the trade of an

arm, carrying every singer with him over
the dissonant peal of the organ, in perfect
tune ard unison to the close of the stanza,

ances, then held in ‘the

said.

and

I wonder whether I shall hear with more
or less patience hereafter, the lusty caricatures of this worship from men whom Nature’s journeyman has made Methodists and
not made them well.
THE BAPTIST ANNIVERSARIES.
“These were favored with a week of *¢ per-

The seats are said to have held

eight-seven thousand spectators, and- the
portico or gallery above them twenty thou-

fect days,” and large audiences attended up-

power the lead of Dr. Hastings’ slender
voice by willful playing. How the fired
leader sprang between the choir and organ
with shrill voice and commanding right

my |

blé occasion.

time

imental freshness and independence.
Least of all, at the clithax of the prayer,
Dr. Hutton remarked in the course of when
ally seized with ‘one impulse, piled
his address to- the large congregation astheir. cries higher and higher in voleanie
sembled at the funeral of Dr, Hastings, that
upheaval around the clarion voice that still
the most characteristic trait that could be rose
in the center.
It was a glorious shout,
mentioned of his piety was its sunny cheer- filled
with blending pathos, entreaty and
fulness. Next to that, perhaps quite even triumph;
tumultuous yet musical, as the
with it, stood strictness. The correlative crescendo
and crash of the final chord in a
constitutional traits were an even but in- grand overture,
from a thousand instruflexible temper, lighted with aJanmbent hu- ments; confused
in a manner, like the
mor that softened the angles and shadows mixed cries
of a hyst transported with some
where it played—unless it entered into the chivalrous
passion, and there was soineseverity of rebuke, when his sarcasm was thing
like the clash of arms, or my mind
something not lightly to be encountered deceived my ears.

and

years

rich with its independent

strange

had

thirty

As from blest voices uttering joy.

Rev. Thomas §. Hastings, D. D:, a pastor voices,
impulse
in New York city and a preacher of exper-

in seeing the taste he

than

shout,

and some instances of the kind are among
Then the Rev. Dr. Foster, soon after a
memorable experiences. Both of the daugh‘bishop, led in prayer; and truly he did
ters died missionaries’ wives, long ago; the
lead, for they followed him, and thronged
elder as Mrs. Geo. W. Wood, in this city,
around him with their voices, as he went
the younger as Mrs. William Scudder, on
on and up in the rising fervor of thanksthe foreign field. The son, now the only
survivor
to his nonagenarian mother (Mr. giving and supplication for the church. It
Hastings died at 88, week before last), is could never be reported alive. In so many

planed run te seed in theefrivolons
steps were first condmcted to a New York | fantestic forms-of dilettanteism.
city church. Jt was for the bay a memora- |
-I HAVE HAD A REVELATION.
A little more

ciation that angelic

compositions .I Loud as from numbers without number, sweet

storm breaking on the roof.

On the Jost that are found in the deathless land.
—Londoa Spectator.
rene ite

Number

At his home in Amity street, in those that we are accustomed to hear in zealous two for the emperor and his suite. = Within
days, Was a minor groupso like him in congregational praise, which now;for once
music, in gentleness and pleasantry, that served to recall to mind by a distant asso-

The rules of the Sacred” Music

5

Unseen.

w

Das he

was a memorable exhibition of character
and power, that needed not to be repeated.

JUNE 5, 1872.

ep

EAA

the rest and give an idea of the styleof the

ISSUED BY THE
FREEWILL

DOVER, N. H., JUNE 5, 1572.

XLVIL.
+

4
bd
Yagi!

AMERICAN

EDUCATION

SOCIETY.

This was

the 46th annual meeting, and it was well attended. The report of the treasurer stated that the
balance in the treasury April 80,1871,was $1,577.
89. Total receipts from donations, legacies, &e.,
for the past year.-have been $32,742.95; total expenditures, $29,919.37; balance in the treasury
April $30, 1872, 4,401.47.
The society has assisted during the year 361 students in 85 colleges and
* theological seminaries, allotting $100 to each student so assisted.
SOCIETY
FOR AIDING
DISCHARGED
CONvICTS.
This society is virtually just beginning

its work, but it has already made
During

the

year

it has

itself a name.

given help to many, of

different nationaiities, aiding them

to

forsake

their old tracks, and walk in manlier and better
ways.
Ionorable positions have been secured
for many at their discharge from prison, and
‘they ave doing credit to the help afforded them.
The society has laid out ample work for the next

year.

}

AMERICAN

a

TRACT SOCIETY.

The Ex. Com.’s

report shows that the new arrangement of the
society. with H. O. Houghton & Co. has worked
very satisfactorily. © The society now ‘controls
its publications, and as the publishers contract

to publish all the books, tracts, etc., the society
«orders, and for which it furnishes the plates, the

ly gaining the sympathy and support of all class-

es of Christians.

It is his aim to reach not only

Mohammedans and Jews but particularly Bhuddhists, fire-worshiping idolaters, numbering mil-

lions in the Russian Empire. Some of the missionaries of this society have already penetrated
to China and Japan,
and have heen prospered in
their labors Winnie pode have gone,
J EWS.

:

The report before the last church Congress of
England, says:
There is scarcely any place upon the surface of the glove, where we have any
reason to know that Jews are resident, where
the gospel of Christ has not been preached to
them by our missionaries.
As an example of
results it is stated that of 80,000 Jews resident
in London, 2,000 have been baptized into the
church.
Of 18,000 Jews in Berlin, 2,000 are said
to be converted, and in the university, three
years ago, there were 28 Professors who were
Christian Jews. Of the 8,431,700 Jews in Europe,
we reckon 20,000 converts.”

sony,
The gospel work at Riesi in the south of Sicily
continues to progress. The Waldensian evangelist to whom on a former visit was offered the use
of a large Romish church if he would return,
hastened back with an assistant but found the
power of she priests strong enough to keep the
church doors closed. The assistant Evang. writes :
‘The evangelici {Prot.Chris.)here were deprive
d
of the church of San Guiseppe.
This has been a
blessing, for private houses have been opened to
the preaching of the Word of God. The Lerd has
outwitted the enemies of his truth; for, instead
of one we have now twenty places of meeting.
All Riesi is a church.
The priests, of course,
mock at this way of spreading the glad tidings,
But did not Christ preach the love of God to sinners on the hillside,in boats,in the public squares,
in house-courts and in private dwellings?
To
us, this plan is gladsome ; for many persons,
es=
ecially women who#would not have come to
places of public worship, now listen to the
truth
as it is in Jesus. . . A priest kindled a great
fire
lately and publicly burned a Bible.
And yet in

society is able to produce a guaranteed literature
under the most favorable circumstances.
The
risks are the publishers, and then their mercans
tile interest is identical with the advantages of | less than a month
|

the society.

The commissions raised by the soci-

the people have bought sixty
Bibles and Testaments andtwo hundred portion
s _
of the Scriptures,”

ety during the year, were more than sufficient to
fan
meet all the society’s expenses.
Funds commit- |
INDIA—TELOOGOOS,
ia
ted to the treasury will be used directly in c¢ircu- !
The story of the Teloozoo mission, as related
lating the publications.—The
New
England
in the last No. of the Miss, J ag., is full of enbranch of the society is also prospering, and
couragement to ‘missionary laborers. The
Am.
made an encouraging-exhibit for the year.
Baptists sent their first missionaries, Rev. As
Day
and
wife,
to the’ Teloogoos in 1835. Their
YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN UNION. The works
country is a part of the Madras Presidency exattempted by this society is quite similar to that
tending from Orissa to Madras, 600 miles on the
engaged in by the. Young Men's Christian Ascoast and into the interior nearly 400 miles. They
sociation, only it is carried ‘on by those of the
number about 14,000,000 and are” acknowledged
Unitarian -faith., _It looks" ecavefully after the
by all who know them to be oue of the most inyoung men who are strangers in the city, protelligent and hopeful classes in the south of Inviding them social and religious privileges that
they might not otherwise get. They put a zeal “dia. For four years Mr. Day labored on alone,
and spirit into their work, that could be profit when another missionary came to his aid. Four
ably imitated by any evangelical body desiring years more passed, and a church -of eight members, including the misionaries, was formed at
to help save its fellows,

NEW ENGLAND WOMAN SUFFRAGE
ASSOCIATION.
This society devoted its speaking to the
verbal ennobling of woman’s sphere, claiming
that the denied right ef. suffrage was the great
obstacle to their elevation,
The speakers were
mainly. extravagant, but some sensible things
were said. ont uly from Oregon had found
that Horace Greeley was nothing but a hen, that
his oldest daughter is a Catholic; that he himself
is no admirer of women, and declared that she
would show him next fall, that the paper she
edits controls the balance of power in Oregon.

The resolutions

adopted,

declare

that woman

suffrage is imperatively needed in order to check
the growing corruption of American politics,
by
diffusing a wider and more “general interest in

Nellore, but failing health

compelled Mr. Day’s

colleague to leave the field, Two years more
of
toil and Mr. Day was so wasted by disease
that
his physicians decided that he too must cease
his
labors for at least two years.
In 1848, he retnrned to his mission field accompanied by Mr. Jewett and wife. The missionaries labored untiringly, but so small was the success that, five years
later, the Board seriously contemplated giving
up the mission. In April, 1856, Mr. Jewet Woobe"|

a most touching letter to the Board-in reply to
intelligence received that the expenditures in the
field must be reduced'if there was not a large advance in the liberality of the churchés.

But the

missionaries toiled on till 1866, thirty years after

Mr. Day founded the mission.
Though cheergd
occasionally by the accession of converts, yet so
its affairs; that the Cincinnad convention of so- small had been thie apparent fruits
that many
called * liberal” republicans, by refusing to rec-good men had said, “ It is in vain.” But the
ognize a woman as delegate from California, by
time had now come when the people began to
adopting a platform which disfranchises woman
turn to the Lord.
In 1867, one hundred were
while it enfranchises the leaders of the rebellion,
baptized, as many more the following year,and in:

by nominating for President a well-known oppo-

1869, the number baptized was’ 628." The work

any claim to the

support of woman-suffragists,

has since contintied to goon gloriously.
One of
the missionaries writing last Nov. says:‘ Our

ventions, reminding them that the republican
party, having conferred suffrage upon colored
men, is bound in consistency to confer suffrage

entire number in the Teloogoo mission three and
a half yéars ago was less. than 100. Now there
are more than 2,000. We here do not fully comprehend what God is doing before our eyes:
And it is pretty certain that it has not come
home to the Am, Baptists as it ought,
So,

nent of woman

suffrage. has failed to establish

and that we await with deep interest the action
of the republican and democratic national cons

upon

‘women,

and

that

the

democratic” party,

.

TR
towns,

the field, we heartily rejoice to see 0 if

him, And when in the end, the whole proc- | Lille for instance, where the women have .glish brethren enter if.
ess was suspended, Henry concluded that | followed the example of the men, and have
. Bro. Bailey reports that

—

—

"

Thomas Wolsey was one of the most
A

'

+

re-

markable men that England ever produted.
He was the son of a butcher

at Ipswich,

a

town about seventy miles from London, and
was born in 1471. He was evidently a stu- |
dious boy, and learned easily, for he gradu-.|
ated at Oxford University when he wis only |
fifteen years old, and thus gained the nickname of ‘‘the boy bachelor.” He obtained |

a felldwship in his college; was appointed | King left him in possession of a bishopric | committee **to devise some, means for the
in connection with it; and an abbacy with their large incomes,and
repression ef intemperance.”
MM. de la

and

was

afterwards

ordained

‘a

Roman, | after a while restored to him the arehbishop-

Catholic priest, popery being
the State religion of England.

at that time | ric of York, and seemed disposed to restore
When he was | him to favor.
His enemies knew him too
twenty-nine years old, he became rector of well td allow this, if they could possible preLymington in Somersetshire. At this time vent it. Charges founded on an obsolete
he is said to have possessed great natural statute were brought against him, and he

* ability, a keen and rapid judgment of char-

was convicted ; but the King granted him a
acter, and a winning address. These traits, | pardon, restored to him part of his treasures
combined with, favorable
circumstances, | and gave him leave to go to his palace at
helped him to a rapid promotion, which in | Richmond.
»
:
those times, was not hindered by his loose
His enemies still fearingihis return to famoral character.
Sir John Nafant, treasur- vor, they procured orders for him to remove
er of Calais, a town in France, which at that’ to his archbishoprics of York.
He went
time belonged to England, made him his thither with a retinue of one hundred and
deputy, procured him the appointment of sixty. persons; and récommenced his lavish
chaplain to the King, Henry VII., and intro- | expenditures, and his ostentatious ‘course.
duced him personally to the King. Some- He was finally arrested for high treason, and
time after this, the King sent him to the Em- he set out with the officers of justice on his
peror of Germany, who was then in Flanreturn to London.
This seems to have enders, on business which he deemed impor- tirely broken him down.
He became sick
tant.
Séeing Wolsey at Court three or four with dysentery, and reached Leicester Ab-

days afterwards, he began to reprove him
for so long delaying his journey. In reply,
Wolsey told him that he had accomplished
the business appointed him, and had returned. This promptness so pléased the King
that he made Wolsey dean of Lincoln, and
afterwards appointed him his almoner.
Henry died soon after, and was succeeded
by his son, Henry VII, who was then eighteen years old. Wolsey.gvas taken into the
service of the new King;
apd he so ingratiated himself into’the favor of this: monarch,
that his rise

was veéi

pid;

hind he

soon

had almost every ainda ie Kingdom under his control. Pr
ents and honors
poured in upon

him.

In 1510,

he

became

rector of Torrington ; in 1511, he was made
canon of Windsor, and registrar

of the

or-

der of the garter; in 1512, hé was appointed
prebendary of Yorks.in 1513, he was

dean

of York; and

France;

in 1514,

archbishop

of

made

bishop. of Tournay
bishop

York.

of Lincoln,

In 1515,

in
and

the pope

made him a cardinal; and the King made
him Lord High Chancellor

of Engand,

an

office which at that time was often held bya
priest, instead of a

lawyer.

In

1516,

the

pope made him his legate, ‘which placed him
in the way of obtaining great wealth, and
gave him almost unlimited power over the

ferments were

lavished

resided arhboad:
paid to him by
for services perecclesiastical pre-

upon

him,

but

in

one thing he failed. He earnestly desired
to become pope of Rome ; and the Kings of
France and Spain both promised to give hin
their influence in securing this dignity ;
but in two successive elections, in 1522, and

in 1523, he failed to secure his object.
It is said that his revenues were nearly
equal to those of the King; and his expenditures were profuse. His love of display
was very manifest. His household consisted
of more than five hundred persons; several

noblemen of high rank being enrolled among
his‘servants; and it is said that his master
cook was daily attired in damask,

satin, or

velvet, and wore a chain of goid about his
neck. Not content with his stately palace at
Westminster, in addition to his numerous
houses in other parts of the Kingdom, he, in

1516, commenced to build another palace
at Hampton Court, about fourteen miles
from London. .His lavish expenditures on
this pile of buildings excited envy and remark, and the King seems to have had some

‘idea that his favorite

was. going

tho far,

Hence, when, in 1526, he went to visit it at

resi-

dence, both of Henry and his father.
A man in Wolsey’s position, with his large

income and extravagant habits, would natur-

ally haye mahy enemies;

and he

increased

theseby his haughtiness. Warham, archbishop of Canterbury, once

wrote

in which he subscribed

himself, “your “lov-

him

a letter

ing brother:” and Wolsey complained of his
thus putting himself on an equality with
him.

On being told ot this, Warham

‘this man is drunk with too much

replied,
prosper-

ity.” Heffurther increased the number of
his opponents by the manifestation of a revengeful and implacable spirit towards those
who slighted or offended him ; while the opprefsive and illegal taxes he induced the

+ King to levy on the people, made him genES
erally unpopular.
His course with reference to the divorce
* of Queen Catherine involved him in considerablé difficulty. He believed that the uncle

of the Qyeet, Charles V., emperor of Ger"many, had opposed him in requiring the
papacy ; hence he encouraged the scruples
* of Henry VIII., with reference to his. marBut when he found that the result

of a diyoree

would be the King's

marriage

HALE

BY

——He

who

up

a

true

Dr. Bowditch has recently

If none attended church but

renewed the rec-

with the hope that the King’s mind might
be turned-in a different direction; and thus
»

thus

Christian

-

Light

bd

lp.

Wines and Beers.
er

——

Much has been said in favor of the introduction of “light wines and beer” into this
country,

afa

‘‘ temperance

measure;”

ar-

guing that’the common and constant use of
these beverages

would

gradually

take

the

place of all distilled liquors, and that soon
drunkenness would hardly be known among
us, The agricultural department of the
Patent Office has written long articles to
urge the cultivation of more grapes, and the
drinking of wine fo this end. Several of
the witnesses who testified before the Mass.
Legislature in 1868, advocated the same
measure.
A number of years ago “a beer act” was
passed by the British Parliament, advanced

by

the

Duke

of

Wellington

and

Iford

Brougham, for the express purpose of lessening intemperance and drunkenness.
In
the “Convention of Canterbury” we have
the result of this “beer act.” The testi-

mony of the Clergy on the cause and prevale

of intemperance in England, says,
e Duke of Wellington's ‘Beer-House-Act’
was the origin of much of the existing
evil.” ¢‘Beer-shops, in my humble opinion,
are the curse of the country.” ‘‘Intemper-

ance has much

increased since peer-shops

were introduced some years ago, especially
among the young men.” «Intemperance
has increased here with the number of beer-

“The

abundance of the harvest in 1858

diminished "the
quence,

the

poverty,

crimes

‘and,

and

by

conse-

offenses

which

misery imposes, but the abundance of the
vintage, on the contrary, multiplied; blows
and wounds, the quarrels of cabarets,
the
rebellious and outrageous violence toward
the police.” J. Fennimore Cooper said, “I

came to-Europe

under”the impression. that

there was more drunkenness among us thar:
in any other country,—England perhaps ex-

cepted.

A

residence

of six

months

in

in

his

place in

the

there is a wine shop there are the elements

of disease,

workman.”

A

French

Magazine,

“The

Work-a-day world of France,” has the following: “Drunkenness is the beginning and
end of life in the great French industrial
.

yt

o

i

where

since risen, and

supplies and
lished.

with

love for Jesus, ‘and truly devoted to

a

given

Every body needs to know what other

village

an extensive

construction

deposit

has

| station

of

P——,

there

very

wltat books the public require.

The author

ing is needed.

works

must know what sort of thinking and writThe man

who

hi hands must know what

work

has

to offer each other in this world.

for

constantly,

study this law,

hood.

what is right; not only what men

but what’ duty demands, what
demands, what God demands.

boys

Universalists,
But there
in the place or neighbor-

care
be.

Sabbath

through

aloud,

and

calls

There is a certain want which
of you can supply; aid you arg

you will have to offer to the world by and
by; what sort of bodie$ with whichito do

after-

-

the work of life; what sort of minds with
which to think and plan; what sort ot char-

in the
order

of service in the same way. He gave me
his own account of this Sabbath, and its ve-

ity?
The demand is unlimited.
Rudeness,
coarseness,
incivilily, insolenceé?
Away
with them.
Gentleness, kindness, courtesy ? Bring them as often as you please.

the same with their rods.
God's servants | great delight.
The morning and evening
present arguments in favor of truth, but | service w
regularly © performed,
and
cunning, false teachers present apparently | George read two sermons to his increased
plausible argaments for error, resisting, { audience, His second Sabbath was even
| happier than the first.
(
“‘as Jannes and Jambres withstood Moses
,™
Another week passed, and George's new
Yet as Aaron's serpent devoured theirs.
y | friends eave notiea around
the village that
on the banks of the Mahanuddee, about truth shall overthrow falsehood.
| there hitbeen an Episcopal church opened
200 miles above Cuttack, the capital. The ——Though you began a Christian life in | at the station, and invited others to come.
pure Oriya is the language of the people. early childhood, and have walked with God | When Sunday caine, George found himseif
with a congregation
indreased to sevenor
We arrived in Sambhalpore in Dec. of 1836, until the suns of fourscore Years have rolled [ eight persons,
It seem}
0g him a wonderand finally left it early in 1838.
The hot over you, and you are within a few steps of ful assembly.
He calmly and thankfi
season of 1837 was unusually severe. We the portals of the new Jerusalem, yet you
went on in his
only the sttenwere sulfected to great exposure, and but can not take these few steps alone ; unless regular way, and gained n
tion but the approbation of s | his gathered
for the generous hospitality of Mr. and Mrs. Jesus uphelds, you will stumble in your old flock.
:
Babington, who then resided there, in a age, and ‘ fail of entering into his rest.”
Thus his Sundays went on for a few
weeks.
As many as fifteen persons, had
splendid mansion house,our sufferings must ——The Christian can not say
of his imbeen collected as his regular congregation;
have been much greater than they actually mortal riches, “mine
hand hath gotten me
The effort and the service were much talked
were, for it _was not till the setting in of all these things
; for he knows all these to about, and he gained much respect from
the rains, that we were able to get houses be the free
gift of a Saviour's
some and ridicule from others,
~ C—

M

.

|

It: will be in the recollection of many of
our friends that Sambhalpore was the station originally occupied by the Free Baptists in Orissa. This is a large native town,
situated in the ivestern part of the Province,

At length a disturbance was made by
some opposers without, and an opposition
was organized which remonstrated with the
cious rooms, but with free fare at the man
Rev. Horace Webber.
authorities of the road against having their
sion, and when these generous friends were
——r——
offices used for a sectarian
se, as they
urged to accept some compensation, it was
Rev. Horace Webber died in Ossipee, called it. And George and his congregareplied, ** Such a thing was never heard of N.
tion were forbidden to assemble again in
H., Feb. 21, 1872, aged 65 years.
? that place.
in India.”
:
Shak
:
Mr. Webber was born in Lyman, N. H.
The hostility yy kened a defense, and
With Houses to build, the language of In
1826 he gave his heart to God-and soon some others, and especiully two lawyers
the people but very imperfectly learned, commenc
ed preaching the Gospel to dying who Bad settled themselves there, deterand a good deal of sickness in our families,
men, and for thirty years perhaps no man mired that there should be no such persebut ‘a: small amount of direct missionary
in his time was more successful in winning cutidns allowed, and they hired a hall in
the only tavern, and gave it to George for
work was accomplished. Several destitute
souls to the Master. Scores and hundreds the use of Ms congregation
on Sundays.
childrén were taken in, and a Boarding
have reason to thank God
that he ever. And here was my little gentle hoy most unschool commenced. One member of that
lived. March 6, 1827, he married Relief expectedly set up as a regular conductor of
little school (Silas Curtis) is now the senior
public worship on a scale he had never imTyler, who still lives to mourn her loss. »
native preacher in the Mission. A native
+}
Mr. Webber was publicly set apart to agined.
Thirty
preacher from Cuttack was several months
now formed his congregathe gréat Work which he so faithfully per- tion ; amongor forty
them were the two gentlemen
with us, with whom we visited and preachformed for several years, in - Warren, Oct. of whonnI
have spoken. George went on
ed among the people, and also circulated a
23, 1834, by a council composed of Rever- with his opening
work with quiet steadigood number of tracts and portions of
gaining new friends an
ends Geo. W. Cogswell, S. Cole, John ness, every week
Scripture.
new defenders.
There being no physician at Davis and
God blessed his labors in
Joshua Quimby.
He was very a very remarkable way, ‘and his opposers
the place, and no roads, making access
successful as an evangelist, laboring much were compelled to withdra
w.
very difficult, 4nd, meantime, Balasore hay- in that
capacity in his early ministry, and
A few months had now
gone by, and
ing become vacaut by the return of Mr. and perhaps
George had gone'on alone.
no less so as pastor.
The work en:
Muss. Goadby, we resolved, with the advice
He served ten pastorates, and in neither larged around him so much that,he felt he
of our English brethren, to abandon Sammust find some one to help him. The nearof them did he fail to see some soul con- est Episcopa
l clergyman was at S—, sixbhalpore for the present, and occupy Balverted to God.
:
: teen miles off, and without a railroad. It
asore, which is a European station, far more
He was a
warm friend to the moral re- is a curious fact that, at this very
point at
accessible and supposed to be more healthy, forms
of his day, being among the first ad- which I am writing these lines, this very

With

sad hearts we turned away from Sambhal-

pore, which had become endeared to us by
the sanguine hopes which cluster around
the first settlement in a new place, by
much labor and toil, and many earnest
prayers offered for the establishment of our
Mission in that dark land, by much suffering, severe sickness and by death. The
graves of one beloved member of the Mission and two precious babes there remain,

Haunghtiness, pride, vanity, self-conceit ? No
demand.
Humility, meekness, medesty
Always

vocates

of temperance

and

anti-slavery,

In the early struggles of the anti-slavery
cause he traveled and lectured in its inter:

y

est.

Mr. Webber was a man of deep earnestness, undaunted perseverance and strong
will, and to these qualities added an unusual
flow of language. which when sanctified by

God's grace, made him a power for good,

He is gone

we

would

from

shun

his

our midst,
faults

may

and
the

while
Lord

forth.

Death has

minister came into my house, and
I have
told him, to his amazement, the story I

was writing.

He

confirms my statements,

and adds to me some

facts which he re-

calls.
George
hir
a ed
wagon, drove these sixteen miles to bring this minister out, after
his

own

two

services

on Sunday, to hold

evening service in his hall at P
This
was the first time an Episcopal minister had
been in that place.
Thus

George's

work

went

on.

But he

marketable.

As a rule

the

common, homely

virtues

are in better demand than the rare and brilliaut qualities,
For instance, great genius
will find a’place for itself, provided it be
the

genuine

articlesand

no sham;

but

the

age abilities, gombined
try, and
perseverance

with energy,
will find
a

indusbetter

market, and prove itself worthy of a better
reward...

Don’t be over-anxious then, to be

a great poet or orator. We don't need
many of them. A dozen or two will supply a generation amply. Not half a dozen
In an§ generation ever reach-a real great-

ness.

But

great

common

sense, great in-

tegrity, great fidelity in little things are always seasonable. Cultivate these things
in your boyhood and your girlhood. Carry

them

up

with

you

to

your manhood

and

your womanhood ; and you will be the men
and women who are wanted.—S. S. Scholar.
s
:

WHAT TO DO WITH

GRIEVANCES.

You

havea grievance, teacher. You are sore
perplexed. You are perhaps inexperienced,
and dislike to ask older workers how you
shall dispose of your embarrassments,
It
way not be what you would call a, spiritual
perplexity ; but whatever it is, be sure to

| ask the Lord about it.
Go to him first.

4
is his

It

work you are

engaged in. It is his glory you are seeking. It is his spirit that is promised to
those who

ask for it to

wisdom.

If, after layin

fore

inward light

him,

guide them into all
the matter bedoes not come, en-

_

abling you to see your proper course without
advice, then the indication is; probably
that you are to get the help from some co-

worker.

ever,

you

For having

asked the Lord,

how-

will no.doubt be better directed

how to state the matter to your fellow,

and

he will be the more abundantly able to give

you the required assistance.
We have seen this tried.

edit.

We have

proyv-

*Why, Freddy,” said an indulgent

father, to his almost idolized schoolboy son,
‘why didn’t you write me oftener?
I

thought you would tell me, Sy
¥ou wanted money, insteado ube

, When
Bh to

your, brothers or the girls for it I” and the
tone was justly that of ‘aggrieved love.
The boy, whose wants had always been so
cheerfully and lovingly supplied, had refrained
from asking
his father for that
which he had needed, and had gone to other

members of the family for the supply of his

wints. The earthly father showed unmistakably that he was grieved. Better than
an earthly father loves to give good gifts
to

his

children,

the heavenly Father loves

commenced a Sunday-school, | to give good gifts to them that ask him. .
had alréady
asa child of his loved school at St. George's, Shall we Sunday-sepool workers not prefer
and teachers and: children were collected to go directly to him with our simplest need,
for his work. He came to me for books rather than complain of want,
or go to
and further guidancé in whag seemed to others for supplies ?

him, and what really was, a ver

important

work and opening for the Lord's glory and
the welfare of men.
:
,
George's new friend in the ministry came
often to preach’ for him on Sunday evening,
driving these sixteen miles after his day’s
!
work.
The spirit of God blessed and prospered
his work, and before eight months had
gone by there were several persons, and

Jmong them the two lawyers, who

decided

.

WAITING TO DEPART.
An aged man
was sitting before the embers of a fire in an

almshouse. © He was very deaf,

and

every

Jarmo shook with palsy. Deeply poor was
he.
:
“What
are
you now doing?” said a
friend who called upon him.
** Waiting, sir.”

.

‘ And for what?” asked his friend.
‘‘ For the coming of my Lord.”

to make their own public religious profesunteers from among the native preachers | his choice of ways to let out life; and. while sion,
and to unite in the communion of the
** What makes you wish for His coming ?"
were called for, to occupy’ Sambhalpore, | We are busily watching at one door, he Episcopal church.
:
‘“ Because, sir, I expect
and although none came forward at the |cOmes in at another, ddams,
e Drone to administer the rite of | then. He has promised that w great things
en He shall
Confirmation,

amd thus to or

anize a regu-

appear

He wi

give a crown of righteouslar churchin that growin village. Prep- | ness to all who.love Him.”
-Good works, like the golden earrings of arations
were made to build a church, . and
“On what: foundation do you rest for
Mission there. The field is more contigu- | the Israelites, are valuable in thems
elves; a regular minister of the church was em- such a hopé?”. again questioned

ous and ready of access to them than to| but if once erected into
i
a golden calf, to
us, and as there seems no prospeet of our | be worshiped and
relied upon , are damning
Sociéty being able, very soon, to re-occupy | ly pernicious,— TLoplady:
Sq

»
|

°

demand is muderate, A few geniuses will
do for a whole nation; whereas good, avér-

love.

enclosed and suitable to occupy.
Meantime, we were not only supplied with spa-

owing to its being near the sea.

and

acters with which to exert an influence;
what sort of a purpose to serve; what sort
of principles to follow.
don’t you see that there {s.not one
sults. He said he enjoyed it much. It was act And
or thought of your daily life which does
a great relief to his entire loneliness in a, not help to settle this question for you?
strange place, and a day of great benefit to Here is something to set you
to thinking,
him.
.
then. “What shall you aim to be and to do?
On the next day, a plain Englishman,
who What sort of men and women will you
was there us a fish-dealer serving with his make of yourselves?
What sort is wanted ?
wheelbarrow, met him in the village, and Do n't waste your time and strength in
said to him: “I hear that you opened an producing what there is no call for. You
Episcopal church, ‘yesterday, at'the station: may just as well meet the demand of the
Do you mean tq keep it up?
George an- age. in which you are to live, 43 to miss itswered him in the affirmative. * May I and throw yourselves away. The world is
come next Sunday?” Georgeygladly wel- a great market-place, and you are coming
comed the offer.
up to it. What wares are you bringing?
And when the next Sunday arrived, and Cunning, trickery, deceit?
the evils possible, lest with maturity come
They, are not
the appointed
time of service, George
wanted.
Frankness, truth, fair-dealing?
shame and disappointment.
3
found his congregation increased by two, They arc always in request. Greed, selfish———Aaron cast down his fod and it became this Englishman and his wite. They were ness, avarice ? The market is overstocked
a serpent, but the cunning magicians did | both respectably dressed, and with their already.
Charity, benevolence, generosi| prayer-book
united in the wérship with

Shmbhalpore.
—

girls, and

men

now getting ready to meet the demand.
You are now deciding what and how much

wards a sermon. Hé was himself the officiating minister, and the only visible hearer. The noon interval passed, and
afternoon he went through the same

and

as

children, the
into your life,
on you to take

what you make your growing upto
The great world needs and is waiting

for you.
each one

| ular hour of morning prayer, in his office,
with the service of the Episcopal Church,
read

demand,

conscience

And inasmuch as no oue can offer any
thing more than the product of his own
hands, brains, and heart, the question finally takes this form: What sort of men and

in his own regular way, with the worship
| of hisown church, and he began at the regwhich hé

We must

only what is marketable and profitable, but

few

He could. not attend the professed

He determined to keep the

to
or

which is called

time, and then goes on taking larger doses. ent number of preachers, amt! these were | and his employment was the'whole charge of
And aleohol is in all of the wines and beers, four fold more humble and spiritual than
the books and the business of the station.
women are wanted?
And
and they would not be drank if it was not they now are, the power of the gospel
On the arrival of (George's Tirst,. Sundhy | women are only grown-up
|
at
P——,
he
commenced
his
own
personal
in them; and alcohol always,if continuedto would be quadrupled,
question reaches right down
worship of the
was none other

find

the law of supply and demand.
The law
reaches to some things very high and very
sacred, too. It requires us to ascertain not

houses built, and but one house for public
worship, which belonged to the Universalists. His lodging-place was in the little
office which had been prepared for him in
the new building for the railroad station,

{ career.

with

will

the best market.
And, so in respeet
every possible thing that we have to ask

been estab'

were

peo-

ple want of him, and how he can get from
other people what he wants himself. The
farmer must know what kinds of grain and
fruit are’ wanted, in order to manage his
farm profitably. The mechanic must know
what sort of machinery is in demand, ~ The
merchant must know what goods his customers need. The publisher must know

his aptitude and

large

But it requires a heart really fille

WuaAT 1s WANTED, Every body wants
something of some body else. Every body
has something that some body else wants,

But the railroad and the station have made
the town.
When George went first to this

those who

help us to cherish and practice his virtues.
May the Lord bless his aged companion
and children in this sad hour,
A sermon was preached by the writer
All inhabitants of light wine countries are the past cold season Bro. Wm. Bailey,of the
quarrelsome.” Louis Philippe stated to General Baptist Mission, visited and preach- to a large audience on the Sabbath follow.
ing his death, when we consigned all that
E. C. Delevan that “the drunkenness of ed the gospel in Sambhalpore, and also
in remained
France was occasioned by wine.” The regions beyond.
of our friend to his last resting
The station is now oceuplace.
Duke of Orleans made the same statement, pied by’ English
:
residents, both civil and
and added, *‘in those districts where most military ; has‘a resident
'D. I. QuinT,
doctor; roads have
wine was made, there also was the great- been constructed,
and the town and district
est wretchedness, and most frequent ap- become
There is but one door to come into
a most inviting missionary field.
the
pealsto government for aid.” The Count
At the late jubilee meeting in Cuttack, vol. | World, a thousand to go
said

for a while,

construction,

worship in ‘Spirit’ and truth,” there would
be many empty pews andssome vacant pul- |
pits.
[
forms the appetite for strong drinks; and
every person belins by taking u little at a ~—1If there was but one fourth of the pres- |
|

Paris changed my views'entirely.” Sir Ed- to hallow the ‘memory of our sojourn .in
ward Bulwer Lytton says: ‘Nothing so Sambhalpore.
Once since, the place has
tréacherous.. They inflame the brain like been visited by Bro. Bacheler, and repeatfire, while melting on the palate like ice. edly by native preachers from Cuttack, and

de Montalombert

trained

sticks to

It demands energy

Bis service, and glad to work for him.—Dp.
yng.
a
:

trustworthiness were so manifest that he: received the appointment of the Station
Agent and Clerk at a station on a Massachusetts Railroad” then in the process of

ommendation to drink beer and light wine
as temperance drinks. It is aledhol that

no doubt that the course pursued by Wolsey

did something towards opening the eyes of
the people of England¢ and thus prepared
the way for the Reformation which followed
a few years afterwards.
Ww. H.

heart was reall

‘who faithfully

wisdom, but not more than a boy may

to Jesus, and to his work. Punctual, assiduous, willing, cheerful;he was a boy with
whom it was a pleasure to associate, and
whom it was a gratification to teach, There
| was a gentleness: in his utterance, and a
politeness and suavity in his manner, which
| made him always attractive and agreeable.
At the fusual age of hoys, he found a posi-tion in mercantile employment.
And when

—

builds

His

and

he undertakes,

and

have.

Sunday-school Boy.

Christian boy.:

.

ARLINGTON.

i

in his work,

(George Williams wis one of my
yschool ‘boys in St. George's. He Sunda
had received a plain but adequate education for
the business of life, He was a small, quiet,
unassuming youth,
But he was a truly

Fragments.

and the fruitful source of all time, it.is not too much
to hope
our
to Anne Boleyn, who was a protestant, he, that is at enmity with the interests of the English brethren will, ere long, that
plant a

* as oneof the two commissioners of the pope
_ to decide the matter, delayed the decision

A

character erects to himself ah enduring
monument, upon which Jesus shall at last
inscribe the words, *‘Well done.”
——The greatest and most miserable slave
is he who is not his own master.
Strange as it may seem, and in the face ——=-He who procrastinates reform yields to
of facts, and pages more of the same kind, Satan all he asks.

alwaysgpoke favorably of him, There can be

riage, and thus he alienated the friends of the French Nutional Assembly in 1850, ‘Where

Queen.

Scotinge, a member of the Legislative As- |
sembly, suggests *‘putting tavern debts on |
the same footing of gambling debts,” And
M. Prosper D'Espine, of Marseilles, has a
plan “to stop the cultivation of the vine.”
And we are beginning to have the same
state of things in California, among the
wine growers.
Drunkenness is rapidly increasing, and upon wine too.
.
;

This is: an illustration of what one faith1, persevering boy can do, whose. heart js

what

be taken, even im small quantities, creates ——Once prayer was
a gift in the church
an appetite for more. Some may restrain common to all its member
s, but this does
and monks that he had come to lay his bones it to a small dose gvery day; but it will be not now
seem so agreeable to the spirit of
among them. He immediately took
his a restraint; it will demand more.
the times. Once “many were gathered tobed; and never rose from it again. _ He died
Now, thereis just.as much philosophy in gether praying,” now many
are frequently
in November, 1530, when he was fifty-nine encouraging petty larceny, to prevent gathere
d together for *‘social’ religious Jenyears old.
grand larceny, and to encourage telling lit- tertainments” which yield
no profits save in
I have stated that Wolsey was a remarka- tle lies to prevent telling big lies, commit"dollars and cents.
le man.
There is no question as to his ting little sins, as a sure safeguard against
learning. His rapid advancement from a great ones, Alcohol is of that nature, that —ZEarthly treasures decrease in value as
low position in life to a very high one proves it can not be used continually, even fn small fast as we approach eternity,
that he had talents of no mean order. But quantities, without forming an appetite for ——Learning is said to be the handmaid te’
from all the sources of information within my it, and that appetite will constantly crave religion, but many fall in love with the
maid who hate the mistress,
reach, I am obliged to conclude that he was more.
.
profligate, ambitious, ostentatious, unscrupThose who drink these liquors, drink —7Ye can not serve God and mammon
ulous, and revengeful.
Nor does he deny
them for the stimulative effects that they yet ye may serve God with mammon.
these charges in his famous dying words. produce, in the system. Now, the
system ——DMen may have prayer without faith, but
He said to Sir Wm. Kingston, in whose gets accustomed to the nature of the alco- never faith without
prayer; for as breath
charge he was, that he had always been de- hol, and it will constantly require a larger attends life prayer attends faith.
voted to the interests of the King; and -ad- amount to arouse it to the same degree of
Honesty in trade is like a jewel ina
ded, ‘Had I but served God as diligentlyas stimulation. And to meet this demand, vast heap of rubbish,
I'y
I have served the King, he would not have brandy and whiskey are constantly mixed
——Keep down the weeds while the plants
given me over in my gray hairs.” It is
with the wine by thousands of wine drink- are tender, also guard your children from
said that after the death of Wolsey, Henry ers.
A. DEERING.
all

its completion, the King asked Wolsey why
he had erected a building that surpassed in
shops.” ‘‘Lord Brougham confessed to me
magnificence every one of the royal palaces,
that he was convinced of. the evil effects that
* - Wolsey very adroitly answered that he had had followed from the * Beer-House Act.’
all along intended it for the King ; and ‘that And we might go on quoting
page after
he was only trying to form a residence page from the best authorities, all to the
worthy of so great a- monarch.” This an- same” end. -And, all that may be said
swer so pleased the King, that in return for against the use of beer, may also be said
Hampton Court, he gave Wolsey the valua- against the use of wines.” We quote the
ble manor of Richmond, with the royal pal- following from a French writer :
ace thereon, which had been a favorite

he found the peo-

bey with difficutly, where he told the ‘abbot

English clergy.
He also received enormous
sums from several bishopries of which he
collected the revenues for
bishops
who

were foreigners, and who
and from regular stipends
several foreign poetentates
formed for them. Other

i

his favorite was unfaithful to him.
added drunkenness to their other vices, It ple very friendly and refidy, both mdle
and
But the King did not even then act hastily ; | iss estimated that at Lille, 25 out of every female,
to listen to the worl oflife, Govbut after awhile, as complaints against Wol100 men, and 12 out of every 100 women, ernment officials in the district have taken
sey continued, he deprived him of the office | are confirmed dpdfkards.”
an interest in the cause of education, and
of Lord Chancellor, and of other preferments,
Here we have the sad results of the use 273 schools, attended by 16,135 pupils, were
and confiscated his palace in Westminster. | « of “light wines” as a common drink, And
reported. Of these pupils, it is quite]reThe walls of this palace were found to be we have no doubt, and had uot at the time,
markable and encouraging to state, that not
covered with cloth of gold and cloth of sil- that quite a portion of the disasters to the less than
8,052 ave girls. The Lord raise
ver; the plate was of massive gold; and the | Freneh arms in the late war were justly atup the men, fire their hearts with the love
rest of the furniture corresponded in costli-| itributable to this terrible state of things. and
zeal and persistence for the cultivation
ness. Wolsey was ordered to leave London, | So: fearful has intemperance Now become
of Sambhalpore'!
J. PHILLIPS,
and to retire to Esher, one of his country |i n France, that the National Assembly: have
. Sdntipore, Feb. 16, 1872.
seatsa few” miles from London.
Yet the | taken up the matter, -and have chosen a

teacher of a school

—

his friend.
loyed to sayy ou the work which this
Rubbing and putting on his spectacles, he
R unday-school
3
y began alone, and main- | read; + herefore, being justified by faith,”
tained with so much consistency and suc- ete. (Rom.
5:1, 2),
Happy-oldmdn! so
cess,

~«

-
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Wolsey.
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poor in this world’s goods, yet so rich,
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Anne and her {friends were* turned
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Not to soothe to-morrow’s woes;
Not to bless to-night’s repose ;

Now, I hunger to be fed,
Give to-day my daily bread.

Every moment hold my hand
‘Without Thee I can not stand.

-

‘While mine eyes are fixed on Thee,
Nothing of myself I see;
‘While thy strengths mine to wear,
All things I can do and bear.
Close beside me, Master, stay!

Give me daily bread to-day.

Thén when days shall come no more,
‘When my need and want are o'er;
‘When TH feeblest child shall be
Led to living streams by Thee;

Lamb of God! with heavenly bread

Work
Why

does

— Rose Terry.

for God.

God

ask

the

help

of man?

without us, and in spite of us, and with
no
aid from seraph or archangel?
Could not
he, who by his bare word established the

he

who

has

made

the world one vast garden, adorning it with

all the

beauty

and

profusion

and

Infinite

variety of vegetable life ; he who has made

populous with worlds and systems the
measureless spaces which himself only comprehends and fills, and has placed them all
under the secure dominion of adequiite forces and laws—could he not cultivate his own
vineyard unaided? Does he become incompetent when he approaches the region.of
moral entleavor?
‘And, if he

wants

any

help, why

ours?

Were there in all his realm ho better work-

" ers, that he should choose such poor onés?
Where were his unfallen sons who beheld

| and shouted for, joy over the world’s creation? And why did he not summon them

to this task?

the

pitch of

world wit

thinking, plan-

agonizing struggle.

And

Politics,

of a certain church,

came

into a conditien of chronic religious despondency.
Every effort was «made to
comfort
worse.

him.
His case grew. worse and
His -pastor, in despair, inviteda

brother
tient.

minister to visit the interesting paHe

of the

did

so; and, after Jong hearing

mysterious

and

aggravated

toms, simply said, ** I know

you.
loaf
pray
can
was

symp-

what will cure

Take a Bible under one arm and a
of bread under the others and go and
with the first poor, sick neighbor you
find!”
The distinguished dyspeptic
shocked beyond expression; just as

another great patient once was by a- proph-

et’s equally
water.

simple prescription

of Jordan

But, on reflection, he tried the rem-

edy, and found it just as effective.
Vork, work, work

for

God, if

you wish

to realize a noble type of Christian manhood. God works; Jesus works. He said:

‘ My Father worketh hitherto, and I work.”
Angels are workers. ‘“ Are : they not all

ministering (i. e., serving) spirits?”

All

nature is alive with activities. Be not a
solitary idler in this magnificent army.—
Independent.
= »

‘Was it beneath them, or did

it, transcend their powers? They had been Gravazzi on the Romish Church.
at work in the'world from the beginning;
et Oe
guarding the way to the tree of life, bringing revelations to the patriarchs and prophFather Gavazzi,as he was when a Cathoets, with eager feet,descending and ascend- | } ic priest, and as he is still often designated,
ing the ladder Jacob saw, flying on glad
wings to execute the divine behests, hover- in his speéch before the Methodist Confer-ing with tireless interest over the Redeem- ence, spoke out in the following frank,
“er's earthly life. Why shall they not be forcible, radical way :
messengers to bear the
his commissi
Before 1848 we had not one single public
glad tidings the
first announced through Christian worship in Italy.” We have now
all the earth and down all the a s? No; at least 100 congregations who are workit may not be so. As Jesus stands at Beth- ing harmoniously, hand in hand, realizing
any, with one foot in the invisible chariot, the advice of the apostle—*‘ Keep the unity
which in a moment more is to sweep him of the Spirit.”
he history of our free
up right royally to his throne, it is not to church runs thus. We had here and there,
the exalting seraphic legions who throng from 1858, some separate churches, which
the ascehding track of his triumph, but to were supported, some by individuals, some
men—awkward, imperfect creatures, like by groups of friends in Rome, others by
vou and me, my brother—that he says: religious societies in other countries.
Being
* Go" ye into all the world, and preach the supported by so many different sources, and
gospel to every creature,” and “ Lo!I am being independent of each other, there
with you alway, even unto the end of the sprung up a kind of spirit of exclusiveness;
world.”
and as they were isolated, having ne conWhy ? The feasons we can not unfold in cert of action, they were fated to die by
full; and there would be no occasion for consumption.
We tried, to unite them, but
stumbling if we could discover none at all. it was a very difficult task. They thought
It should be enough for us to know that that those who had paid nothing for their
this is the way Gof#ms chosen. He is not support had no right to give advice; but,
hound to give account of his ways to us. thanks to God, in 1865 we succeeded in obThe antecedent presumption is immeasur- taining an Evangelical Alliance, which was
tbly strong that his plan is the best plan the first step toward Christian unity. Thirpossible. *‘ He that spared not his own ty-three of those separated churches sent
Son, but delivered him up for us all,” to represéntatives to Milan that year, who
make salvation possible—‘‘
how shall he gave to the church a constitution and a pronot with him alsegreely give us all things,”
to make salvation actual ?

fession of faith, and proclaimed

to be the

Necessities of the case lying beyond our was
ken may have made man’s agency indispen- | here

sable

‘in

carrying

forward

God's

work.

How do we know that God could directly,
and-without any human intervention, im-

press his truth savingly on any human soul?

in

America,

tomy

American

make either the spoken or the

which for many

effective?

We

sometimes

Witten Word

assume

that the

expedient God has chosen was one of severi]
possible to him, and about equally
feasible. How do we know but it was the

only

one Infinite Wisdom

could devise ?

This we do know: that, * since by man
came death,by man came also the resurrection of the dead”—the resurrection of
the soul from sin, and of the body from the
grave. Through human nature the personal Word, the eterna! Logos, came to human

naturé;-

and

through

human

word ‘of inspiration was given:

nature

¢ Holy

the

men

of old spake as they were moved by the
Holy Ghost.”
Human nature is fertile in excuses and
complaints. - We are prone to put off the
blame of our irreligion
g fect virtue on God.
We
- agencies might make us
us to Christ, or nearer

and of our imperthink some other
good; might lead
to him.
The old

truths and methods seem to have little power. They are the fit vehicles of all the
pawer God has to bestow. The preaching

of this old gospel by imperfect men; the
illustration of it in
believers, and the
perfect Book—these
ents for convincing

themselves

When

I

20 years ago, my friends
friends

that we

have

a

.

“The American
E

Foreign Christian Union,
oD

years has supported several

of the free churches of Italy, now

monthly

of the

sends its

support to the Central Committee

Italian Church. In the future we
shall all act in unity, having but one mind
and one direction, and, therefore, we shall

accomplish much more than we have in the

past. We call our church the Free Christian Church of Italy, because it is ** free,”
and that word must thrill beautifully in
American ears. Weare free from all State
interference. We preach thé gospel to our
own satisfaction.
We are not the Free
Catholic church but the Free Christian
church. Without making any compromises
we have come out of the Church of Rome
in toto, and as_all

our

pastors, evangelists

and schoolmasters are Italians, we call it

the Church of Italy, it being entirely a native church. 1 have been asked by some
of my friends in America who dislike novelties, why I did not import a Protestant
church or try to reform the Church of Rome.
But

what

tion. should

kind

of a Protestant denomina-

I import to Italy?

Of course

you would say the Methodist.
That is reasonable, but then the Presbyterians, the

the lives of imperfect
study
of it in the onl
Episcopalians and the Dutchmen would,
are God’s best expedi- have objected to the Methodist church, dnd
sinners, for edifying be- vice versa, and, therefore, in order ‘not to

lievers, for saving souls.

save men, they

of Italy.

Church in Italy, which 1 believe to be her:
best hepe, and in due time I believe it
will regenerate, spiritually,
my Italian country.

essential to

Church

almost reproached me for not having a Church in Italy; but now I can’ say

How do we know that angels could by any
possibility,come into suck intimate relaiions

of sympathy with us as

a

Free

never

can

If these can

not

displease anybody, I did not import any,

be saved at gll.. and so contrived to please everybody. You
may think it is owing to national pride, but
ets, neither will they be persuaded if one you
Americans would not like to be, evanrose from the dead.”
elized by Italians; Germans would not
. If God’s plan for propagating the gospel fike to be evangelized by Frenchmen.
You
Is thus the best conceivable for the subjects -will permit, the Italians to prefer the evanof Christian work, it is no less so for the gelization of their own country by their own
. Workers. We were made for work. All evangelizers.
en
our organs and faculties are fitted for resoProtestantism is Christianity. If I preach
lute activity. The strong man, the nimble pure scriptural Christianity to my people,

"If they believe not Moses and the proph-

fingers, the agile foot, the quick’ eye, the
thinking mind, the decisive ‘will, all
indicate man as a worker, just as plainly as a
watch was ‘made for keeping time, or a

ship for

motion

through

the

water.

We

are by nature full of appetites, propensi‘ties, desires and passions, which
evermore
Simmon us to action.
Itis only by work

that our powers attain their normal devel.
opment. You send your boy to school
What for? To acquire knowledge ? Yes,
in part; but’ more yet, to work his mind,
If ‘at the end of his college course he
. Should instantly forget all his Latin and
Greek and mathematics,
but retain his development and discipline and power to study,
he would have more than half left,
; The worker finds himself in a workshop.
The Great Artificer did not make this on
to be a lounging place for idlers. If he
had meant it for that, he would have
leveli the mountains, and bridged the strea
ms,

Ask the dyspeptic, unableto oy

a single

meal in the
day, or to secure a single
night's rest. Ask the consumptive, cough-

Loneliness
:

of Jesus.

—

himself and his friends. Common-place as
the remark, it does not seem so to them,
Which would you be, the millionaire

——

+ It appears that Jesus knew his future from

his repeated allusions to it, and
evidence

the

that

burden

he

that

from

occasionally

was

laid

about

the

of without health, or the pavior with health ?

gave

upon

and the
“I ‘Would you take the carriage
crutches, or the pavior’s tdols, for a life-

him.

have a baptism to go through,” he once exclaimed, ‘‘and how am I agonized till it be
over!” As the consummation of his fearful
destiny drew near, in the lonely hours of
the night, his mental
prostration was ex-

time, and a good relish for food, and sweet

sleep at night?

Why, inone day the day-

laborer enjoys more physical comfort than
the millionaire can pick out of a whole year.
treme, and his prayer then was the cry of What with his luxuries of the table, with
his servants, his horses, and all, he does
mortal agony.
;
Thus let into the terrible secret of his not, \in a whole twelvemonth, secure an
soul, we see how profound must have been equivalentto what the pavior finds right
the solitude in which he lived. There along, without worry or anxiety, and as a
could not have been a human being that ap- matter of course, every twelve hours.
But what is health good for ? It is good
reciated his position. As he said, no one
for enjoyment.
People sometimes speak
new him but God.
They say they enjoy rather
And
yet, he made no secret of his fearful ambiguously.
fate. He told his disciples of it again and poor hedllth; and some people seem to do
again, but they would not, they could not, this” At any rate, they enjoy speaking of
it. They rollit asa sweet morsel under
understand him.
In referring repeatedly, as he did, to his the tongue. Health is good to make life
To a sick man, life a pears
early and certain death, while his main pur- enjoyable.
pose obviously was to prepare his followers very undesirable. He sees it< through blue
He is nervous at inattentions,
for it, yet, when he told
them how he was spectacles.
Eve ythirg is
to suffer, it is natural to suppose that it was ready for misconstructions.
not without a hope that they niight under- awry, To the well man, life is all right.
Rain
or shine, wind or no wind, mud or
stand him, and have some feeling of sympathy for him. Certain it is that, had they dust, cold or not, it does not trouble him,
any such feeling for him, he world Between life and himself there is a perfect
| evinced
understanding.
Life likes him and he rehave felt it deeply, for Te was keenly sus
Health is the best conditio
ceptible to the inspiration of human sym- ciprocates,
TE
athy. It is true, he was zble to sustain of service as well as enjoyment.
imself without ‘it. He did not need the what Mrs, Browning did on her sick-bed,
support of any human arm. He found his what a paralyzed painter has_done with a
In brush in his teeth, All things -are-pogsible:
strength in fellowship with the Highest.
the living heart-knowledge which he had to those’in ill-health, but they are moré
Robof the central truth ef the world, a spring probable to the same in good health.
of inexhaustible power ‘was opened in his ert Hall; writhing on the floor, as he preared his sermons, was no necessary conbeing, and he was equal to his solitary posiition to Robert Hall's greatness or usefultion,
ness.
;
So far, however, from being raised above
And just what health is to the body is it
human communion, only the stronger and
the more refined were his human affections. to the soul, namely, the basis of enjoyment
The exhilarating effects of his conversation and of service. It is the spiritual cripple,
with the woman of Samaria show how alive! who does not enjoy his religion. He has so
he was to every intimation of human sym- long bolted the ‘bread and strong meat of
at the Word; he has so long shut himself
pathy. The desire, which he expressed
away from the brisk air of the truth; he has
the last, to live in the loving remembrance
of his friends, reveals his sensibility to the so long depended upon artificial helps, that
solace of their affection. On the last night he is a wretched creature. As Watts has it,
And, of
in the garden, how he clung to human fel- ‘“ he lives at a poor, dying rate.”
lowship. He kept his three most intimate course, he is of little service. Others must
friends by him, if any of his friends can with humor him, must wait upon him.
As with heath of the boy, so with health
They could
propriety be so designated.
Let me be the humblest begive him no intelligent sympathy, yet he of the soul.
could not bear to be left alone. When hg liever in the world; let me know nothing
went apart from them but a stone's throw, but what I find between the lids of the |
he besought them notto go away, but to ‘“ auld hall Bible,” bequeathed to me from
stay where they were and watch with him. ancestors as illiterate as myself; let science
0, if I may have sturdy faith in God and in
And as often as he withdrew from them, he
esus Christ and in the Holy Spirit. Let
kept coming back to them, and when he
me have soul-health,

how

showing

thus

found them asleep, and

ing over him, he could not

forbear

sibility, I can not but think

that,

an

ex-

when

he

clamation of gentle reproach: “Could you
not watch with me one hour?” So that,
amidst such touching indications of his sen-

told his disciples, what a future

there

even if it be

with the

pevsssiy of abstaining from that knowledge
that
puffeth up. Let'nie go to heaven asa
simple-minded believer, and not go hobbling upon the crutches of a human _philosophy, or lolling upon the eughions of an
hereditary Christianity. Let
me do a yeo-

impend-

little they were aware of what was

man’s or a

was

pavior's work,

prosper.—Christian Weekly.

“before him, had the communication been re-

but

let

commiseration

from them.

The

he privileged to hear

was

Him can never be diminished.

Him can never be disturbed.
Him can never be disappointed.
An Him can never be clouded.
Him can neverbe

did towards

the

not

his;

account,

last, it was on their own

“Be

it

far

known unto
which

mon ?” said Mr. B——
“Iam sorry to say
good from it,” was the
“Do what I will, I can

shall not be done unto thee!” exciting his
indignation in return. And on all other occasions of which he spoke to them of his
death, except the last, they listened

you

passeth

to him

the

“Why, my dear, that is very
How can you aecount for it?”

reading,

and

travel,

i

ser-

all understanding, shall keep

and experience would enable you to light
up your sermons with apter illustrations.
But there is no lack by which you will feel
so crippled as by the conviction that you do
not yourself know what you desire to

The ‘shepherd

goeth

providence?

before

Son,

heart

has

first been melted. In the drama of common
life it may be possible to ‘‘assume a virtue
though you have it not;” but in winning
souls you can not buy with counterfeit coin.
Your power will depend upon your speak
ing things which your own eyes have

seen,

him

up
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shall he {not with him also freely give
all thing¢?” Rom. 8: 32.—

unless your own heart has been penetrated
with the awful realities of the future world.
‘unless your own

not

a greater difference. You can not shield |
your child from harm and danger, sbut the
Almighty Father can shield .you, and he
will. Has he not loved you enough to give
his Son for.you, and now can you not trust
him for these infinitely smaller gifts of his
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thing conceivable is for him to save his soul,
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You can say nothing of redeeming love that

therefore
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dread ‘to certain things which we know
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flock will not go for your “pointing ;” they
must be led.
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Christ.” What a brief summary of that
which the Christian's daily life should be;
vet alas, how few of fs put it into practice !
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Our “happi-

Address at once for terms

On one occasion, when he told them that he
was to be put to death, one of them repelled
the idea in a tone harsh almost to indigna-
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red. Our wisdom in Him can never be baf- |.
fled. Our inheritance in Him can never be |
alienated. ‘Our resources in" Him can never be exhausted,
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Our hope in

darkened.

Our comeliness in Him

andthe

trotype Plates for the November number which was

ness in Him can never be interrupted.
Our
strength in Him can never be enfeebled.
Our purity in Him can never be defiled.

my soul

pr

When they wept at the pros-

pect of separation, as they

tion:
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ding all the BACK NUMBERS on hand,

Our life in Him can never be forfeited.
Our vighteousness in Him can never be
tarnished. Our pardon in Him can never
be reversed. Our justification in Him can
never be canceled.
Our acceptance in.
Him can never be
Our peace
| in Him can never questioned.
be broken. Qur joy in

ceived by them with any expression of sym-

pathy, it would have soothed him, as I. have
remarked, not a little. But no syllable of

Publishing House with all its contents, inclu

Complete in Christ.

life asa chain, unable to’ do,
ble to
read, to think,—useless, and a burden to
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The Little Corporal

and affectionate mother; but- these words
seemed to lift the burden from the very
heart; they seemed to make the world more
beautiful than ever it was before: “they
brought home to my heart a great and blessed truth. May all of us be ‘strong in Him.”
Weak in self, but “‘strong in Him.”

blessings.

Ask the life-long invalid, who-drags

out of all this turmoil

ing agriculture, commerce, and the arts,
in
governing men, in founding and defending states, manhood has emerged—
phasioal, intellectual, volitive, moral manhood.
It would be very strange if that highest
type of manhood which the gospel aims at
were to be achieved by a totally different’
lan. It is, indeed, by faith in the atoning
aviour that we get the
pardon of guilt,
‘¢ without the deeds of the law.” But the
salvation thus begun we must ‘‘ work out.”
It is *“ by patient continuance in well-doing”
that we are to ‘‘ seek for
glory. and honor
and immortality.” And that well-doing is
most efficient for ourselves when it is chiefly directed not to self, but to others.
Many a case of spiritual dyspepsia has
been cured by self-forgetful doing good.
One of the ost intelligent and consciéntious members

Why “does the Omnipotent demand any
help? and if any, why ours? Is ‘he not
perfectly competent to carry on his plans

everlasting mountains;

the

of endeavor in subduing Nature,in promot~

If I look beyond the hour,
Heart and hand forget their power;
Sin and sorrow waiting near,
Fill my soul with mortal fear.
Hope and help alike are fled,
1 must live by daily bread.
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filled

gies of man!
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“May I still by Thee be fed.
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It is a common-place remark, that health
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Therefore our church in Italy is really a: ing day and night, until death loosens the
scriptural church,
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before me all the way,

Give me daily bread

interests and Pustions of men

ning, and acting, which have often risen to

Show my foot the place to tread,
Seg by step I must be led,~
Go

conflicting

and breathed into my ear these few words,
‘I am strong in him." The words were few,
and uttered feebly ; they were the words of
a feeble child, in a oot home, where the
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merce cal for incessant industry. Our. so- of the Church to the time when the
cial state also demands work, and work of apostle was preaching in Rome, and we
a higher order. The consenting and the said to our countrymen, *‘* That is our

Master, help! From hour to hour,
Lord, 1 need thy saving power,

THE

[4

s

Daily Bread."

not up hence.” “Andhe said, My presence. looked at me with his blue eyes—be could
shall go with thee, and I will give thee vest. not move, it was the night before he died—
—Advance.
.

*

put the metal® on the surface, and sibility of reformation in the Roman Cathourch, but, with the errors of that
made all the crops spontaneous and the lie
climates equable. So far from this, every- Council and the late sacreligious decrees of
thing summons usto work. We have to the Vatican Council, thut
Church has begangrened ffom head te foot, and the
work to get our bread from the soil, and come
our dwellings from forest and quarry, and only thing is to commit it ta the undertakthe metals from the deep foundations of the er. ‘We did not try to reformrthat Church,
hills,
iculture, manufactures, and com- but simply went back through the history

1799.
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no voice to answer,

‘‘ Here am I.”

And the

OW

pre- | wide epen, and

We wil also send either of the above
miums

to

:any

present

Star, who will make

subs€riber

payment

for his

eager hands outstretched to

| welcome them to some sphere as full of deto the
sirableness and dignity as it is of opportuniown

ty, they may accept

it with

gratitude

and

dopy

« ne year in advance, and also forward | hope. But it is neither needful nor wise to
There is 4 little weakness in
the name of one new subscriber with $2,50, demand this.
expecting it. Indeed, such a sphere offers
and 10 cts. additional for postage, &c.
N. B. No percentage isallowed on money some special perils as well as some peculiar
pleasures. There is something nobler in
sent for these premiums. The number of making a place., That is a higher work,
copies of the Steel Engraving is limited, and a surer proof that the mental training
and we can fill orders for it only till the is worth something.
More and more, men
small lot is exhausted. Promptness
will be are insisting that a man is to’ be tested by
necessary in order to secure-tfis rare work his service. = What.he doesis made the
| standard by which he-is tried and judged.
of art.
m~;
And where shall we look for the forces
?
that plant the Christian standard at new
Making Places.
points, if not to the trained and vigorous
—
jand elastic young
men
drilled in the
, The young men who have been busy with schools? And there isno form of service
“ their dutiesas students, and who are soon better adapted than this to put the young
to enterthe spheres of active. life, are just graduate in the way to find out what ‘is
now objects of no little attention.
Their really in himself, to discipline his powers
gradnation may indeed seem more full of for actual work, to translate his theories into
meaning and importance to themselves real experience or show what they lack, to
and their immediate friends than to the toughen his mental fiber, to justify and ex“crowds of observers and listeners who alt his scholarly training, to pay back to
cather to hear the essays and orations.
It society the debt he has incurred in taking
is not perhaps so great and remarkable a its best stimulants, to satisfy the Lest asday in the world’s history, in the estimation
pirations of his” own seul, to master the
of the common multitude, as. it naturally
} distrust of men, and to gain the emphatic
We
appears to those who have been eagerly an- “Well done ” of the great Master.
ticipating it for years, and who see in it the trust the graduates of the present .year are
dividing line between plan and execution, to be especially dittinguished for their suctheory and practice, preparatory drill and cess in making places rather than for their
active service on the field where the real success in seenrine calls,
battle of life is to be fought. out to a de- |

continent to look at?

Campaign Manners.
But the good-bye to college and profes:
sional school is really no slight thing in the |
view of thoughtful obser%ers. These young | It is well that Présidential campaigns
men who come forth to gird themselves for come around once in four years, for they”
“service are to be charged with serious! give us a chance to fird out whatraseals our
trusts. -Betweeh their own success and fellow-men are. There seems to be then a
unburdening of complaints, and
failure, as a personal matter, the difference general
only
is too great to be measured by words. whatever faults a man has he need
And the difference between a true and tri- be a candidate to have them assiduously
For instance, here is Horace
umphant career on the one hand, and an shown up.
aimless or baffled or mischievous life on the Greeley made the butt of all manner of ridother, in its bearing on society, is so vast icule, because he has allied himself with a
as to make the very idea of it thrilling or movement that some of his fellow-citizens
painful. For these young men will be felt. don’t believe in.
There can be noxreasonable objection, cerThey touch the plastic souls about them
with fashioning hands.

They speak in at-

They
_tentive ears and to receptive souls.
"walk where they are sure of a following.
They must take the important trusts which
The burdens
others are forced to resign.
which others have carried will- inevitably

Whether they

rest upon their shoulders.

are true or false, faithful or treacherous,
. earnest or heedless, inspired by noble aims
and purposes or ambitious only for what
ministers to their own lower natures, yet

they must stand in the sight’ of the multitude and take the responsibility which

: To

unable

are

ure and power

cult-

escape; and

to

the bane

society must take the blessing or

that is sure to flow out of their lives:

is

fitting therefore not only that ‘the day sét
institu-

apart as a time of prayer for our
tions of learning be

served

by

the

ob-

and

remembered

churches, but alse, that

+ prayer go up cqntinuaily for the young men
and women;
scholarship.

who, belong fo the eircle of
And they need a remembrance

finally pass-

quite as much after they have

‘ed out from seminary aud college

into

ac-

tive life as'while they! are ‘busy with) their
drill of the class-room.

All classes of these
a moral meaning put
may work effectually
in any sphere. The
the teacher, the
the author, the

*

to the

and giving themselves

text-books

;

i

educated workers have
into their lives. One
for oragainst religion
attoiney,the physician,

journalist, the merchant,
poet, the artist,—each ‘of

"To be sure, the arav-

standpoints,

and so reach

+
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Off several by death,

can never’ be maintained by persisting in an
error or a fault because it has been committed, and was defended before it wasseen to
be |such. A mation may confess toa mistake when it sees one, and its real reputation will be thereby ‘exalted. An honest
government will really lose nothing'by con-

There seems to

have

and unscrupulous get the widest patronage.
Men's interest is excited, their enthusiasm
«is awakened, they snuff some of the inspira-

tion of the fight,and that paper that calls their
opponents the hardest names is the most
eagerly read. [t is natural. Therefore the influence of the Press should be more conscientiousiy realized by its conductors. Itis
not only making and shaping public opinion,
but it is supplying the terms by which that
opinion expresses itself. It can not afford
to be rough and abusive, laying aside the
use of common courtesy, and so become
influential in raising tp a still larger com-

pany of its kind.

Shall

We

«At the hour of

our

Settle?
writing it seems un-

certain what is to be the fate of the treaty
for the settlement of the Alabama claims.
Ivwould seem that the text of the proposed
supplementary

article, as it came

Senate and was
not

at

once

from the

telegraphed to England, is

approved.

London to one of the

“A

dispatch

New York

from

dailies an-

nounces the failure of negotiations, the

and that

Current

re-

a real desire for a set‘lement that

That-is- just as
it should be like creditableto England and
: hen it.
s 0, nintuallyy [America has taken its place,—that each

elusio

Sunday’snd the sanctpary are likely to
especial y

tian feels

hutz, the indirect claims as they have been urged,

or any of the rest, wonld
be ifivited into the’ is'apoint over which there may well be dif-

interestedin the young establishments of the leading publishers in

# “om ng fo

men whoare jus
schools to preach. the gospel:
»

Hr

Greeley, or Charles prio

, from

Abe

fay

ferences of opinion.

If we erred, and the

N. Y. and asked. to exhibit themselves in all error is seen, the only manly and magnan-

1 heir work | sorts of ridiculous ways, playing the clown,

"
reg,

yn

—— —

.
rma

ny
eeh

the minds of the managers, by which every
obstacle to. suceess vas reduced to ashes

ly traveling between this and the old world,

them ;7iaduster rehearsals are being weekly
held in the most of our New England cities ;

riving from the old world; English, Prys.
sian and German bands, both military and
royal

eivic,

the West is busily

humming

imous way,

fot the nation gs for a single

\

ac ompany

and . otherwise,

Jubilee tunes

lakes to the Sierras;
over from England;
sent down from FarGilmore is well and

all the way from the
the anvils have come
the big drum has been
mington in Maint: ; Mr.

4

| the practical works of Christ's Church.
next year.
The Mennonites, a colony of | Mission work is their work. The merchant?
Quakers dwelling near Berdiansk, where | the banker, the capitalist, and other men of
they have acquired a large property as well | business must endeaver to realize that, with

Topics.

—

——THE MAY ANNIVERSARIES. The usual
anniversary meetings have crowned the
month of May in Boston, and brought the

as reputation for being peaceable and thrifty | reference to the ever-pressing necessities of
citizens, ' propose
moving
in
‘a body ! mission work, they carry the ‘ Church’ in
| their pockets.
:
either to the United States or Canada, be-

traditional rain-storm besides.

cause

These meect-

their

own

goverment

is

about

to

In the course cf an article on Christian
ings have come to be a part of the city’s subject them to military service, which is
life. ‘Originally, only made up of a few contrary to their religious belief. The col- Example, Zwn's Herald says:
Does your light shine in vour family?
religious instituti®hs that met to figure out | ony numbers at least 40,000 souls; it is inthe year’s work and to prepare for the year | telligent and industrious; the members If the head of the household, do they see
{in you the earnest endeavor te maintain
before them, they have now swelled to a | possess a brave and free spirit, but at the communion with Christ? Do they see that
same time gre rendered quiet and docile by you live as if Jesus were a constant, visigreat size, and all the religious, benevolent,
Is your influence
charitable and reformatory institutions in | their moral theories; they ara eminently | ble guest in the house?
titted 10 become citizens of a republic, and
‘their presence here would add to us a morTheir future
The veports made this year are in no sense | al force of no mean degree.
behind those of preceding years. The Mis- course will be watched with a good deal of
sion Societies show a record that is their intevest;-e~peeially by the citizens of Tusown best pledge of future usefuluess, while | sia and America.

and around the city make the closing

of

against society than to play the mountebank
unwelcome lack of magnanimity in threator the hypocrite in the pulpit for the sake false, or at least partialand one-sided, either ening to break up the Conference unless we
It is quite time to win yotes or destroy confidence. - It has
of place and popularity.
will withdraw a part 6f our case which we
that Christ's authority were recognized as come to hz the case that party opposition have always put into it;—that all this is
vital and supreme over all spheres and serv- exhibits itself in a shameful way, and by true, seems 80 plain as not to admit of sexiThey who would limit his right to the methods that in ordinary social life would be ous fuestion.
branded as valgat in the extreme.
:
Whether it: was ‘wise and politic to urge
‘We
do.not
suppose,
for
example,
that
Mr,
Juto
seven
ty
loyal
cal Ty very. listle. true
Chris-

RTT
"

sometime since. The great musical com.
‘posers, sitigers and instrumentalists are ay..

May

full

of

interest

the meetings of the

and

week

inspiration.

various educational in- |

terests, criminal-reform associations, church-

es, &c., brought

together

full

houses

and

must evidently feel gratified over the popular endorsement
whole, it was a

of their work.
On the
week full of cheer and

| —Tue

of the

MANIA

most

signs of the

which

the

FOR

VENGEANCE.

unmistakable
madness

French

for

peopie

and

One

in sccial intercourse such as recognizes the
unseen but approving presence of the Master?
Do you, in your place of business,

and

in your relations with men, show your

interest in religious truth and principle,
not ostentatiously, but in a calm and cheerful manner, let them see that you are, as

in the Church; and on the Sabbath, serving
God in your business ? . Your religion is to
be not one of sentiment merely, but a

startling I'ter of

vengeance

with

daily experience,

and

mat-

ef constant

practice.

;

are at present |

promise, and those immediately responsible
for the management of its meetings may

The Golden Age,
afilicted, is the extreme desire to be sub- |
jected to a compulsory military law, which | geon’s new volume
will be almost overwhelming in its effects, | the preacher of the

and the society would like funds to help car-

service.

in a notice of Spur
of sermons, thus

sets

London Tabernacle in
take considerable credit to themselves for The tendency of the law proposed, and | unfavorable contrast with the pastor of Plythe result.
which people of all polities now approve |«+, mouth church :
Spurgeon is often compared with Beecher.
is to make a Frenchman a soldier for twen——THE PALESTINE EXPLORATION SOCIE- ty
years of his life. From twenty to twen- The two-should be contrasted. They have
scarcely anything in common.
Beecher
TY. A society has been lately formed in this
ty-five; he must in any case serve; nothing bas popularized preaching. Spurgeon has
country for the purpose of pushing explorcan prevent him; and during the next five vulgarized it. Beecher's nature is wonder
ations in the Holy Land. It is made up of
fully opulent and productive.
Spurgeon
years he is to belong to a reserve, in which
able and reliable men, whose names are a
he is liable at any moment to be called is poor and barren. Beecheris prolific in
thoughts, ‘fancies and -suggestions. Spurguaranty that all possible success may be away from
home, and sent into very serious geon is dry, and his words are balls rather
confidently
expected.
Discoveries have
service.
Practically, then, for a young than vital seeds. Beecher is creative. Spuralready been made in that country that have. man,
marriage is forbidden for the first ten geon is 4 mere mechanic putting this and
awakened a deep interest. But this society years of his manhood,
inasmuch as no one. that together to meet the occasion. Beechwill confine. its labors to the region east of
has a philosophy, but Spurgeon knows
would think of assuming the duties of a er
not what philosophy is. Mr.
Beecher has
the Jordan, embracing the old countries of husband and father,
during years when he large converse with men, andilives in close
Edom, Moab, Gilead and Bashan, which
is almost unavoidably in camp. But that sympathy with the times; he knows what
are now almost wholly unexplored. The
mightbe no great calamity, provided the the best men feel and the wisest think; the
recent discovery of the Moabite inscription French are to be as full of folly for the next nineteenth century come
iousness
in this region, illustrating incidents relate
hundred years as they have been for the in his great heart and active brain.
in the 2d book of Kings, enconrages
the last; but all other duties and much necessa- geon lives outside the thought of t
hope that other similar treasures may yet | ry preparation for life will be seriously in- and is a stranger to all that is char
in the modern world. The vast a
be found there. At any rate, it is proposed | tertered with.
The Fiench are placing tinued poputarit
to send a party of scientific men to search,
too much stress upon merely compulsory itable to
ry on the worthy work, Ten dollars a year
entitles the donor to the publications of

the society, ‘but fess amounts will be gratefully received. Remittances may he sent
direct to the treasurer, James Stokes, Jr.,
104 John St., or, deposited with the

ing house of W. R.
Nassau St., N. Y.

Vermilye

bank-
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——THE PRESIDENT ARRAIGNED.

Mr, Sum-

some weeks to get an opportunity

to make

ner has had his say.

Having waited for

an anti-Grant speech, and seeing that the
session was about'td close svithout giving
hiw that opportunity, ke last Friday seized
it from the regular order of business, and
used it in the bittergst way. He began by
citing the San Domingo case, charging
willful violation of the Constitution in the

They faney that it is alone due to

that that the Prussians gained the victory
in the last war; but a hundred other considerations entered inte the making up of the
victory, among which were the best of gen-

received by setting

for vengeance, and firm and accurate ideas
of authority. The Erench, in making up
their material army, must not depend entirely upon it, inasmuch’as if they do,

enness.
Speaking of ‘the public ‘interest
aroused by it, as cqmpared with the little
notice taken of hundreds of similar deaths

they will be terribly, and perhaps

even

fatally, deceived.

it; but they could better be corrected in a

parent.

coming very much’ annoyed by the silly
restrictions placed by medical institutions
upon would-be female students, and this
movement affords opportunity for that dissatisfaction to find effective expression.

thing under thé sun. One of thé Bremen
line, bound to Baltimore and loaded with

fire to his straw

bed,

among

the

lower

classes,

the

& Reflector says:

Watchman

;

Now we are not berating that dull discrimination in society which passes hy the. disgrace and suffering
of the poor Irishman in

the prison, ‘and’i§ aroused to great indigna——FEMALE PHYSICIANS IN ENGLAND.
A tions
antl sympathies whenever one of hirth
very strong plea is now being made for the or social standing is brought into a like exmedical education of women in England. perience. It must needs be so. And withNot only are there many private enterprises out doubt God is justified in allowing it to
to create public opinion in faver of the be so, “We thiuk that in his articular case,
by the very publicity which vf necessity goes

less willful way.
| ——THE TRADE IN'EMIGRANTS,
Recent
disclosures make it probable. that passage
in an emigrant ship is not the sweetest.

§

A grandson of Daniel Webster recently
died in a Massachusetts hespital, from burns

eralship, a preparation of nearly fifty yoars while confined in a police station for drunk-

these is aspower for truth ors errors + Each should b
thes. Gorelusie
‘mainly just party was disposed to make the best exhi"exalts righteousness and duty before the opposing
movement, but women themselves are lectbition of its own -case and secure the best
be,~—as
President’s conduet, and so followed him
world, or helps to debatieh the public con- as it shouldn't
uring publicly on the subject in London
terms for itself,—that theraiwas a needless
Where does a’person’s breeding, his’ sélfalong through his administration, preferring and other large cities in Great Britain. +A
science and pat mammon upon the throne.
failure
on
both
sides
to
insist
upon
having
There is no getting rid: of moral responsi poise, his magnanimity, his' courtesy and his the basis of the adjustment so definite and charges of nepotism, gift-taking, palace- certain Miss Blake, who has been introbility by choosing what ris called. a secular culture, show itself 80 unmistakably as in comprehensive as to render future misappre- car and. seaside displays, general unfitness duced to the “public by some of the most
sphere, and turning away from what has dealing with an opponént? And yet, what shensions impossible,—that the present earn- for the position and almost a complete fail- prominent Englishmen, has pointed out a
been christened sacred. . Young men do do we daily witness? What, but the” most est dispute over the question, whether con- ure in his administration. Now, there may vast number of evils arising from the abbe some truth in these charges, but that is sence of female physicians, and many of
“not buy the right to bé heedless self-seckers ill-natured and ill-mannered conduct besequential damages shall be estimated in
‘by turning away from the ministry. God's tween the parties . opposed ? The ‘political the effort at adjustment, is the natural re- not half so painful as the display of person- her points were so short and thrust home
claims press steadily everywhere ; and to act press just now,—an® to be fair we will in- gult of that nbedless failure,—that the En - al spite, vindictiveness and hatred made by so vigorously, that a good deal of English
a lie at the bar for the sake of a’ heavy fee, clude a part of the religious,—is burdened glish Government has shown and is still our senior Senator in his speech. The Ad- prejudice, has ‘Been pricked, and a marked
ministration has faults enough ; let us admit ‘improvefient in the matter is already apis no lessa sin against God and a crime with its sentences of mere personal’ abuse.
It makes statements that it knows to be showing a disereditable sensitiveness and an

papi!
these.
Ed
' But every earnest
and intelligent

TTT

OTR

been no competent ‘surgeon on’ board, and
a good many other of the ship’s arrangements would bear finding fault with. This
is only an illustration of what it is to sail
as an emigrant, . ‘With thousands constant-

that the interest awakened by this case may

which

’

yo

ment he shown them, and it is to be hoped

a claim

RAT

raZh

thereis certainty need that some fair treat-

A strong

government can-afford to surrender

v

tion disease appeared in- the ship and took

demand, and those that are the most violent

fusal of the English Government to make
any further efforts, and a decision to withdraw from the Conference at Geneva. We
trust that is a mistake. To fail now in adtainly, to telling the truth about a man. justing this old difficulty would be a pitiEspecially, if he is a candidate for so high able thing, and somebody would stand beand important an office as President of the fore the world ‘in no very enviable light
United States, the people shouid be made when the whole history of the affair was
acquainted with him, and thus be relieved given to the world.
We
do
not
claim
a
full
understanding
of
of the risks of electing a stranger. - But
the
case
in
dispute.
Its
main
features
are
when it comes to be a mere matter of incivility ; when the whole record of such a per- obvious enough. That the English Governson's life is laid bare without so much as ment was unfriendly toward us during the
hinting at the «circumstances under which war,—that the leading officers were more
certdn acts were performed ; when this rec- than ready to welcome our failure to supe
ord is maliciously distorted and character press the rebellion,—that this well-known
is wantonly assailed, simply to diminish ‘hostility encouraged the Southern leaders
confidence in one who may happen to have and people to persist in their attempts to
no fault, politically speaking, but that of in- break up our government,—that the same
tegrity, why, then, it becomes quité another thing encouraged English shipbuilders to
furnish privateers to prey upon American
matter,
ey
:
But this seems to be the principle on which commerce—,that there was a culpable lack
political campaigns are now conducted. of energy in preventing the escape of these
‘By way of making a practical matter of it, piratical vessels after attention had been
Took out upon this one which is now open- called to théir character and objects,—that
ing. A party of men who, even their de- this blunder was afterward seen to be such
famers themselves can not deny, are our by the English statesmen,—that there was
leading statesmen, noted for their past serv- a real inward regret over the false attitude
ice to humanity and present endeavors for assumed,—that the Englishman's chronic
it; distinguished for their political sagacity dislike of concession made it impossible for
and norgluprightness, seek a reform of ex- a time to approach that question with any
isting abuses in the Goyernment.. For cer- prospect of reaching a satisfactory settletain reasons, they find quite an army of ment,—that & somewhat improved tone of
party leaders arrayed against them. The feeling and speech has lately developed
Administration,
party doesn’t believe in the itself,—that the resentment has been graduReformers, and. véce versa. They reason ally dying out on, this side of the Atlantic,

from different

:

Vy

:

’

is seen to be “doubtful. The plea result in something more than protests,
ais
'
y
that we must stand by an asserted principle’
—
for the sake of our dignity, after the princi——THE
AMERICAN MEDICAL
ASSOCIAple.is proved false, is both weak and .wickTION... This Association lately closed its hopeful; in fact, everything seems propied; and whoever puts it forth in private
annual convention in Philadelphia.
It tious, and if there isn’t one of the grandest
life is accused of a warped brain or a bad
gathered at its meeting all the brilliancy 1husizal openings in Boston next seventeenth
heart,
It is no more ereditable when it is
and gravity of the weighty Allopathic body, of June that the world has ever seen,
brought forward in the sphere of national
and
expressed itself on important ques- why, then the world has been to some mudiplomacy.
id
tions as though their whole decision was sical performanee that the rest of us failed
We du not understand that our Governleft to niedical jurisdiction, But it is un- to hear about. We New Englanders exment is really convinced that it has agserthappily defeating itself in one important pect to sit on our shaded piazzas mornings
ed any false principle, ‘or made any unwarrespect, Just as it has frowned and ridi- and afternoons and listen to the most of the
rantable claim, or put a single item into its culed the *Hahnemannic theory into popu- performan
ces, but to all the rest of the
case that might not properly have gone belarity af) power, so it is doing by the fe- world we would send a serious reminder to
fore the Court of Arbitration to meet a remale-physician question. It agrees to treat start in season. Not till the fourth of July
view andsecure a decision.
It may have
the whole matter with contempt; to shun will the anvils be wntuned, and then the
been a mistake to urge the principle as it
| Jubilee will begin to be a thing of the past.
and cause to be shunned every female
was urged, and apply it as it was applied;
pirant for medical knowledge as though He
and it may not. But we think our Govern|
A note from
were a leper.
The ladies may well be | f ARRIVAL OF DR. BURNS,
ment means fairness, honor, moderation,
glad over this, forjt only shortens the dis- | Dr. Burns announces that he reached New
magnanimity.
It has no wish for any necedtance between them and success,
But, oul | York on Saturday, May 25, after a remarkless humiliation of the mother country,
It
He will be welcomed
of
zood
will
for
the
Allopaths,
we
wish | ably rapid passage.
ready have little enough regard for the feel- wishes peace, fraternity, fellowship, unity.
by a host of hearts and hands and voices,
they wouldn't do so.
In this free republic,
ings and reputation of our fellow.men.
We It deprecates prejudice, repulsion, . hatred,
the most of such questions as are now agi- | and we count upon finding no small blessing
seldom hesitate to use almos{ any means: to belligerency, and the threat of strife,
And
tating the common
mind settle themselves. | in his visit, associations, sermons and personmake a point against them, provided our in this it but reflects the sentiment of the |
He signalized his first full day
{ Ideas find their level, and keep it, as a gen- | al influence.
opinions and theirs disagree,
We see it ex- people for whom it speaks and acts,
We'| | ertl rule.
{
in
America
by
preaching twice,—a fact fairExtravagant
opposition
only
hibited in this campaign.
Neither - party believe it is ready to.go quite as far as jusbrings them to the surface and sets them | ly suggestive of hjs vigor, activity and readseems,to recognize the other as being guid- tice and honor will let it go, to save the
He
spreading
through communities sooner, just | iness for every good word and work.
ed even by common sense. *‘* Sorchead,” treaty and end the chronic dispute.
It will | as driving teas bring out the rash or the | has arranged to be present at the N. H.
“ fraud,” ¢ wirepuller,”
* office-seeker,” not heed the few voices that clamor for demeasles, thus putting the disease in a more Yearly Meeting next week, and expects to
““ white hat,” ** fanatic,”
traitor,” **vjsion- fiance and talk glibly of war... And if the
contagious form.
Besides, to a majority of to mingle in several of our religious. and
ist,” and hosts of other epithets equally as treaty fails, either through :the stubbornthe ladies in the land the thought of seek- { literury gatherings during his stay in New
choice are flying through the air as thick as ness, the touchiness or the egotistic pre-.
"*
ing medical treatment outside of their own | England.
bullets in a battle. Pain and disgust in sumption of our English cousins, we shall
3
el
pen
sex is quite as painful as the disease which |
about equal proportion mingle in the minds not covet the reputation which that event
may afflict them.
Should
they
not
at
least
|
Yoice
of
the
Press.
of many, and the field is abandoned to such will give to the British Government.
And be allowed some choice in the matter?
—— Pe
as find these verbal weapons suited to their the responsibility that will be incurred by
The Episcopalian, in speaking of the
¢
use.
thus fomenting discord instead of doing a
——A" PROSPECTIVE IMMIGRATION. - The | church of which it is the organ, says:
The worst feature of it is, that the coun- noble thing for the pacifiction of the world,
Laymen. have something. more than a
try seems to enjoy it. Campaign editions is one that we would not wish our bitterest United States is likely to receivea large
emigration from Russia during this or the | mere incidental or accidental interest in
of all the leading newspapers are in great nationgl enemy to bedr.

cisive resuit. |

"

a

call is often really loudgst when® there is est’ of us can’t help a smile at their ridicuouly sif¥hee.
A community without a lowisness. But can we be allowed to find no
business, remittances of money, &c., should Ye ad
:
¥
sapetuary, devoted to money-miking and fault with what makes us laugli ?
dressed tothe Pulrdisher,
wl
:
A
- Nn‘pleasure, putting
science
in: the place of" p
Fortunately, we are not alone in this
faith, caring for no godliness save material treatment of our public men.
Caricature
Fresh Premiums.
‘gain, treating sin as a’ )ight matter, pro- has always been an effective political weapnouncing prayer a -chiidish weakness, and on, and the mother country has set us an
Wishing to encourage the friends who
scorning worship for the sake of asserting example that we have not yet exeelled in
take an interest in the dirculation of the | the divinity of work, such a community as copying.
Assign it whatever sphere we
Star, we make the following offer:
| that is really making a plea for the living may, sud allow it all the influence that it
To any person sending the names of twor| gospel and an effective preacher more ur- can justly claim, still by what rule of culture
new subscribers with a year's payment in gent than that which comes up from the Or social relations ean it‘ be tried, without
wealthy and fashionable congregation that showing itself to be the outgrowth of a
advance, $5,00, and 10 cts. aditional to pay
is clamoring for 4 man of ‘genius aud a coarse mil, and the expression’ of a vulgar
postage, &o., we will send a copy of the. magnetic pulpit orator who can . successful
taste? It is rather an attempt to provide
large and elegant steéél engraving, 18 by 26 ly compete with his city rivals.
Not that mental food for the masses, and they always
inches, entitled “*MERCY'S DREAM,” the sub- this last sphere is unimportant, but the first demand something of this questionable kind.
Not that Where there is freedom there will “inevitajeet of which is taken from Bunyan's Pil- is the more serious sufferer.
the place already made needs the fervid bly be license, and with no law to control
erim’s Progress; or,
and able preacher less, but this same fer- the expression of our public journals but
If preferred, we will send a copy of Mrs.
vid end able preacher is needed to make that of individual cupidity and partisantamsey’s Poems, a volume containing the a place even more.
ship, that which is ill-manngred and uncult~
choicest products of her pen, and which our
And this is what we have ito suggest to ured will always find a place.
readers must know, make up a collection of the young men who are about to’ bid the
But wouldn't it be well to notice ‘the tenschool good-bye.
If there are found doors dency of this sort of indulgence?
We al
real beauty and worth.
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the cynic, the awkward and ignorant coun: man, is to confess ft and withdraw that part
tryman, or any other inappropyiate role, to of the case.
National honor and digpity

to the Editor, and all letters on

tl

.

.

‘

should be addressed

‘

«©

:

\

-

|ligion. They are especially needed.
For
X the pulpits of the land are emptying, by amuse the visitors:who might be present.
reason of deaths-and removals, resignations But how mueh more magnanimous is it,
and Lreak-downs, faster than the supply fills what higher type of generous manhood does
* them, Call§ for preachers and pastors are it exhibit, to caricature the honorable acts
| heard from all quarters, and often there is
of these men and-send the pictures out for a

1872.

for

py

osm

:

"has a~divect and obvious bearing upon Te-;

T. DAY, Editor. i

All commumeatipns

y

p
-

,

!
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The

English

are

generally

be-

with it, a fresh and most startling revelation

of the evil of intemperance has burst upon
the community. By mere theorizing it may
be proved that the drunkenness of the next
obscure and poorly born man whom we sce
in the ditch is no worse than that of the
highest by birth and education in the land.
But theorizing apart, we do know that a’
hundred unknown men wallow in the gutter
and are borne to unmarked graves, and” yet
the great heart of society is all untouched.
The great public has no

tears

to

shed,

no

‘one illustrious by lineage

or social surrouhd-

sympathies nor indignations to voice forth.
still, as though nothing had happened, the
seller goes on with his infamous traffic, and.
young men with as cheery words as ever
clink their glasses at the bar. But when

ing goes down before the very gaze

of the

world, a thousand hands are arrested as they

are about to deal forth the

uor, and ten thousands pr

intoxicating

Soin

sealed

liqas

they are about to oper to receive the cup of
death.

German emigrants, has just arrived at that ——THE GREAT JUBILEE. We like
to ‘say,
—
city in'a wretched condition. With limited ‘a8 oftefi as onte
a month, that the great
fave, and of a decidedly. poor quality at Jubilee is meeting no drawbacks.
The
The Evangelist thinks a better way could
thay, the passengers suffered much on the April wind that laid a portion of the build- ‘be devised for doing the saiite work than by
voyage, and, before reaching.her destina- ing low only kindled hotter enthusiasm in opening libraries on Sunday. Referring to

8g:
{

|

~

aid
Je A

THE
this,

to

called lock-stitoh sewing-thachine, even when
latest make, is but an indifferent helper in a
and that it pays best to obtain a Wileox &
Silent
Family Sewing-Machine in preference

be

moved with a ‘momentary interest in the
matter, but, just put the resolves into deeds,
y
at the earliest opportunity.

The

seople.

» THE appearance of Atwood’s QUININE TONIC

Harper's Ferry, May, 1872.

the Parks ; and if now, in addition to this,
on that

open

to

help

afternoon, it wounld

\_

our large cities is yearly increasing. = Speak-

followed their

ing of their great frequency in New York,
the Examiner & Chronicle says:
. The practical fact before the Christian
public is, that these excursions are in full
operation, and are likely. to continue and
increase.

nature being

with

All

ottles,

religieus interest prevails

A very good

with us now.
+ + COM,

our

church,

friends to the

following considerations :
1st. All who are acquainted
facts in the case concede

that

our

national interests in the west

upon this institution than
point

Enduring

I

:
with

as

the

first-fruits

yower it has not had for
Mav
May

the

of

the

3

years.

Cox.
'

| with

of discouragement.
2nd.
This institution has done for several years and is stili doing the genuine work
of a college, only at the expense of severe

the

work.

which the

grounds to. fear that the work will not be
done with the promptness that secures the
highest consciousness of manly purpose
and ability,

But beyond this be it remembered

that we must have at least $20,000 more for

endowment

of a Theological

depart-

them

another

year.

He

enters

upon

his

battle

the twentieth of

next month this college year will end. We
long to have many more encouraging
things to report at that time than we now
have.
ir
Brethren, do not keep back any good

REV.* ASA RANDLETT,
late pastor of the
Charlestown church, is at present residing at
Groton Center, Mass., and would be happy to
supply destitute churches within a reasonable
distance.

as a church, and the future pastor will find it a
pleasant and easy field.
Com.
Carolina Mills, May 28, 1872,
v
REV. C. C. FOSTER has accepted the pastorate
of the Strafford Ridge F. B. church, and entered
upon his duties there

The time: is short.

HAVING been obliged on account of failing
health to close my labors at Meredith Village, I
take this opportunity of thanking my friends
stay with them.

:

The church though small
many

of

its members

time.

al names, permit me to call Jour attention.

to the fact that very great good can be accomplished by sending us second hand
connected

with

the

male

Normal

School for Freedmen, at Harper's Ferry,
West Va.
Many a promising student has been obliged

to leave

the

institution

for

want

who have thus far helped us in’ this work,
or

clothing,

or

both. Last year our stock of clothing was
unusually small, for the'reason that Chicago,

and the want in other places in the west,
moved the tide of benevolence in that direction. Now, with a little forecast during
the summer, our good friends, far away,
may

be ready with their barréls and

of

as

inthe

Raiilysing

Though

It has

to the discovery of its wonderful
Since then

it

is computed

Urinary,

the

taste

curative

that this Spring

of

C. West,

Q.

M.—Held

its May

session with the Oak Grove church, The Lord
appeared to be present with them, inasmuch as
the spirit of harmony and love prevailed throughout, and the
Q. M. appeared’ to be’ looking
forward for
brighter days.
On Saturday,Bro. John

Harrington by request of the Oak Grove church
was examined in view of ordination, which took
Pince on, Sabbath morning following, in the presence ofia large

and

attentive congregation.

Or-

daining
council; Rev. G. Donnocker and J.
Ingram. Ordination sermon, by Bro. Ingram;
Reading the Scriptures, by Bro. Silcox; Ordina-

tion prayer, Bro. Donnocker; Charge, Bro. Ingram; . Right hand of fellowship, Bro. Donnoek-

er; Benediction, by the candidate.
:
J. BEEMER, Clerk.

boxes

so that, when the fall term begins in Oct.

NEW
with

the

DURHAM

Q.

M.—Held

Charles

St.

church,

churches, with two
by,

létter

exceptions,

or verbally.

its last session
Dover.

reported

All

the

either

Some are enjoying a, re-

vival interest, especially Charles
About fifty-three have found Christ

"St. church.
precious to

their souls. The social meetings were among
the best that have been enjoyed for years in this
Q. M., and will no doubt have a good influence
throughout the Q. M.
One evening there were
over ninety good, warm-hearted exhortations,

A

:

Address,
at this

the Rensselaer church, April 12,
1872. The
most of the churches were represented
by letter
and delegation. There was a good attendance

Teachers are in constant and in-

creasing demand

for

thé

Free

schools

of
Ld

f

$e
Gb

them grace to fight on.
:
Next session with Badger Grove chureh, July
2
, 1872,
12-14,
187
?
B. I. FERGUSON, Clerk.
[3

Perry,

oo,
»
stown, Mass.

Lisbon;

exercises

Isaac

C.

Jordan, day

meeting of the corpo-

Anniversary of the Theologi-

cal School, 2 P. M., at the Chapel.

“Aub

Stition, Kings

at the church.

President, A, G,

ham;

Moulton;

Orator, EB. .J, Goodwin;

Historian, Herbert Blake;

Lxercises,

;

Chaplain,’

28,

Examination

for

college, 9 A, M., at the Library.
Lewiston,

WATERVILLE Q. M. will bold 1ts June

day, Jung

19,

28,

commencing

Clerks of churches please orm
Register,

Unadilla Forks,commencing
4,72.
Cars leave Utica ie

Pr. M, and 9:2), A.M,
:

2,00
M

10,00
6,00
2,00
20,00
11,05

at 10

See

9.85

10,01
20,00

M,

16,01

oe

3
Ivofy Hill, James

10,00

2,60

:
rm
Meserve. M ¥

D0

Mission,

;

C.0. LIBBY.

5

in

25,00
3.75
15.40
5,00
10,82
2,50
15,20
10.00
100,00
6,00
2,76
1,00
6.00
10,00
20,00
251,28

Treas.

ol

Remarkable
Cure, also
Permanent
Cure, in Star, Feb. 14 and 28.

full returns for the

8. BOowDRN,

Clerk.

Thursday evening July
pe
Forks, at 4 45,
Fo BROAN,
MuCaB

L

"MORE

INCOME

ig

THAN GOVERNMENT

must

be certified

by

each;
Medical

nearest

BONDS,

9 1-2 Per Cent.on the Investment.

Post-

WHIT12623.

BOSTON
WINTER

AND

MAINE

RAIL

ARRANGEMENT.

ROAD.

June

5, 1871.

’

5.50% 8.00

AM,

11.20% .vuv

4uie 5.05

045%

Trains leave Dover for Portland.
AM. AM. AM. P.M. P.M. P.M. P.M. P.M. P.M.

wees 10.10 10.33

cio BAB

iil 74000

Trains leavé Dover for Great Falls,
AM.

AM.

AM.

ves 10.10 10.35

AM.

P.M.

oiuv 2.40,

P.M, PM.

oon.

P.M,

P.M.

P.M,

545 sinh

T40

Lo...

DOVER & WINNIPISSEOGEE RR, R,
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT Jane 5, 1871,
Trains leave Dover for Alton Bay,
10.10AMc ennnnne 240 P Meee

'

n5.45 POM,

Trains leave Dover for Wolfboro’ & Center Harbor,
10.10°A
M. +0u es in 240 PAL. CL
NL B45 POL
* Or on their ayriypl from the East,
t On Tuesday. Thurgday and Saturday.

’

SINKING

BONDS

OF

Railway
‘THEY

chine
hi

¥. Sei Sen! a on receipt
Lt 0 f pri

FAR IS,

Graet inducementsto
197 Broadway,
Ns Y.,orJ

the trade,

1m21

GOLD

and

Southe

of Indiana.

BEAR

8 Per Cent. Gold

M
N.Y. Address
Prica 1,50.

it for.

FUND

THE

Crawfordsville

Western

EY

INTEREST, PAYABLE
QUARTERLY
IN NEW
YORK, FREE OF GOVERNMENT TAX, AND ARE
COUPON AND REGISTERED. ~

|

The issue is limited to $16,300 per mile, in denomi-

| W atoms |
(National Watch

nations of $1,000, $500, and $100.
:
This Road, 92 miles long, affords the shorfest existing outlet to Chicago, Toledo, Detroit, Fort Wayne,
Logansport and intermediate points for the celebrated Block and Bituminous Coals of Park County, as
also, for the large surplus products of the rich agricultural and mineral section of the State which it
traverses,
;
For the present we are offering these Bonds at 9%
and accrued interest in currency, or will exchange
them for Government Bonds, or other marketable
securities, at the rates of the day.
Farther and full particulars, with pamphlets and
maps, furnished by us on personal or written appli
cation.
Foy

Co.. Elgin, Ill.)

Many Grades and Styles!

Various Prices!

Ask your Jeweler to show them.
o

pe

-,

JONES

Luxury.
v

|

A DOMESTIC
Necessity.

|

FINANCIAL

|

“WILL LAST A JS
LIFETIME.”- = 4

Stréet,

AGENTS

New

York,

:

OF ‘THE COMPANY,

3mi3

|

Address

AGENTS!

-

An appropriate name for this neat, complete
of them), by A. HULL
new, fresh, spirited!

Price,¥5

SE

1t is by America’s most popular writer on health. :.
1t is, for the price, the largest and handsomest book
ever sold by subscription.
Agents, the
peoples 3

Music,

Cents.

.

Is the title of a favorite Song

It is by odds the most taking and saleable book n
the field. 1. Itis on a vitally important subject :.

and

gems ( about 150

and H. SAUNDERS.

]
miss choice
of territory
"DAO LEWIS’ last and

OUR
DIGESTION;
or,
MY JOLLY FRIEND'S SECRET

New Sabbath School Song Book!
~-most pleasing collection of musical

QUICK Y=:

@
(there is a rush for it)on
greatest work.

"SPARKLING RUBIES!

eager for such a book, and will
urge you to
ringi
“to them, Write RE SRaE Xe Ge.
N. Publisher, 'ssv.

1y17

o

3 SCHOOL BT., BOSTON, '

x

CUNDURANGO!

by Wellman, 30 eents.

BLISS, KEENK & Cos FLUID EXTRACT cures
Cancer, Scrofula, Rheumatism, Ulcers,Skin diseases,
all Blood diseases, and is

The Pilgrim's Harp,
Is the name of a
can be carried in
large proportion
spiritual Songs,

& SGHUYLER,

No. 12 Pine

|

Blessing.

|

|

MORTGAGE

js
Logansport,

The.Sold Best
Kuown Blood Purifier.
by all druggists. Price $3 per bottle.

compact book of 210 pages, which
the pocket; and yet contains a very
of the most popular psalm tunes,
&c., &e.
1t would be difficult to

ful

OFFICE, 60 Cedar St., New

York.

compile a more convenient book for the VESTRY,
TRE RAYER MEETING, or SOCIAL SINGING MEETBy ASA

HULL.

Price

Everybody likes
4 KISSING AT THE

60

GARDEN

:

Cents.

GATE,”
‘

WEBSTER'S

i

The

Musical

40

The most perfect Button-hole Worker ever mvented.
So simple that a child can work a more PERFECT

Books

Treasure

and Pieces sent, post-paid,on re-

ceipt of retail price.
:
0. DITSON & CO., Boston.

C. Il. DITSON

& CO. New York.

RARE CHANCE

£22

FOR AGENTS!

GENTS,
ill pay you $40 per week in cash, if
you will engage with us AT ONCE. Everything
furnished and expenses paid.
Address, F. A. ELLS & CO,,
iw22
CHARLOTTE, MICH.
A GREAT
OFFER.— HORACE
481 Broadway, New York,will dispose ot ONE

PIANOS, MELODEONS

and

WATERS,
HUNDRED

ORGANSof six first-class

makers, including Waters’s, at Extremely Low Prices for
cash, or will take part cash, and balance in small monthly
installments.
New 7 octave first-class PIANOS,all modern improvements, for $275 cash. Now ready a new kind
of PARLOR

ORGAN,

Sold only by Agents.

A Book for Everybody!
10,000
The instantaneous
strange, although it is
The Life of

PER MONTH.
success of this Book is not
having unprecedented sales,
Jesus, The Christ,

BY HENRY WARD BEECHER, |
Is a work

which the reading public

have

been

waiting for with avidity; all sorts and conditions of
men welcome it heartily as a book to redid. SOBIOLie
ARS, THE
CLERGY, THE PRESS

AND

THE

PEOPLE, read it eagérly, enjoy

it thoroughly, praise it sincerely.

Thé point for

ie Menb IT SELLS!

NN. Full descriptive Circulars mailed free.

Very

liberal terms to Canvassers. Apply to J. BB. FORXD
;
& CO, 27 Park Place, N. X,,
11 Bromficld Street, Boston, Mass |
5 Wi, Washington Street, Chicago, xi,
4w2l

i

|

rienced

and with imperfect and

weight

in

gold.

SAMPLE-WORKER,

with directions
for use, sent by mail, post-paid, on
receipt of 50 cents. Local and Traveling Agents
wanted for this and other new and useful articles.
Address,
HARTFORD MANF'G CO.,
:
Yast
91 Asylum St, Hartford, Conn,

\

Prices of Freewill Baptist Books.’
Sungle and by the dozem;

also

Psalmody, 18mo.in Sheep,
%
is
0
do Emboss’d Morocco,
do
do
do
do
32mo
do
do
Butler's Theology,
do
do

Postage

on the same

Price, Postage.

single, "1.00
dozen,
9.60
single, 1.10
dozen, 10.56
single,
.85
dozen, 8.18
single, 1.60
dozen, 15.36

Li 16
1.92
16
1.96
5
= .¢
23
3.26

do:
;
dozen, 11.52
Christian
Baptism, Bound, single; 25

04

29

AS

2.88

98.

1B

History,
do

do
.

do

dozen,

2.40

do

do

dozen,

1447"

do

15 ...

sin gle, 1.00
dozen, 9.60

do

| Church Member’s Book,
do
do
do
Treatise,
0
Thoughts upon Thought,

Be 16y
y
no
12.52
93
9.14
1.88

1.20 '» 20

do PaperCov.single,.

do

.

single,

do

Life of Marks,

02
“4 20
240

single, * .3

A7

1.30.
© 12.00

08

38

dozen,

2.88

60

3.48

dozen,

25

2.40

04

£20

single,
dozen,
single,

.25
2.10
1.00

04
H6
20

WonderfulWorks of Jesus,single,

.15

do
TheBook

do
do
of Worship,

Ph

do
dozen, 9.60
StoryofJesus,(
Ques. Book) single,
....15
do
do
dozen, Tu

Lessons for every Sunday in

the Year, (Ques. Book) single,

do
do
Communignist,
do
.
Choralist,

do

0
Minutes of General Conence,
:
.,
zen,

There

is no

~

dozen,

720

single,

75

discount

‘

on

29
2.06
1.20

11.76
a9
1.73

04

19

28

‘

-.20

dozen, 2.00
single,
08
dozen,
.J7
single, .
75

ES

2.16.
04
28

do
"do
dozen, 1.44
Butler’s Commentary,
;
doVol.1 TheGogpels,
single, 2.00
Vol. 2 The Acls, Romans,
& Corinthians,
do
do

1.7

24

2.24

do

do do

04

-

GH
03
20
12

1.4

~~ «#0

the Minutes by

.

24

24
10°
97
87

8.64
05

the

MAN:
IN GENESIS AND IN GEOLOGY:
- or, the Biblical account of
a Creation:

tested by Scientific Theories of his

nity. By Josepn P. THOMPSON,

«

1.

single,

a Aa

know is that
More Agents Wanted. Intelligent men and women
may obtain
lucrative employment by taking an agen.

e

It does away with pricking the

irregutar-worked Button=holes. They give universal satisfaction. Ladies who use them say they are

worth their

the most beautiful style und perfect

tone ever made,
Illustrated Catalogues mailed. Sheet
Music, Instruction Books, and dunday - school Music
Books.
:
:
ly22

.

with it, than the most

hand can without it.

fingers or straining the eyes,

Continues to be a * Great Success.” Great variety
of the best Vocal and Instrumental Music.
“Price in B’ds., $2.50; Cloth, 83.00; Gilt, $4.00.
The'above

PATENT

Button-hole Worker,

Song.

Loesch.

BUTTON-HOLE

t.

Trainsleave Dover for Lawrence and Boston,
AD. AM. AM. PM: PM.P Ma P. OM.

M.

©

dozen

FIRST

Special Notices.

Pres.

o'clock, “A.

two

LES YoU®"

.

:

admission to

and Thurs.

Caseg,of

master or other responsible, parties, Address,
NLY BROS., 227 8. Front st., Philadelphia, Pa.

51,05
Treas.

3.90
25.69

L M,

Dover, N. IT,

Peck-

session with

each.

m2?

¥. B. Mission.

“ Foreign

May 29, ’72.

the church at West Sidney, Wednesday

Paying 60 Per Cent.
at

+ DOMESTIS” 8. IM. Co., 98. Chambers St; I.Y.

Mission.

Whitefield, N H, per G H Pinkham,
hd
“for support of Georgie Pinkham
India, per G H Pinkham,
.8*Cambridge, I11,
per J 8 Dinsmore,
Sabattus, Me, per L Dexter,
Grand Rapids, Mich, per
FF Bailey,
a Pledge,
Fem, Miss. So,, Grand Rapids QM, *
Fem, Miss. So., Goshen, N H, per M E Cutts,
N Sandwich, N H, Rees H Quinby,
Bangor, Me, per 8
Chureh,
Portland, Me, per J M Plummer,
Casco, Me,
per E Barton,
2 Buxton, Me, per B P Parker,
Mrs H E Fernald, Melvin village, N H,
A friend,
Lewis & Anna Bouton, Olean, N Y,
A 8S Lansing, W Stephentown, N Y,

+

OQ, B. CHENEY,

$5.00

’

AN UNDOUBTED SECURITY,

i

Threc-gallon demijolins, $3.00 each *

demijohins,

and clerical vocation

Bruns-

Poct, C. A. Bickford;
se

he |

A DOMESTIC
New

White, A J Eastman, A E Frost, E P Tobie,
John James, G:F Sturtevant, A P White, E
Fitzgerald, Dr E Edgecomb, J C White, ¥H
Butts, M B Preble, H G Garcelon, C A Merrill
A F Dolly, JY Stanton, Mrs J Y Stanton, Z
Douglass, R Smith, ‘Wm Spear, D Harris, $1
each,
24
M E Morrow, O 8 Rackliff, A P White,N J Moos:
R Goss, Cash,
BF Tarbox,JB Moulton, E H
h Butts, ,50 ei
Be
4
[S
:
156,46
i
R. DEERING, Treas.
Portland, May 25.

7 3-1 P. M,,

F. I.

!

y

V Whitney

Prophet, G. E. Gay; Fare-

well Address,F. W. Baldwin.
FRIDAY, June

V

Kate L.

Dinsmore,
and Miss

Lizzie G, Lenxley, of M.

(2)
.

Edgecomb Q Vi, and to con. Rev O Pitts & wife L Mi, 25.00

THURSDAY, June 27. , Address before the Alumni,
10 A. M., at the church by Oliver C. Wendell, Dover,
N. H.; Poem by Hurrison F. Wood, Vienna.
Class

Co,

“(Corliss St, Bath, to con. Rev F Reed L M,

WEDNESDAY, June 26, Commencement.’
WEDNESDAY, June 26. address before the United
Literary Societies, 7 8-1.p. M., at the Church.
.

27,

Miss

A DOMESTIC
Co, Minn.

F B ehurch, W Buxton,
* Lewiston, Main St,

TUESDAY, June 25. Annual meeting ot the Alumni, 4 P, M., at the Chapel.
»
:
UESDAY,June 25. Concert by the Germania Band,
assisted by Miss Annie Louise Casey, 78-4 p. M., at
Lyceum Hall.

THURSDAY,June

E. Emith, Mr.

“NEVER TROUBLE TROUBLE TILL TROUBLE TROUB-

Maine

2 1-2

Dennett,

& MAIN,

425 Broome St, New York; or 756 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

|r

Concord,N. H.

| Abel Goddard,
Charles Hobson,

MONDAY, June 24. ' Junior Prize Declamation,7 3-4

ration, 8 A. M.
TUESDAY, June 25.

BIGLOW

(Successors to Wm. B, BRADBURY)

Ind.

.
SILAS CURTIS,

K P Lord,

18ton.

.
Annual

Co,

Q M,N H, per C L Pinkham,

B C JordanL,

Lewiston. Negative, Nathan W. Harris, Auburn;
Janes H. Baker, Harmony; Charles B. keade, LewP. M.,at the church.
TUESDAY, June 25.

Rev.

Neb., and

“

Ch, Biddeford and to con: Rev J Malvern EM,

mittee—Messrs. Lowell, Howe and Perkins.
MONDAY, June 24.° Junior - Prize Champion, Debate, 2 P. M , at the church. Question: Is it robable
that Eogland will become a Republic within two
hundred years? Aflirmative, Frank W. Cobb, LewCharles H. Davis,

23. by

P

¥reedmen’s

o’clock.

P. M., at Main Street Free Baptist church.
SUNDAY, June 23. Sermon before the Theological
School, 7 1-2 P, M., at the church, by Prof. Fullonton.
MONDAY, June 24. Examination of the Theologi-

“iston;

H, May
of Omaha,

In Munson, Ill., May 9, by Rev. J.8.
Mr. Wellington
Fierce,
of Cambridge,

EXPRESS,

New Durham

Bates College Commencement.
FriDAY, June 21. Examination of Junior class,
P. M.
SATURDAY, June 22. Examination of Sophomore
class,
9 A. M. Freshman class, 2 P. M. Examining
committee—Revs. John A. Lowell,Lawrence, Mass. ;
A3e0, W. Howe, Harrison; Chas. 8S, Perkins, Providence, R. 1:
SATURDAY, June. 22. Examination for admission
to College, 9 A. M., at the College Chapel.
Baccalaureate

N.

TE “LIGHT RUNNING”

Home Mission.
“op,
J G Mosher, Lowville, NY, to con. Mrs Sarah
Mosher, L M,
‘A friend, Me.
Mrs M M Goffey, North Sandwich. N H,
Lewis & Anna
Bouton, Olean, NY,

Y. M.:—

Preaching, at 7 8-4 o’clock.
G. M. PARK,
N. L. ROWELL,

June, 22.

A= A SINGLE SPECIMEN CoPY of any of our Books
sent by mail, post-paid, qn receipt of the Foie

to’

4w22

$2.50
each; with six-gallon demijohns at $3
with cases of two dozen quarts at $6.50 each.

ta and thence by stage.

Preaching at 2 1-2 o’clock.

SuNDAY,

perfectly harmless

cents—agk your druggist

NEW CHAIN, NEW

SHOWER and NEW CENSER.
‘
Price, $1 retail, Board Covers; 875 per hundred,

experiment-

In Steep Falls, May 25, by. Rev. E. C. Cook, Mr.
Henry P. Gibson, and Miss Amanda 8. Dutch, both
of Brownfield, Me.

six-gallon

D Lothrop & Co, 38 & 40 Cornhill, Boston, Mass.

ARTERNOON, Society
meetings. Sabbath Schools.
Speakér,Rev. D. W.C.Durgin,at 1 3-4 o’clock. Education,—Rev. G. T. Day, at2 1-4 o’clock.
Temperance,—Rev. E.A. Stockman,at 2 3-4 o’clock.
F, Missions,—Rev. C. O. Libby, 31-4 o’clock. H.
Missions,—Rev. 8. Curtis, 3 1-4 o’clock.
EVENING. Opening sermon,—Rev. I. D. Stewart,
7 3-4 o'clock.
~
THURSDAY, A. M. Social meeting, at.81-2 o’clock.

222

In Sutton,

MAIL.

Conference, 10 o’clock.

EVENING.

It costs but 50

the following rates:

A M Littlefield, Springvale. Ve.

TUESDAY EVENING, sermon, or social meeting, at
7 3-4 o’clock.
WEDNESDAY, A. M.
Soclal meeting, 9 o’clock.

|

It 1s

Covers,

THE BRADBURY TRIO,
Containing all.the Songs of the

quart bottles,
$3.00 each. If neighboring druggists do
not keep it, invalids may have it sent from the Spring by
Railroad
pr Adams’ Express, by enclosing
Post-Office
Money Orders or. checks, Physicians and
Clergymen

Rev W H Littletield, Vinal Haven, Me.
C W Hemenway, Warren, Vt.
E Preston, Caroline Center, N Y.
W J Hartsook, Portland, Ohio.care J A Loyd, Thurman express.
W S Pottle, P M, S Montville, Me, Exp. to Augus-

Clerk.

1 1-2

Samuel Pitcher,

Wm. H. Morse,
Morse, of S.

Forwarded,

Norton

wick.

i

The following will be the order of exercises at the

at

Retail Price of either of the above, in Board
35 cents; $30 per hundred,

Minerals, Morphine

THE
GETTYSBURG
KATALYSINE WATER is sold at the Spring

George S Foster, Lawrence, Mass,

pl

N.H,Y.M.
All persons who may attend the N.
and can have by waiting upon Ged.
The busi- | H. Y. M. at Manchester, June 12, 13. and purchase
ness meetings were harmonious.
Although the tickets for Manchester at any station on the B.C.
M R. R. above Concord, can have free réturn tickMay session is the business session of the Jeng
from Concord, to the stations.at which they shall
yet each one seemed to feel the importance
{ ets
have Juioliased tickets, by applying to the subscribdoing the work as speedily as possible.
er at the Y, M. Return tickets good to June 14,
he
C. L. PINKHAM, Clerk.
Sivas CUBTIS,

its last session with

F stevenour,

John

Opening sermon by Rev, FL.»

meeting,

Drs

article.

where

GW
Gould, E Dixfield. Me.
‘
AV Russell, Mill Port, Chemung Co, N Y.

‘

N. Plumb. It is expected
that the clerks of the Q.
M’s will see that the tax due the Y. M. is promptly

Social

neither

getit for you, and he will always keep it.

a

H Campbell, Plato, Iil.
Asahel Whitacre, Level, Ohio. (2)
Mrs A E Roberts, N
Auburn, Sibley
A H Stanford, Middle
sMieh.
J H Quimby. N Sandw
N H.
A Parsons, Eustis, Fr
lin Co, Me.

Friday,

considering the state of health in that and the
next, we can be supplied with the needful Surtgnuding country, and it ‘is thogght the &
ELLSWORTH 3 M. will hold its next session with
M. #(t a
good influence. The intere®t we thin
church, at
West Surry, commencing June 14, at
means with which to comfort and ‘help on is increasing throughout the Q. M:, and the peo- the.
1 o'clock, P. 3.
K. HARDING, Com,
1é seem’ to be
more ile to labor in the |
some.of these
poor ones, so anxious for edord’s vineyard. May God ble 98 them and give
CESTRALN.Y. Y. M will hold its next session at

ucation.

+

HOLLAND PURCHASE Y. M. will hold its next ses-

AFTERNOON,

Junction,

IReceived.

“J Moyse.SN
* WE Eaton, Ch:

CoM.

Preaching, at 10 1-2 o’clock.

and

" MASON & HAMLIN’S
By THEO. E. PERKINS and Rev. ALFRED TAYLOR.

and far more effective than
Rills, Narcotic 8yrups,or
Castor Oil. Dy spothmg the system it produces natural sleep, and is particularly adapted to erying or
teething children. It kills Worms, cures Stomach
Ache, Constipation, Fiatulency ahd Derangement of
the Liver, No family can afforp to be without this

Addresses,

BY

Avenue, as above.

L. B. STARR,

ROBERT LOWRY, Wi. F. SHERWIN
CHESTER Fe ALLEN.

“ SONGS OF SALVATION,”

8wl7

A good assortment of Freewill Baptist Books,
| including Sunday School Books, can Pe obtained
| at the sume prices as at the office of publication,
from our Depository in Cleveland, Ohio, by call- |
ing upon or addressing Rev. A. K. Moulton, 758

next session of the New Hampshire

ing by

PENNEY.

Lisbon Falls, Me.

Books

|

14, at 10, A. M.

YEAR.

FRESH LAURELS,

el Ro AS

nor Alcohol, the result of fliteen years

‘

H White—L Woodward—E Winslow—J Ward—T Wells
—N Wood—W Winsor—G C Waterman—J J Wilson—B
F Zell—N Young—J Young =H J.Gould—S Stepleton.

Mrs E L Fowle
Rev F i Bubar,

church, commencing

REV.

1y18

substitute for Castor Oil—a

preparation, containing

ner—F Teeat—dJ YVandyne—T E Wells—W H Waldron—M

:

|

June

Racine

Office

L. R. BURLINGAME,

sion with the Sherman

By

family physic which is pleasant to take and does not’
distress or gripe, but 18 sure to operate when all other rémédies have failed. It is & parely vegetable

Ghase—E CChatto—B Cogswell—P Clough—E G Crawford
—Mrs D B Crossman—W
E Davenport—J 8 Dinsmore—
E Day—S8 Davenport-H
Dowst—G H
Damon-A W
Dougherty—W ind
English—J Erskine—~W E
Eaton—A J Eastman—L C Elliott—H A Davis—H Dinsmore—E W Fox—M Folsom--J Fletcher—Susan Farwell |
J French—G W Fanning—H Fulton—C P Fairfield—G
W Gould—J Gould—A J Fairchild—E Gilbert—A Harris
—G Hulser—L J Holverstott - EW Helmer—K F Hig
(2)— A H Hull—J W Higgins—John Hunt—Mrs J
il
—A L Hougbton—J Harlan—G B Hoyt—H Hulbert—E
Houghton—C C Inman—J
§ Jordan—C H Jackson—D
Jones—M H Jones-¥ W Jenkins—A Kenney—J Knowlton—J A Keyes—J H Ludlum—W M Lann—J
P Longley
—A Lewis—J H Locke—A K Moulton—8_
Mudgett—L
Morse—J Moxley—E Manson—D Mqody—W Merrill—A
P Markham—Mrs R Miller—W A Nichols—dJ T Nelson—J
M Norris—T Osgood -G W
Phillips—E G Page—I H
Phelps—J Pratt—C F Persing —P Root—J N Robertson—
L CRollins—JC Robinson—W Risinger—HJ Rieker—D M
L Rollin—Mrs lydia Spencer—O A Smith—J H Shepard
—P Sutherland—L
B Starr—T N Seward—C Sexton—E
Smith—H Sexton—dJ Stuart—JD Smith—W 0 Slayton—.
‘Miss I. Seamans—C H Tirston—0 H_ True—N B Tur-

PLANTS for

p

ONE

BRIGHT JEWELS,

5

L P Curtiss—C Case--E C Cook—S D Church—dJ Cook—R

oftlice.

2t22

cet

CASTORIA~4

will report to Dea.J.S, Hart,
1. L. HOWARD.

A

EXETER N. I.
CHARLES BURLEY,
Book.

at

Lewters

FLOWERS!!!

New

Le

CT

york:

IN

By Wi. I. BRADBURY.

L Bouton—IL E Bates—8 Barten--8 D - Bates—D C Burr
—G W Barrows—Mrs E Brooks—C O Brown—J A Buckhannap—I M Bedell—-8 D Bates—S B_Bean—E H Butts—
M W Burlingame—EH Baldwin -EA Benson—J T Brearley—W W Bean—A R Babcock—A D Corse—U Carle—A
L Chamberlain—D Claney—J B €ollins—S 8 Cady—Mrs

the Garden or Parlor; Roses, Flowering Shrubs,
Vines, &c., &c., at low rates. Please call at the PINE

|

stop

(+ C Andrews,

powers.

CUT FLOWERS,

STREET GREEN-HOUSES,
3ml4t

New

GOLD,

subplied for their own use with ithree-gallon demijohns at

Every variety of FLORAL DECORATIONS for the
Funeral or Church
Service, Weddings
and Parties.
Also
CHOICE

will

has been

The presence of the spirit is what we all need,

WHITE COsQ. M.~Held

Laden

PHYSICIAN,”

ARE You ABOUT TO BUILD A CHURCH
P= Nearly
new Windows, Pew Ends and Doors may be had ay
a low figure. Address,
on
L. L, HARMON,
Portsmouth, X.H,

I, J. HOAG.

C C Foster, Cen Strafford, N H.
J 8 Potter, Milton Mills, N H,
SD Church, W Dudley, Mass,
J Davis, East Alton, N H.
;
WS Stockbridge, 117 ®ixth St, Buffalo, N Y.
J L Collier, N Fairfield. O.

**

Heart and Nervous Diseases, etc., are sa d
It is also claimed to be a solvent of stone.
Ey

furnished promptly to order.

road,

Rev
“=
**
*
**
*

to its power.

GREEN-HOUSE

27,

714 Broadway,

A. W. JOTMAN,

Poss

visited by a million of people, while its waters have
been carried to every
part of the world. Its healing
effects have attracted the attention of the news Bpek
and medical press, and promise to find an enduring
record among the marvelous curative and restoraphenomena of the race. Thé worst forms of
yspepsia, Rheumatism, Gout, Neuralgia, Kidney
to yield

June

“FAMILY

most

cal Schéol, 6 A. M., at Nichols Hall. Examining com-

Meetings.

of

means, and many have been enabled to ¢onnu, in consequence of timely aid in the
shape of clothing and money, &e.
One of the most efficient means of lifting
this emancipated race into intelligence and a
pure religion, is such schools’ as this. We
fel greatly obliged to the numerous friends
by contributions of money,

work

H..J. DURKEE,

Quarterly

Friends, without respect to denomination-

female,

in the

them in holy things.

Appeal for Clothing.

and

earnest

and

of labor.
May God’s sustaining grace ever, keep
them.
I trustthe day is not far distant, when
one more efficient may be called to minister to

NorroLK,

both

is well united,

saving souls. To their earnest prayers and hearty co-operation may be ascribed whatever under
God we have accomplished. Naught but pleas-

DAN'L M. GramAM.

clothing for the use of students,

at5P. M.

June 11-13.

arriving in the morning
in the city of Racine.

its reinyi opating and pain-roothing
properties that
induced the residents to try it on disease, which led

:

providence of God I am called to quit this field

Let us hear from you.

Hillsdale, May 22,

a few Sabbaths since.

ant memories cluster around me now,

things which you have determined till it
will be too late for mention at that

commenced.

to the place of meeting.

advantage of the institution considered as a
On

Wednesday,

sends’ lis

pages, {ree by mail, to any one, This book is to
make
any one their own doctor, Remedies are given
tor Thirty Diseases, which each person can prepare,
Send your direction'to Dy. 8, 8, FITCH & SON,

teams will be in waiting from Tuesday, June 25, to
Saturday, June 29, at noon.s and 7 o’clock, p. M. Any

REV. J. L. ROBERTS, having decided not to
remove west the present season, as contemplated, would be glad to supply such destitute
churches as may desire his services,
His address | Me. WESTERN Y. M. All persons coming to the
next session by rail, will leave the cars at North
is Holbrook, Mass.
Berwick, Teams will be in readiness te convey them

there for their kindness and liberality during my

ment, or we shall continue to lose the chief
denominational force.

26,

SOLD

*

DR. 8. §. FITCH,

during Saturday and Sunday following.
.
G. C. WATERMAN, Clerk,
’
—
0
. WiscoNsIN Q. M. Those who come by rail, on

common water, and was used as such by the wounded who fell in the vicinity. It was their testimony to

a udhni-

"Rev. J. N.RIcH will close a very pleasant
pastorate of five years with the church at Carolina Mills, R. L,, July 1. They have a good house
of worship, in good repair, and are well. united

hopeof ultimate success, though there are

the

N.Y., June

:

"PURE

By REV. ROBERT LOWRY and W. HOWARD DOANE,

JEFFERSON, N. Y.,, Q M. will meet at Fowler, on
Friday, June 14,at I o’clock, P. M., and continue

is located on the battlefield of Gettysburg. By an
interesting coincidence it appears on the spot around

forwarded.

There

must be a more general movement in the
undertaking or our risk of losing our great
aim is more than we can afford.
3d. Our encouragement as to the endowment is enough to inspire the highest

_ 4th.

It

’
Notices and Appointments,

sacrifice on the part of a devoted band of
instructors. This strain can not always
last. We must descend from our high position or have more income. Some noble
hexrts have come up to our help again and
again. Some have lately come up for the
first time with large donations. A few,

not do

Co.

bath in June.

of our readers are aware of the history of this curative agent, yet for the information ot the few who are
not, we add : That the Spring from which it is taken

{ labors with zeal and a will: to win a brilliant vic.
tory in the conversion of more precious souls.
Let this institution decline, and -all the At present the prospect is encouraging and good
other interests would soon wear the gloom
for an overwhelming turning unte God.
Com.
| Woodland

can

standing.

We advertise elsewhere the Getiyshuig

ol

REV. G. H. CHAPPELL has accepted

here, | mous call from the Parishville church, to remain

ond the prosperity of all our schools and
churches in the west is ultimately assured.

however,

long

Freckles

The well known, reliable and harmless
Brown Discolorations of the face. Preby Dr. BC. Perry, Dermatologiat.49 Bond
York. Sold by Druggists everywhere,

mia

CHANGE OF PLACE.
Union Y.M. will hold its next
session with the Otselic chur¢h and not with the
Lincklean church, as preyicust
noticed, commencing ¥riday, at 1 o’clock, P,M.,
before the third Sab-

Annihilationism not of the Bible, is the title of a
{ new and an excellent book that will meet the wants
§| of our people in many localities.
The retail price is
81.50, but we have made guch arrangements that we
| can send it, postage paid, on receipt of $1.25.

Ministers and Churches.

more

given

of

Water, to which attention is invited.

revival

———

upon any other |

prosperity

28
9.

denomi-

depend

June

Q. M,, holden in Bath,

Gettysburg Katalysine Water,

| converts were baptized and united with ‘the

through your columns, to our interest in Hallowell a permanency and
of all

cases

LOTION.
remedy for
pared only
sirost, New

BowpoIN Q. M. Free return tickets will be furnished to all who pass over the Maine Central R. R.
and Its conmections to attend the next session of this

either

| enjoyed during the winter. Others will go
fowrard soon in the ordinance of baptism.
Bro. E. C. Heath, the faithful pastor of the
‘Hillsdale College.
church, has labored unceasingly in the
EDITOR MORNING STAR :—
work, and now rejoices in the fruits of his
My DEAR SiR:—As my first year's patient endeavors.
This revival with its
work here will dr aw to a close in a few i additions to the church, promises to give
attention

follows:

acts directly upon the secretions, cleansing and
strengthening, removing all obstructions and impurities. A great many can testify to cases of long
standing having been perfectly cured by the VEGETINE, even after trying many of the known remedies
which are said to be expressely for this disease.

house of God, but

Denominational News and Noe.

call the

ence, to be held in Hamlin, Monroe

27-30, will find teams insreadiness at the depot in
Brockport, to take them to the place of meeting, as

>

especially

BIGLOW & MAIN,
OVER 850,000 COPIES OF

* WORMS,
PIMPLES, eruptions,
of the face. Sold by all
Depot 49 Bond St. New York.

disfiguvations

For Worh Patches,

GENESEE Y,M. Friends coming by public conveyance to the Genesee Y. M. and ministers’ confer-

KIDNEY COMPLAINTS.
—In diseases of the kidneys
the VEGETINE gives immediate relief. It has never
failed to cure when taken regularly, and direc
tions followed. In many cases it may take several

Asport, Me. The Lord has graciously
prefer to spend their Sabbaths beyond the
city bounds, let the preacher of righteous- visited this vicinity the past winter. In
ness go to them, and under the broad can- Blanchard, Monson and Howard plantation,
opy of God's greater temple declare to adjoining towns, nearly 200 have been, we
them the good-tidings of joy, whether they
trust, hopefully converted, and Christians are
will hear or forbear,
The kind of men to do such a work are greatly encouraged. A F. B. church has been
those who are most :successful as popular orgapized in Howard plantation with fair
preachers in our pulpits.
No better field promise of 50 or more members, and large
for the exercise of great gifts as ** fishers of
men ” could be found, than among these additions have been made to the Bapt. and
Sunday idlers in the
groves and meadows Cong. churches in Blanchard and Monson.
about the city ; and this mode of reaching The good work is still progressing. J.E.
the masses who never see the inside ofa
chmieh building would be eminently ChristHALLOWELL, ME. The revival interest.
like. We believe it would meet the Mas- still continues with the Free Baptist church
ter's approval, and result in a glorious ingathering of precious souls,
What say in Hallowell, Me. The second Sabbath,
a day of peculiar interest tothe
these able preachers? The field is wkite to May was
church and society. Twenty-three happy
harvest; shall the laborers be wanting ?

days, allow me

MAY 20, 1872,

book on CHRONIC DISEASES freé to any address.

beauty and life

ful days with'us as a church.

vigorous effort to spread the triumphs of
the gospel ? Since these people have no
disposition to attend the

clothed

Clerk.

BUSQUENHANNA Y. M.will hold its next session with

R. V. Pierce, M, D., of Buffalo, N. Y., will send his

ordinance of

seemed to render it one of the most delight-

for a

advantage of them

in the

but to the good of those who saw it.

them ? If they can not be suppressed, does
it not lie within the province of Christian
enterprise to take

Saviour

baptism. We. felt truly that Jesus was
with us, blessing the scene not only to
those who went forward in the ordinance

done about

then, is to be

What

W. P. KINNEY,

Greenfield church, within the bounds of the Gib8a
Q. M., commencing June 21, at 4 o'clock,Pp. M.
Persons intending to come to the meeting by railroad
will please arrive at Carbondale from the west at 1
o'clock, P.'M., and from the south at 11 o’clock, A.
M. Such will find teams Naiting vo convey them to
the place of meeting. Those intending
to accept
this offer will notify
Theodore Pierce,at Carbondale,
Pa., and state what day $hey will come,and the number expected. The Greenfleldchurch are anxious
for a good meeting and request a large attendance.
By order of the committee,
2123
1
Tuaerovore PIERCE, Clerk.

So sweet, 50 pure,
So safe, so sure,
So suited to each dental want, |
The Fragrant SOZODONT.
°

Surton, N. H. Sunday, May 26, was a
happy day with us, Three worthy persons

from

He cue ft Alene oF (88 ABS, 1s

AND TAN, USE PERRY'S MOTH AND FRECKLE

ROXANA M. SMITH,

Revivals, dc,

F\

—

The crowd of Sunday-excursionists

Q. M.

SNDAY SCHODL SONG: BOOKS,

PERRY’S IMPROVED COMEDONE AND PIMPLE

of the sever-

Thursday, at 11, A. 3, and ut 5, P.M,

es of a large number of the) artists themit
selves, and against the protes

generous and liberal patrons of art 7

church any longer,

A. H.M,

&Zainst thé wish-

ing the Gallery on Sunday

A

:

TO THE SAINTS IN CHRIST
.
Having passed from death unto life, as I trust, and
uniting with the Calvinist Baptist Chyrch, Feb. 17,
1843, and living in good-fellowship until trouble occurred in my family, causing the natural brothers of
my sainted mother to take a decided stand against
me, I do not wish to he considered a member of that

o will do a similar deed ?

1

>

=

not this much better than to pe

-]

make it indeed the workman's holjda

’ 4

cents per week for this cause, and already
$2.50 are in hand as the consequence.

could be thrown

the Academy of Design

o

P.S. A Sabbath-school teacher and his
class, in Portland, Me., have pledged fifty

three o'clock on that day to give a few
the bands play in
hour?’ rest from labor;

Bix-

TERS in the mavket is quite opportune. They have
done move for suffering humanity than any other
tonic yet discovered. They nre pleasing to the palate,
and the best and safest invigorator and spring medioine yet discovered,
;

given to such as desire it,
A. H. MORRELL, Soliciting Agent.

s already opened to the public on Saturof the stores are closed at
days. Many

. The clerks

al churches will please fosrard the yearly statistics |
80 48 to be in time for the Register of 1873. The
members of the churehes will also remember the BLOTCHED
ten cent tax to be forwarded to this sgssion of the Druggists.

and elastic twisted loop-stitch.

Any information will be most cheerfully,

the, laboring
pleasure to
Metropolitan Museum of

the churches in the 0.

of the
family,
Gibbs
(0 any

if) TT

.

DISEASES.

SKIN

Hourtox Q. M, will hold its next session with ne

church in Alva, commencing
Friday, June 14. A
full number of del
NY will be expected from all

is is the only machine making the secure |

other.

‘Freight should be prepaid, if possible; |
and freight is much cheapér than express, ' |

noon, which the
time of rest an

MAR. JONRE' 5,

Which Pays Best ?
The public have long since discovered that the 80-

institution sent out twenty or more!"
Please, friends, do not read

AI

MORNING

:
already his this
this part of the cotuty, and

ep

WBNS AE

WF

B. D.. Arh

One vol., 12mo, Price, $1. Will be sent prepaid by
post, on receipt of ‘price, by *
;
LR
BURLINGAME,
3b
DOVER, N.

;

THE MORNING STAR. JUNE
Eviemetm——

|

| of you

‘With heavy step and shrouded flags,

The solemn Army marches thygugh
The quiet, listening town,
To deck with memory’s flowery stars
The green turned up with brown,—

you

are, | had expected, she would most gladly accept

who attempts to pass me.”
look

and

with her revolver in

her hand, never

turn-

ing her eye from those armed men. Occasionally there was a rude, sneering rematk

‘Where soldiers rest, where heroes sleep,
‘Wrapped in the flag alone !

from one of, the company, that made her
eyes flash, and her cheeks glow ‘with indig-

Give me a wreath of green
To hang upon this snowy slab,

The rain drops’ silvery sheen,
Upon its glossy laurel leaves

Are tears our Mother weeps—
Now some Immortelles for a crown,

For here our General sleeps.
This is a very little mound—
He was so young to die!
Give me some Rose-buds and those sprigs
Of fragrant Rosemary.

Now, brother with the shattered leg,
Hand me those Hyacinths blue,

«4

For he was always true.
White, sunrise-flushed Arbutus buds
Are just the very thing
serve

the drummer-boy—

He sleeps in life's young spring.
The Passion Flower of glorious bloom,
Like Him who died to save,
With these white Lilies, stainless, sweet,
Rest on the Chaplain’s grave.
Those bright Verbenas’ perfect red,
These Valley Lilies white,
These Blue-bells and Forget-me-nots,
These Daisies starred with bright,
Have gathered from the, rainbow tints
Old Glory’s stripes of o1d~
Her Color Sergeants grave shall bear
These fruits of wounds untold.
Some Lavender, his memory

" Is fragrant, and a spray
Of that green Cassia, let us place

Upon his tomb to-day.

est danger, and I knew of no

He was a Christian, and he lowed
To teach his men to pray.

‘When he went forth to fight—

Bring me some Ivy’s glossy leaves,
And full blown Roses white.
Some scarlet Holly berries here,

secret dispatches, i

And Mistletoe’s green spray—
This soldier fell .in the wild fight
‘We had on Christmas day.
And one red flower—the tide
Of this young life poured out and left
A broken-hearted bride.

Scatter the flowers we bear 'arbund
The white tents of the dead.
The night comes down, the day is done;
The old Flag overhead

As Mary left the room,

of the Nest.

| said Capt. Brown, * and he will bring her
back in safety. It is a shame,
this child should be allowed,by
to undertake this dangerous
Benton would never let her go

Weaving it well so round and trim,
Hollowing it with eare,

Nothing too far away for him,
Nothing for her too fair;

| it.

'

me-

by a rich dark plume.
‘ That is just the dress,” exclaimed the
Captain.
‘If they pursue you, you can
ride through the bushes, and those clothes
will never betray your whereabouts.
But
what have you done with those papers ?”
‘“ Find them if you can ;" said Mary, wig
a quiet smile ; and she touched her hat sig| nificantly.
The road was not a strange one to Mary,

+

And your mate will fear for willful ways
‘When the wee ones leave the nest;
But they’ll find their wing in a glad amaze,
*
And God will see to the rest.
So come to the trees with all your train
‘When the apple blossoms blow ;
Through the April shimmer of sun and rain
Go flying to and fro;
:

4

And sing to our hearts as we watch again

and, as she met with nothing moré

Your fairy building grow.

than, now and then,

Mary Killburn in the West.

a

small

serious

company

ly there was the report of a musket at

BY MARILLA.

IV.

_ Ome day while Mr JKillburn was obliged
while

Abbie,

Mary,and the elder Mrs. Killburn were sitting in the sick chamber,they saw four stalwart Missourians, well armed, approaching.
Quick as thought Mary’s revolver was in
her hand, and she was descending the
stairs, but ere she had reached the floor, the
door was pushed open, and the unwelcome

visitors entered ; when there was something
like thefollowing conversation :
4
¢« Is William Killburn in this house?”

« He is, sir.”

of

her

left, and she heard fhe whizzing of the ball,
as it passed her head; then another, and

o

and

another followed in quick succession, and
Mary knew then that a company of Missourians were secreted in the bushes near the
road. With a silent prayer for Divine aid,
she set her horse into a quick gallop, and

then a run.

Soon

she

was

beyond the

reach of the musket balls,and her heart beat

more naturally when,—she was startled by
hearing the click of a horse's feet behind
her. Again Minnie was urged forward,but
the horseman, whoever.it might be, seemed

-

Jot

bound to overtake her. With.one hhnd she
held the reins firmly, and with the other she

+¢ He is sick; and you can not have him.”

clasped her revolver, as the stranger rode
up beside her, saying, in a voice she had

#¢ Can't help that,

never heard

[a

“ Well, we want him.”

We are after him, and

will have him, dead or alive.”
«« Néver, sir, while I live!”.
#¢ Ha, ha, ha,” roared one of

before,

"

‘There was something in the tone of the
‘voice
that at once disarmed her fears, and
ber, ‘ I'd like to know what a little curly
'
|
relaxing
her-hold on’ the revolver, she
haired Miss, like you, can do to hinder it.

Come on, boys! Leave
remained

stair.

standing

num-

those stairs, young

woman !”” he thundered,

seeing

that

Mary

firmly on

the

lower

But then was no time

for Mary's

courage to leave her, and she did not falter
or tremble.” Lifting her revolver; she point-

at the

ed it deliberately
saying,

man’s foreheqd,
oh

Fon

4

_‘* Advance
one step further and you are
rim
~~
‘a dead man.”

slackened her speed, andewhs soon in easy
conversation. with the stranger, who, as

night.

I trust you have not far to go, but

if’ Fou will accept my

your

With thanks for his

i

7

protection,

cheerfully give it.” Where

« (ome, come, pretty one,” said another,

brother ; we do not wish to harm him.”

A * tropical division” as it

I will

do you intend

0)

whom is here professedly reported as he tells the
story. Of course the Germans come in for a

large share of genuine malediction.

It would be:

: was called, contained flowers that marked NOTES ON
unreasonable to expect Frenchmen to keep all.
ENGLAND,
By H. Taine, D. C. L.,
Several times, during this ride, Mary sunrise and sunset; and a ** horological diOxon., ete.
Translated with an introductory their curses at home when writing. that piece of
noticed that her stranger-companion whis- vision” consisting of flowers that open and | chapter, by W. F, Rae, With a portrait of the history. But the book is instructive, kindling ,
author. New York: Holt &
liams. 1872. ‘pathetic, and holds the reader as by a simple bgt
tled in a’low, significant manner,
‘At first
elose at fixed and invariable hours, 1Itisa
curious fact that there are twenty-four vari-

eties of plants whose

Her heart
as

gave a quick
the

stranger

name of one whom

she

had often

as a leader among the most

day

evening primrose at 5 o'clock, p. M. Midnight belongs to the * cactus grandiflorus,”
or night-blooming cereus, whose, magnificent flower expands and diffuses a subtle

and troubled

pronounced

sug-

and night. Looking over his list we find
the day lily opens at 5 o'clock, A. M., and

ant”

bound,

blossoms open

cessively at the different hours of the

the

heard of

violent of pro-

fair.

If it does not open, rain is certain for

the next day.

Itis said the flowers of the

water-lily close and sink into the water precisely at sunset, rise again to the garface
and expand with sunrise. Pliny described
the lotus of the Euphrates, which

the same order; and

followed

the reyerence

which

was paid by the Egyptians to the lotus is
supposed by some to be from

tion with ghe’saered sun.

this- associa-

Flowers and

What,

then,

is the

deities.

Besides

the

A countryman, one day, returning from
the city, took home with him five of the
finest peaches one could possibly desire
to

see;

and

as

his

children had never be-

held the fruit before, they réjoiced
them exceedingly, calling them the
apples, with their rosy cheeks, and
plum-like skins. The father divided
among his four children, and

for their

mother.

retained

over
finest
soft,
them
one

In the evening, ere the

children retired to their chamber, the father

it was

as

sweet

asa nut to my taste;

but

The parent shook his head reprovingly,
saying, ‘ Beware, my boy, of avarice.”
‘ And you, Edmund?” asked the father,
turning to his third son, who frankly re-

plied :

ry

him now?
For this surely is Joe; and he
“1 have giveh my peach to the son of
isn’t in his mother’s parlor to-night. No, our neighbor—the sick George who has had
heisin jail; and, as he can not go to her, the fever. He would not take it, so I left
she and Fanny have gone to him. It was it on his bed, and I have just come away.”
a terrible

shock to poor Joe's mother when

“ Now,” said the father, ‘* who has

done

she learnt that he had been arrested for the best with his peach P”
.
stealing a ten-dollar bill from the drawyer
¢ Brother Edmund !” the three exclaimed
of a merchant. Did he take the money? aloud; *‘ Brother Edmund!”
Edmund was
It was missed

from the drawer, and it was

still and, silent, and the mother kissed him
with jogf.— Selected.”

also proved that Joe changed a ten-dollar
bill—a new, crisp greenback—at a grocery
in another part of the town the same night
it was missing.
The officers believed Joe
stole the money. Frank Nevinaugh was
very certain of it; but Joes mother and
Fanny did not believe a word of it. They
were sure he told the truth; but he had

Of course

Fred

denied

He could have

After a great snow-storm, a little fellow
began to shovel a path through a large
snow-bank before his grandmother’s door.
He had nothing but a small shovel to work
with.

‘How

do you expect

to get through

If a fault is cured,

it, and Joe

or a bad

habit

broken

been very up, it can not be done by merely being sor-

drinking and the bad company,” and the
disgrace they brought.
When the trial
came, Joe was cleared, but as long as he
‘lived he never forgot that week in the Star-

ry, or only crying 4 little. You must keep
got rid of’.
fighting until it is
If you have "entered your Master's seryice, and are trying to be good, you will
| somtimes find hills of difficulty in the way.
Things will often look discouragifig, and

never again tasted wine or tobacco, and

[2115 but keep at it.

avoided ‘“ bad company” as carefully ag he
would shun an irop wolf-trap.
:

how.”—

happy even in/jail,

knowing

he was inno-

cent of theft, had it not been for the wine-

step with an enthusiasm that is ‘often prompted
‘to cry out ina burst of admiration, His Notes
are the result of his observation and experience
‘While he was mingling freely in the various cir
cles of English life and inspecting what is noticeable, with a view of gaining a better preparation
Hence,
Literature.
for his work on English
they are very thoughtful, expository, philosophic, and now and then-run off into scientific generalizations, This it is that gives them their

The

Never forget ‘That's

Exchange.

—

made by Linnseus, the

basis of Many

tions, ‘resulting

in

sen-

great botanist, tie —

experiments

Prue religion shows its influence in every

and observa-|Partof our conduct; it is like the sap of a

the arrangement called

that any tourist and nar-

in its own department

rator has given us. England herself has
been photographed witha skill that may

now
well

prove the despair of her own artists, and by the
very foreigner who exhibited her literary life as
not one of her own scholars could have done.
No reader, however eool or critical or full of
mental resistance, can go over these brilliant
pages and wholly suppress his admiration or restrain his gratitude,
Ri

“THE DESERT OF THE EXODUS.
Journeys on
* foot in the wilderness of the forty years” wanderings, undertaken
in connection with the
ordnance survey of Sinai and the Palestine
Exploration Fund.
By E. H. Palmer, M. A.,
Lord Almoner’s Professor of Arabic, and fel-

low of*St. John’s College, Cambridge.
Maps and numerous illustratious from

With
photo-

graphs and drawings taken on the spot ‘by the
Sinai Survey Expedition, and C. F. Tyrwhitt
Drake.
New York: Harper & Brothers. 1572.
Crown octavo. pp. 470.
"
This extended title very fairly and fully sets
forth the general aim and character, as_well as
the specific features that give interest and value

to the volume.

To

inspect

and

explore

those

portions of the East which have been the special
theater of divine manifestations, and rendered
forever memorable by their connection with the
history of the Chbsen People,is an object - that
has lately grown more definitesand more dear to

the Christian public.

The Sinaitic peninsula and

the desert of the wanderings have been but partially explored.
The difficulties in the way of
such exploration are many, large and peculiar,
and have often been found insurmountable. The
Expedition with which Mr. Palmer was connected accomplished
real and
important results.
Though many ‘questions raised by the Old and
New Nestament narrative remain unanswered;
though the efforts to fix the localities of the
recorded events sometimes fail; though the precise route followed by the Israelites in the journey from Kgypt to Canaan is yet in dispute; and
though more .or less of the opinions expressed

by Mr. Palmer are at best

only

probable, yet he

has here made a real and valuable addition to the
knowledge heretofore possessed.
His explorations have been’ more extensive,
minute and
careful than those of any previous traveler, he
tells us much that was not before known, and

has made his fresh information especially availa-

sonal and exciting adventure to kindle emotion
and stir curiosity, and the fresh glimpses afford-

ed of Arab life and character are such as make
one eager to learn still more. The maps and illustrations not only ornament
greatly aid in elucidating and

statements in the text,
and will whet the
not fail to gratify.
.

living tree,,, which

penetrates the most

the pages, but
illuminating the

It isan instructive book,

mental appetite

which it does
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EAsT.

From the

earliest times to the conquest by Alexander the
Great. Including Egypt, Assyria, Babylonia,
Media, Persia, Asia

Minor,

Phillip Smith, B. A.
on wood.
1872.

New

16mo.

A BRAVE

Harper

pp. 816.

LADY.

and Pheenicia.

By

Illustrated by engravings

York:

& Brothers.

By the author of * John Hal-

fax, Gentleman,” &e.
With Illustrations.
Same Publishers. 1872. 12mo. pp. 456.

LORD

KILGOBBIN.

THiusirations.

Same

By Charles
Publishers.

Lever.

With

1872. octavo.

:

gt

208,

pp.

The first of these volumes is a careful abridgment

of the

larger

volume

bearing

the

same

general title, which we noticed with strong commendation a few months since. It is emphatically a book

crowded with

well classified

installment of Miss Muloch’s works, in thé new
edition which this House

is issuing,

and one of the author's best.—The third does

ability as a writer of

Charles Lever’s genius and

fiction very full justice.
ever,

seriously

The illustrations, how=

impeach

the

pearing in connection with an

artist, and
unknown

if apauthor,

seriously discredit his work.

A MILLER’S STORY OF THE . WAR} or, The Pleone of the 7.500.000.000 who voted

* Yes,” Translated from the French of Epckmann-Chatrian, authors of * The Conscript,”

«ete. sNew York: Scribner, Armstrong & Co.
1872. 12mo. pp. 358.
A
The historic veracity, the vivid word-painting,

the directness, the
casional

nd

eloquence,

common

guished

simplicity, the fervor, the og
the

sympathy’ with

life which

the previous

liberty

have especially distin-

works

of ‘these

joint au-

thors, are all reproduced in this new volume.
It is,in many respects, more interesting than they,

since it deals with such significant and recent
events.

ROSE-GARDEN.

wares.”

By

Boston:

the author of * Una-

Roberts

Brothers.

1872,

+ 16mo. pp. 285. Sold by E.J. Lane & Co.
A thoroughly Frenchy story, - animated, artistic and often effective in style, having no little
skill in the plot, vividness in portraiture and
picturesqueness in description. The author is
not much

known in

this country, but

sure to find readers.

is almost

Hy

THE SUN, and the phenomena of its atmbsphere,

By Prof. C. A. Young, Ph. D., of Dgrtmouth

College. New Haven, Conn. : ¢ harle C. Chat~
field. 1872.
This is a pamphlet, and constitutes Part § of
the University Series of popularized scientific
treatises which Mr. Chatfield is issuing. Prof.

Young has been eminently successful both in condensing an immense amount of information into
a small space, and in presenting that information
in a style at once ‘popular, scholarly and attractive. Nearly all the phenomena pertaining to the

great luminary, which have been discovered and
classified, are here presented, and the prevailing

theories to which they have given rise are concisely and clearly set forth. It is a most admirable exhibition of a fruitful theme, and will aid
not a little in commending
for the people to general
‘ance,
:

the series of treatises
attention and accept.

SPECIAL REPORT ON IMMIGRATION; accompanying information for immigrants relative to
the prices and rentals of land, the staple products, facilities of access to market, cost of farm
stock, kind of labor in demand in the western
and southern states, &c., &c.
To which are
appended Tables showing the weekly wages
paid in the several states and sections for factory, mechanical, and farm labor; the cost of
provisions, groceries, dry
goods, and house
rent in the various manufacturing districts ot
the country, in the year 1869—'70. By Edward
Young, Ph. D., Chief of the Bureau of Statistics. Washington: Government Printing Of:
fice. 1872, octavo. pp. 282,
g
This long title tells the simple truth about this
book, which makes it timely and valuable, and
ought to do somethimz in the way of saving immigrants from the extravagant -notions with
which they often come dmong us, and especially”,
from the impositions so freely practiced upon
them by sharpers, whether in government offices or acting in their capacity as unendorsed rascals. The amount of valuable information here"

collected and classified is immense,
SELF WILL AND
the German of
Smith, D. D.
lication. 1872.
Lothrop & Co.

REPENTANCE. Translated from
Franz Hofman, by Rev. C. A.
Phila.: Lutheran Board of Pub16mo. pp. 488.
Sold
by D.

THE EMERALD. ~ From the German of William
Redenbacher, by A. H. Lochman, D. D. Sime

‘Publishers, &c. 16mo. pp. 109,

Two good books, as all the issues of this House
are, and belonging to the Fatherland Series of
juvenile volumes, which are reprints of (ferman publications,
The first strongly impresses
the fact that seifgwill is a curse to the possessor
as well as a grief and wrong to others,
The
second is a pleasant and suggestive story of German life, though its lacks simplicity and vigor.

Pamphlets, Magazines, &c.
The monthly magazines are especially brizht
and attractive this month,
THE ATLANTIC is up toits level best, having
choice contributions from Hawthorne, Taylor,
Parton, De Mille, Holmes, &c. The installment
of Septimius Felton is in Hawthorne's striking
vein, and Parton has given us a view of Jeffer-

son

in the Continental

one’s

intense

Congress,

admiration

and the writer.

The

between

that

divides

the

subject

promise for the

new

vol-

ume, which commences with the number for
July, is very ample, but it is likely to be justi-

fied.

This

well

known

monthly

never

had so many elementsaf interest and
to-day.—Boston: J, R. Osgood & Cou -

before
value

It explains the methods by which Louis

Napoleon gained the

assentof .the

s<

7
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HARPER'S MAGAZINE i% just magnificent in its’
initial number of the new volume.
Its profuse
ly illustrated article on The German Spas is like
an eloquently expounded panorama ; Porte Crayon keeps up our interest in The Mountains by
his effective sketches; The Hebrew Exodus, and
California, abound in clearly presenfed information, and the minor articles and the editorial record ate unusually good.
But the feature which
will especially arrest attention and reward it is
the first paper of Emilio Castelar, the great
Spanish orator, who writes of The Republican
Movement in Europe, and writes too in s way
that makes one believe the more readily and
fully in what is said of his wonderful power as a
master of thought and speech.
The security of
such a man as regular contribytor suggests the

and

popular

this most

enterprise lying ‘behind

most widely circulated of all the
New York: Hurper & Brothers.

monthlies.—

SCRIBNER’S MONTHLY maintains its high moral tone, keeps all the freshness, originality and
vigor which Dr. Holland’s rare qualities can give
it, and steadily improves in the choice variety of
its contents, and the number, general character

In

this last mentioned particular, the opening article in the number for June, entitled, Northward
to Niagara, is one that excites constant surprise

and admiration,

The artist’s pencil and the tools

of the

have

engraver

been

used as

only

coms

bined genius, skill and enterprise can use them.

Warner's” Buck-Log Studies are as exquisite us
ever; Mrs. Oliphant is embodying her best literary qualities in her serial; Reid’s paper on

Schools

of Journalism

Wilkinson

will secure

is very Suggestive; Mr.
readers

in spite of some

hypereriticism upon Lowell’s Prose, and the editorial utterances of the month will be sure of attention, both in view of their themes and their

¢haracter.~New
Co,

York: Scribner, Armstrong

&

.

THE Garfxy is’ fully alive; otitspoken, contident and sure to make an impression, It is one of
the most readable magazines issued in any country, and there is meaning
freely emphasized speech,

his most taking papers

in .its' magnetic and
McCarthy has one of

on Charles Dilkeand the

English Republicans ; Custer keeps up the story
ot Life on the Plains, though he is a bit heavy

this month; The Woman Movement in Wyo~ming is especially interesting and practical im its

rr,

By

THE

infor-

mation.—~The secondof the volumes is the latest

and popular

powerful spell.

and specipl-artistic finish of its illustrations.

A SMALLER HISTORY OF THE

biscite.

A promise should be given with caution
and kept with care. It “should be made
with .the heart and remembered by the

Flower" Clock.

The flowers of” certain plants are so

But

accurate and interesting ; there is enough of per-

“ That’s How.”

that drift ?” asked a man passing along.
“By keeping at it,” said the hoy cheerfully. ¢ That’s how!”
That is the secret of mastering almost evof these boys were’to have a grand time, ery difficulty under the sun, Ifa hard task
some one of them had a ten-dollar billto is before you, stick to it. Do not keep
be changed. One of them got Joe to get thinking how large or how hard it is; but
it broken, and then all shared the cigars, go at it, and little by little it will grow
nuts, and cider (with something a little smaller until it is done.
If a hard lesson is to be learned, do not
stronger for that once). The bill was missed.” Frank Nevinaugh who was in the ¢pend a moment in fretting; do not lose
store, had heard a boy say Joe changed a breath in saying, *‘I can't,” or “I don't
bill at a certain grocery.
The bill was see how ;” but ‘go at it, and keep at it,—
found, and Joe's plea that he changed it for study. That is the only way to conquer
Fred Morlette, (Frank’s friend) did him no 1U.
good.

is full of life and

ble tor the use of future explorers.
His narrative, though not especially vivacious, is plain,

been found in bad company, and laid himself liable to be charged with anything

went to jail.

never

influence, who apprehends, describes, compares,

did you like the soft, rosy ap:

my peach I have sold for so much money,
that when I go to the city I can buy twelve
of them.”

with

and appreciation

responds to ts appeal of every object, fact and

questioned them by asking :

second son, ‘* which my little brother threw
away, cracked it, and eaten the kernel,—

matter

fairness

the style, though having the highest exactness
and literary finish, is generally simple, po pular,
colloquial, full of sudden turns, admirable surprises, and a‘genial and self-contained playfulness. He is forever implying his peculiar theory
of national character and life,~that which makes
it the outcome of material forces and rhysiological laws, so that personal liberty is somewhat
sees
Frenchman, he
Being a real
abridged.
through French eyes, judges from a Frenchman's
standpoint, carries with him a Frenchman's likes
and dislikes, and makes mistakes in reporting
and interpreting facts as a Frenchman would be
almost sure to do when dealing with national
traits so unlike those which he himself represents.
But the clearness with which he sees almost everything, the fairness and intelligence and appreciation with which he estimates ’it, the significance which he finds’ where most observers discover nothing really noticeable, and the perfectly
magnetic way in which he describes the most
common and familiar things,—these combine to
make this volume one of the very choicest things

sculptured

The Five Peaches.

Joe’s Lesson.

out.

derful, whose

tombs and monuments, and adorn the heads

loyal flower.
— Christian Weekly.

have tald you Joe was the best boy in doors

‘They are

subtler charm and their exceptional value.

* floral clock,” there is a floral calendar, in
which each month is marked by its own

would

own.

fruit of ‘the lotus -aré-engraven on Eastern
of their

Joe was a brave boy. He never knew
what fear meant—as far as other boys, or
ny common danger, was concerned. He
ras first in study, first in play, and not
second-best in work. He had a pleasant

of their

the jottings of a tourist and visitor, whose eyes
ever open, whose power to see below the
‘surface of things at a glance is something won-

classifies and philosophizes with almost unexampled rapidity, and who employs a style that is
itself full of poetry and music, which pictures
whatever the author wishes to set forth, and
him at every
the reader to follow
compels

borders of Kansas, Mary became Mark Ben“ Very much indeed, dear father,” said
ton’s happy bride, and found a pleasant the eldest boy; ** it is indeed a beautiful
home on an Illinois farm.
fruit,—s0 acid, and yet so soft and nice to
An extract from one of Mary's letters to taste” I have carefully kept the stone, that
her oldest brother, and then we will say no I may grow. a tree.”
more of her life history.
‘“ Right and ‘bravely done,” said the faShe says now, *‘I can hardly realize that I ther, ‘“ that speaks well for regarding the
am the same wild Mary of former years. future with care, and is becoming in a young
Sometimes I think that the prayers,the trust, husbandman.”
the toil and the agony of those years in
“1
have eaten mine, and thrown the
Kansas, have tamed my too buoyant spirits stone away,” said the youngest; * besides
as nothing else could have done. Ido feel which, mother gave me half of hers. Oh,
that all these have drawn me nearer and it tasted so sweet, and so melting in my
nearer the Throne of Love, and eternal mouth !”
Light, where I hope to meet our loved and
¢ Indeed,? answered the father; ¢¢ thou
lost brother.
: hast not been prudent. However, it is very
Truly, our Lord is round about those natural and childlike, and displays wisdom
who fear Him.”
enough for thy years.”
“I have picked up the stone,” said the

or

have a special charm

when its strange mission is ended. The
African marigold opens at 7 ¢’clock in the
evening, and closes at 4, if the weather be

2

home, a capital school teacher, who

erary qualities which distinguish M. Taine is
to say very much to those who have read after
him, and especially to those who ave familiar
with his English Literature. But these Notes

perfume soon after sunset, gradually unfolds, and then closes until before §aydawn,

“ How
When peace was restored through all the ples ?”

parative quiet.

12mo. pp. 877. Sold by E. J, Lane & Co.
To say that this volume is full of the rare lit-

forsake him, whose, sensibility

head.
bis
:
When
once
infidelity
can
persuade
men
sitive to the effect of light and heat, that,
they open and close at exactly the same that they shall*die like beasts they will
“This,” said he, ** is a lonely and
dan- time from day to day, marking the sun’s soon be brought to live like beasts also.—
South.
gerous road for a young ladyto travel after altitude and inclination.
This fact was
nearly as she could judge by the dim" light
of the setting moon, must be over fifty years
old.
a
i,

stopping
for the night

coaxingly, *“ letus go up and see

the weather.

;

a

~ Fiterary Review. :

This was ‘the - *“ meteoro-

a hard lesson, but Joe [YOU Will not seem to make any progress at | might
* Why do you ride so fast? You are in field jail, It was

no danger from me!”
their

BR

men who-gyed her suspiciously, she began
to feel quite at ease. But as the shades
of night settled around her, and she saw | which bad boys may be accused of doing.
that the mooh would go down long before Joe had been alittle too fearless. He was
she reached Mr. Carl's house, she could not afraid of wine, and not afraid of boys
who could smoke and chew and drink beer
not help a vague feeling that danger was
and
cider. So one night when five or six
nearer even than she had thought. Sudden-

The Family Circle.

home,

: ’
;
dressed ina green

rino ; with a black velvet hat, trimmed only

Ah, mother-bird, youw’ll have weary days
. When the eggs are under your breast,

te be away from

though, that
strong men,
task. Mark
if he knew

But, you may all be needed before they

can get here.”
Mary returned,

Hanging it safe on thé topmost limb—
Their castle in the air.

CHAPTER

one of the men

*¢ The Eternal One willbe her attendant,”

:

When the orchard blossoms are fair to see,
In the snow of the blossom dressed;
And the prettiest thing in the world will be
The building of the nest.

‘

sad-

remarked, *‘ It may be Miss Killburn ex| pects an attendant we do not know of.”

- They'll come again to the apple-tree—'

PO

like

dled, I will ba ready in a few moments.
I
can reach Mr. Carl’s by midnight, and from
there I can easily go through before ten,
to-morrow.”

.

—

seemed

-ded, ¢¢ Father, if you wiil have Minnie

» For Freedom and for God!
©
=C., C. Van Zandt.

=

ise,

her a look 'of admiration. ‘Do you know

The rain falls on the sod;
Our loved ones sleep ; how well they died

»

well

you may be a corpse before. midnight ?”
I know the danger, but do not fear,”
she said ; then turning to her father she ad-

Hangs silently and wearily ;

Robin and all the rest—

so

going to certain death, antl perhaps a death
by slow, lingering torture.
Mary had been conversing apart with her
parents ; now she stepped firmly forward,
saying, respectfully, ¢ Captain Brown, I
will go.”
.
* “ What,you ?” he exclaimed, turning upon

A branch of that sweet Orange bloom

Building

man

.| calculated to surmount thése obstacles as
William Killburn. Now he is unable to
leave the house. What shall we do? Boys,
who will go?”
i
The men looked at each other in silence.
They were brave men, bat to carry those

This man was old, full three-score years,

"The

his protection.

nation, but her lips were pressed firmly to- slavery men. Noticing this, he said, **You
gether, and she did not speak unless they need have no fears. There is some honor
attempted to approach her; then the revol- among us yet.”
3
ver was raised, and they were commanded
As they halted at Mr. Carl's door, the
to stand back.
.
gentleman took Mary's hand to assist her in
It was with a feeling of relief, that, just dismounting, saying, as he did so, “Rebefore sundown, Mary saw Mark Benton, member that, although Gen.
may be
accompanied by two of Capt. Brown’s
a strong pro-slavery man, he will never alsons, ride up to the door where the Missou- low the brave Miss Mary Killburn to ride
rians were standing.. It did not take long ‘unprotected, and in the night, through a
to make prisoners of these pro-slavery ruf- country filled with armed men, who are the
fians, and as they were being escorted back bitter enemies of her father and brother.”
to camp by Mark and the Browns, Mr.
Then He had known her--all the time, and
Killburn returned to his home, and" devout had purposely«protected the sister, daughter
prayers of thanksgiving for this wonderful and friend of his enemies!
deliverance from their eneniies, went up to
‘Heaven will bless you for this kind
thé Throne of Grace. Truly, they had rea- act,” she said, and in a moment he was
|| son to be grateful that Mary had acted a gone. Most kind and affectionate were
|
| part which could have
been acted by few the greetings Mary received from Mr.
{
{ daughters and sisters in our land.
and Mrs. Carl, and from Emma—the friend
At length William was able to sit up a of her childhood, and of later years.
part of each day, and ne longer required
Only a few hours did they rest, and ancare during the night, when one day they other horse was furnished Mary with which
were surprised by a visit from Capt. Brown to complete her journey. The remainder
and several of his men.
of the route was passed in safety, the disThe Captain expressed deep regret that patches delivered before ten o'clock on the
William was still unable to ride.¢ For,” morning after she left home, and that vight
said he, ‘“ I have dispatches, of the greatest found her again with her friends, the Carls,
importance, that must reach ‘old chip,’ where her parents desired her to remain
sixty miles from here, before tomorrowuntil they should send some one to accom| noon.
All my best men are at posts where pany her home:
r.
nd
they can not be spared. The dispatches are
When Mary
was again in her home,
secret. . Much of the way that must be Lawrence had been saved by the exertions
traveled is thronged, day and night, by of John Brown and his men, and the people
armed ruffians. I know there is the great- in that vicinity once more rested in com-

Ho! comrade with the gingle arm,

To sweetly

the. atmosphere,

house, and being much more lonely than she logical division,” and indicated the state of

The little mounds of dew-wet grass,
The chiseled blocks of stone,

To place upon this grassy hill,.

or seven miles before reaching her_ friend’s

or

a8

Each half-drawn breath.a sob;

So

where

from

manner which awed those men, and made
‘them feel that she would be true to her this startled her, but his kind and respectword; so they stepped back to the door, one ful manner toward her reassured her, and
of them muttering,
. she felt no fear whatever. As they neared
“You'll be tired of ‘standing therc,
Mr. Carl's dwelling Mary remarked, ‘I
reckon, if you wait for us to leave.”
should be most happy to know the name of
Thus for four long hours did Mary stand him who has thus kindly been my attend-

And muffled drum-beat’s throb,

A

or remain

There was something in Mary’s

‘With tolling bells and booming guns,

ir

The answer came clear and distinct

Mary’s lips :
“ Go away,

5, 1872.
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and you are safe, but I will kill every man

May 80th.

,
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French peo-

dis- | ple to his. prolonged, intensified, tyrannical and

bearings; Thé English at Home
frank, vigorous and appreciative

is a~picce of
criticism; and

Modern Languages in the American

College de-

serves the attention of all who take an interest
“in education.
On the whole, this magazine has
made a worthy place for itself and fills it most
creditably.—~New York: Sheldon & Co,
OLD AND NEW thrives still, as almeglany
publication weuld thrive with such a ih

editor and such a significant list: of contrib
nS.
The issue for June stands well. The Brahmo :
Somaj, Living in Germany, and the final install
ment of the serial,~Six of One hy Half a Be 0zen
of the Other, will . especially interest thoughtful

readerss

Phe other papersvare fairly good. —Bos-

ruinous imperialism, and it finds here the expla. | °" L Roberts Brothers,

kindness,

Mary

in-

formed him that she would have to ride six

his floral clock. JIt'consisted«.f three divis- | tant boughs.
ions, containing flowers that ojen and close | A good conscience is better than two wit- nation of the late war between France and Ger-" 8. R. Wells, New York, sends us the first nummany, and of the terrible experiences which be- | ber of THE SCIENCE OF HEALTH, instructive,
earlier or later, ‘hecording to the state of | nesses.
fell

the

people

of Alsace and

Lorraine,

\

one of | valuable, popular, cheap.
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.
iscellany.

;
must, therefore, be integrity at bottom, for
it is integrity only that will wear. And just
here the old Greek philospher has uttered
one of the best things which has comedown

;

=Cqnversation

to us from the past.

oh

tl

STAR, JUNE 5, 1872.

j
| very much fascinated by the stage,—so
| much so as to make theater-going a snare
| and a temptation to them. Ap n, itisa
| very expensive amusement, which young |

;
®
24 8
WAT
bitmaries.
:
fico
:
ns

'

» |

!

:

ul

a i

:

|

hearing

or | labor can very rargly afford. A day's work | uaries published in the Morning. Star, who do | Wholly the
Lord’s. Although previously unable
shouted, ** Glory!
in real life for an evening’s enjoyment of not patronize it, must accompany them with cash to speak, she immediately
and exhorted the Lereligious neither:
mimic life isa very poor exchange. Yet equal to ten cents a line, to insure an insertion glory!
who had gathered to see her die, many of whom
hears without there are men and women to whom the
were then converted.
Soon
after, she, with

Occasiondily
individuals who

any intention to betray, and speaks without

any intention to deceive.”

we meet with one of those
And we take it, that, after all, here is the
is content to soliloguize in only lasting basis for attraction in social

company.
He expects ne answer, unless it
be a mere echo of his'own sentiments; and
is rather annoyed at any attempt to make
observations in return. The picture of a

intercourse, and the only enduring
foundation for genuine and profitable friendships.

Confidence, mutual admiration, those recip-

rocal interchanges

which,

while

they

are

man pouring his words into an ear-trumpet real luxuries to the soul, yet never pall upon

is a type of this sort of one-sided ' communication,

“4Did you ever hear me
Coleridge to his dear friend
er heard you do anything
prompt, witty reply, Such
ridge or Dr, Johnson wants
listener;

and we can

afford

the spiritual appetite, can not exist upon n
substratum of pretense or affectation; but
are restful and abiding, only when men
among men, and women toward women or
men, know that there is real ground for a

preach?” said
Lamb,
‘I nev.else,” was the
a man as Cole- full s\veep and abandon
a good, patient dence.— Methodist.
to

be

of mutual

confi-

listeners when it is our good fortune to fall
in with such gifted and cultivated men.
Theaters and Theater-going.
But they constitute the rare and remarkable
—
§ Pre
.
y
exceptions,
In our ordinary experience the
To
say
that
a
theater
can
not
teach
good
intercourse of life is carried on upon quite
morais, is tow say that it ean not teach bad
different plane from this..
If we would make it interesting and prof- morals; is to deny to it the ability to exer+ itable, we must observe the same law as cise any moral influence whatsoever, What
that which obtains in the commercial world the theater can be, in any direction, is real
—we must exchange for value received— ly | a question with which we have no pracgive as good as we get; or else either the tical concern. It can be, if it tries to be,
one party or the other will feel that thecon- a great power for good in the world, and
versation leaves a trace of dissatisfaction, [+equally a great power for evil; but we have
It is like playing chess. We are very fond | yet to learn either that managers and actors
of the game, but'we do not enjoy it com- are generally endowed with a. missionary
pletely when we are set against one who can | spirit, or that they have a desire to degrade
beat us with his eyes shut; with one who and demoralize their audiences, There
can march down upon us and sweep us are some professions which are endowed
away with scarcely a sense of having his on- witha strong, if not a supreme desire to
set impeded ; and, on the other hand, there | make men better; but we do not remem-.
is a similar feeling when we play with one ber any manager of a theater who has been
who is so easily beaten as scarcely to. re- called upon to suffer martyrdom for his deWe will
quire our faculties to rise and shake them- votion to religion or morality.
go still further and say that we do not beselves,
Far better, however, to be set over against ieve there is a manager in America who
those who will put us upon oug mettle, and tries to do moral injury to his patrons. As
compel us to arouse every facdity in order to arule,so far as managers and actors are
maintain our self-respect. A man who: al- conceried, there are no moral motives of
ways associates with baby minds will always any sort involved. The motive of the manager is to make money. The motive of the
himself be a baby.
Some men have so much vanity that they actor is to make reputation, and win apalways seek the company in which they can plause and popular favor, that he also may
shine!
They are like fox-fire or glow- make money. There is probably one actor
worms:
they are not seen unless it be dark in ten who 1s a genuine artist; and who enall about them, Put them among the ig- deavorsfo win an honorable place in his
norant, the superstitious, and how théy do profession by the hard ahd patient study
shine! But they are as silent as the screech- of his art, by pure associations, and by the
ow] after rise of sun, when they come into nurture and preservation of his self-respect.
the company of the truly learned of the There are actors and actresses who are as
true
gentlemen and gentlewomen as are
truly great.
‘
Now,it is obviously the part of even a to be found in the world, and who deserve
little common-sense for us to forego this sort and receive the affectionate respect of all
of vanity, and have enough of the right who know them,
An examination of the motives of actors
kind of ambition to aim to associate with
those who are somewhat above us. By this and audiences will show us that theaters are
course we shall come up to their level. not and are not likelyto become * schools
Vanity levels downward, wise ambition lev- of morals” of any sort. No man ever goes
He may
eisupward, A pulley must be above the object to u theater for moral instruction.
it meansto raise,and it is a good thing for us go for instruction in the graces of oratory
to make those above us act upon us as pul- or for instruction in dramatic literature,
levs by which we shall be lifted into higher but never for any moral or religious object.
knowledge and a greater degree of wisdom. Ninety-nine out of every one hundred persome one has beautifully said that ‘‘Con- | sons, in every theater-full of people, are
interested or
- versation is the daughter of reasoning, the | there to be intellectually
On

rest,

If there were nota great many

the stage are the

people who

the commerce of hearts, the bond of friend- | wholly recognize this ivond
ship, the nourishment- of contewt, and oc- | iably address themselves to it;
cupation of men of wit.” It is a better mea- | degree in which they can gratify
and test of civilizatton than splendid lar desire for amusement, are
profession.
In
houses, lofty and massive factories,. or any cessful in their

who invarfor, by the
the poputhey

this

suc-

way |

such,

the theater could not live a month.
The life
of cities is most intense,—almost intolerable,
often,—and anything not vicious or degrading in itself,—which can bring diversion
and forgetfulness, is healthful and helpful.
Admitting that the theater is to remain,
that it really has its root in human nature

and human want, that it possesses unhealthy

fascinations for some natures, that it is expensive, and that it holds its life in the

midst
tions,

of untoward incidents and associawhat are we to do about it? When

the dweller upon the prairie sees the fire
Sweeping

patient

mother of knowledge, the breath of thesoul, | amused.

theater is an inspiration, a recreation, and a

toward

him

he does not fly out

tft to fight it, but he lights the grass and
stubble around his dwelling, and meets

half-way and vanquishes his enemy by the
destruction of that which feeds him. The
desire for amusement and for dramatic
,amusement is of nature's own implantation ;.
and if there is any amusement more innocent,

delightful,

and inspiring

stimulating,

than

amateur dramatic
not aware Bf its

that

instructive,

which

comes

of

representations, we are
existence.
If we would

make the theater better, we must make the
community better, of whose morals it is,
by its very constitution and

most faithful reflex and
we

would

feed

the

necessities, the

representative.

desire

amusement in some

for

If

dramatic

other way, and so de-

stroy the fascination of the theater
young, let good pene frown no

upon the home and

for the
longer

neighborhood represen-

tations!of the drama, but countenance and
cultivate
them.
The young
are easily
driven’ from us by irrational restraint.
Iset

us show by our

we

recognize

sympathy

with them, that

their needs

and desires, and

feed at home, or in neighborly assemblies,
the tastes which only find aliment elsewhere
in dangerous places.—Scribner'ss

Similes.

—————
A. grotesque simile is sometimes very
expensive. We may mention those of Daniel. Webster,who likened the word ** would,”

in Rufus Choate’s handwriting, to a small
gridiron struck by lightning; of a sailor
who likened a gentleman whose face was
covered with whiskers up to his very eyes,
to a rat peeping out of a bunch of oakum;
of a Western reporter, who, in a weather
item on a cold day, 3aid that the sun's rays

in the effort to thaw the ice were as futile
as the dull reflex of-a painted yellow dog;
of a conductor, who, in a

discussion

as to

speed, said the last time he ran his engine
from Syracuse, the telegraph poles on the
side looked like a fine tooth comb.
Similes of a like character are often heard
among

the

common

people,

and are sup-

end of nothing; big as all out-doors; it
strikes me like a thousand bricks; slick as
grease, or greased lightning; melancholy
as a Quaker meeting by moonlight ; flat. as
to make

clothes

quick

a

wink;

gruel for a sick

not

enough

grasshopper;

as

a

India-rubber
cat

in

a

not

stove-pipe;

strange

garret

un;

not

strong enough to haul a codfish off a gridinevitably, the morals of fhe stage become |
iron; after you, like -a rat terrier after a
mirror of the popular morals.
If they |
power.
| the
chipmunk
squirrel; useless as whistling
It justly ranks among the finest of the fing, | are good, it is because the tone of moralipsalms to a dead horse; no more than a
ty
is
high
in
the
audience;
if
they
are
bad,
arts. . And this is proved by that very per-|
grasshopper wants an apron; don’t make
on,
if Wwe ate happy enough to reckon one.| it is simply - because the audience is vulgar

of

the

grosser

instruments

or

proofs

of

such among our acquaintance, whose per- |
* formance at piano or harp we enjoy, but
whom we are glad, though we are fond of
music, to have leave the instrument, and let

and

low,

bad.

sympathetic

There is cnly

one

with

that which

is

way in which the

=

theater will ever be elevated, and that is
by elevating the community in which -it
We do not say that there can be
us listen to the marvelous achievements of exists.”
that little member which lies énsconced be- no other way; but so long as actors live
hind those teeth of pearl. And who has on the good-will of ‘their audiences, they
not Seen the brilliant conversationists in will never be either much above or much
cven a gallery of art attract more attention helow them. Perhaps there is noone infrom his or her friends than thé very piet- stitution connected with American life that
res or statuary exhibited before them? or is more thoroughly the reflection of the
whose flashes of thought have so illumined public morality than the stage. Ifa prothe works of art that they seemed to take ane word, or a ribald jest, or a double-enon new forms, and newer and higher beau- tendre is indulged in by an actor, it is inties? And so proving that ‘conversation is dulged in because it pays,—because it catchhigher than art, even as light itselfishigher es the response of vulgar sympathy from
than the object which it illuminates and in- his patrons. Men who live as actors live
can never affordto be either too
good or
troduces to the sense.
whose plaudits and
The common impression widely prevails too bad for those u
73
that brilliant powers of entertainment are a pence they rely for bread.
gift, and we speak of such an one as a ‘‘gifiOf one thing we
may be certain; the
- ed person” but it is probably quite as near theater exists, and wi'l never cease to exist,
the truth to say that dazzling and attractive until something can be contrived to take
graces of conversation are the result of stud
its place. It seems to be based wholly on
and exercise. And there are more condi- the universal love of and demand for amusetions to be observed than, at first sight, one ment, and the fondness which nature has
is disposed to take into the account. A clev- implanted in every mind for the dramatic
er and winning conversationist must have element, in life. Strip Mr. Gough of his
a decided dash or vein of genuine bonkom- dramatic power, and we have only a eommie—a sort of compound of good-nature dnd mon place lecturer left. Denude Mr. Beechsimplicity. Simplicity will counteract all er’'s sermons of their dramatic element,
tendencies to affectation, and good-nature and, though still excellent, they are no
will lead him both to respect the opinion of longer Mr. Beecher's sermons. The man
others, and not only politely tolerate their whose writings or spoken words have great
expression, but kindly and sympathetically dramatic power is always the favorite of
draw-them out. Such a person can not fail the people.
Inthe pulpit, at the bar, on
to become an attractive conversationist. the stump, in the salon, the dramatic man
And this is the reason, as a rule, that wo- carries everything before him.
So strong
men are capableof being more winning in is the natural taste for the dramatic in life,
social intercourse than men. A clever wom- literature and conversation, that, more
man, even if she has not good-nature, can than soyihiug else, it enchains the popular
more easily assume it,and she can more easi- interest; while the greatest poems of all
ly than a man, by reason of her more delicate literatures are dramatia always in material,
organization and quicker perceptions and and mainly in form.
Itisto this taste for
sensibilities, attain that highest art which’ is the dramatic’ and the love of amusement
to conceal art, and appear artless, when that the theater appeals: and we can see
really her skill is so great as perfectly to at once that if the theater is=vith us, it has
imitate nature's genuine simplicity,
:
come to stay. It thrives under opposition,
._ The skillful and winning conversationist like all plants that have their root in hudeftly plies about him, with a very delicate man nature.
4
instinct, a sort of far-reaching, mental *‘feeler,” by which, with almost cat-like caution,

The

theater

1s here,

then,

and

will

re-

main. What shall we do with it, and what
shall be dohe about it? We do not propose

he knows
upon what ground to tread, and
a
Where'he can pass through, There is a bad to do anything
about it, except to endeavor
use of this power, and there is a @ood use of so
10 elevate the popular mind and taste,
it.. Backed by a benevolent good-nature, it
will be used aright, and this ‘far-reaching, that the stage, as the reflection:of that
and taste, shall grow purer and betdelicate instinct will never conmimit the indis- mind
terall the time¢.
When
meritorious
+ cretion of of giving
g
hurt even’ to the feelings men and women appear truly
as actors, it will
of a child in society. With" graceful ease
be the duty and privilege of this macazine
and lightning-like agility, it will flash to
recognize them and all there is of good
through all sorts of intricacies, and seenmingin
them.
When charlatans appear, it will
ly rough and inhospitable places, and yet
come out without either scratching itself or be equally its duty and privilege to condemn them,
Theic art is undoubtedly lemaking others bleed,
;
This is one of the most winning features, gitimate, though it is surrounded by a thou(or themselves than
of the high-skilled, kindly-hearted conversa. sand more temptations
for
those
whom
they
¢ntertain, Artists
tionist.
He maybe a man of most decid- of all names and callings,~~singers as, well

Nor

ed views, and of views

even decidedly undependent upon the
popular, and yet this quick instinct, backed as actors,—who are
hy the benevolent heart, will prevent his popularapplause, almost inevitably grow
doing hut to those who stand in antagonism mean and. childish and jealous in their
to his own convictions. He learns how to greed for praise, and especially for partialomit a great many things which, under other ty of praise. These temptations seem to
be almost inseparable from their calling;
circumstances, might be. said; and this
even. more important than to know how tois but there have been nchle men and women
enough on the stage to show that: they can
- Say what is eminently becoming, for all men be
resisted.
find it more difficult to overcome the remem-The question touching the right or wrong
brance of a hurt than to forget the pleasing
of attending the theater, we do- not propose
glow left by some brillignt essay of wit.
to discuss. ~ It certainly is not right for any
The great vonversationist,t0o;1s' more like man
to offend .his conscience in anything;
hulion than gilt, The gilt, however thick,
but we do not keep ,any man’s conscience
W 3 wear away, become tarnished and
crack- and-do not
permit: any man to keep ours.
And it is even so with some nin;
barrel-organ like, please at-firSt; hut “wh; There is no doubt that the theater Las dantire gerous
associations,
which
the
young
- after we have heard all their tunes,
There should shun. There are natures that are

the difference of the shake of a frog's tail ;
soul bobbing up aud ‘down in the bosom
like a crazy porpoise in a pond. of redhot

grease ; enthusiasm boiled over like a bottle

of ginger-pop; as inipossible to penetrate
his head as to bore through Mont Blanc
with a boiled carrot; as impossible as to
ladle

the

ocean

dry

with a

clam-shell, or

‘suck the Gulf of Mexico through a goosequill; or to stuff butter into a wild-cat with
a hot awl; or for a shad to climb up a shadpole with a fresh mackerel under each arm;
or for a cat to run up a stove-pipe with a
teazle tied to its tail; or for a man to lift
himself over a fence by the straps of his
boots.
There is another class of similes scarcely as pertinent; as, for instance straight as
aram’s horn; it will melt in your mouth
like a red-hot brick-bat; talk to him like a
Dutch uncle;

smiling as a basket of chips;

odd as Dick’s hat-band; happy as a clam
at high water; fJuickes than you can say
Jack Robinson ;like all possessed ; like fury;
like all nature ; like all sixty, as
quick as

anything ; mad as hops; mad as
Halifax;
sleep like a top: run like thunder: deader
than a door-nail: getting along like twoforty on a plank-road.
g

OO

Rochefort represented the ardent and extreme wing of the republican Jory.
His
popularity, like his writings, had more briliiancy than solidity. A child of Paris, nursling of the Boulevards, employed on light
sparkling newspapers, gifted with the Parisian faculty which converts into readable
articles

the

whispers of the

café, with an

irony now trifling, now savage, he was the

first

in France,

MER, STEPHEN
H., May 9, aged

was u kind
father.

N. HEATH

died

57

and

years

in Bristol,

N.

2 months.

He

and affectionate husband and a loving

He sleeps in Jesus.

® LITTLE CLARA,

in the heart of the capital,

Elder

Buazell,

and

or:

ministry

she

choice, and

for its

ordinances

and

B.

and

reached her four-score and ten, nor did she often

1 year and 6 months,. May

neglect an opportunity to say a word for the
Master. Her earnest prayers and warm exhof-

child

of 'T.

Jane Griffin, died ‘at Bow Lake, Strafford, in
all the rest of the family be prepared
her in the sinless home in heaven.

to

meet

fuary was seldom

perfection

forcing it to compare

with

its ideals ot

vices of the reality.

And

vacant,

even

after

she

WiLLie E., youngest son of Rev. J. M, and
L. P. Allen, died in Otselic, N. Y., April 8, of
scarlet fever, aged 8 years, 5 months.
Of such is
the kingdom of heaven.
gis
3
J. W, BARR.

ow, yet trustfully has she

of the Strong One.

leaned

upon

the

satire

burst

laughter,

Abbott, Me., Feb. 19, 1872, aged 50 years,

M. W. 8.

ter G. gave her heart to the Saviour, was baptized and united with the F. B. church in A.
when 16 years ofsage, where she has ever remained un earnest, devoted Christian up to the
time of her death.
A kind husband, two lovely
daughters, and aged parents,—who were fondly
hoping she might be left to steady their feeble
steps and smooth their pillows as only the loving
heart and soft hand of a daughter can do in
their last earthly hours,—three brothers, two of
whom. are Revs. Orrin and Edwin B. Bartlett,
and two sisters, are left to mourn the dear departed one whose hope was like anganchor, firmly
fixed in the Christian’s home in glory.
DAVID. ATKINSON died of consumption,
in
Rochester, Ohio, March 22, aged 39 years.
Bro.
Atkinson indulged a hope in Christ some four-

teen years ago, and soon after connected

NORTHWOOD

Sis-

himself

with the people of God in church fellowship.
He
ever maintained his profession by a consistent

Christian walk to thg close of life, which secured

The

SPRING

TERM

The Trustees take this oppor
knowledging the recent Gift

from the Rev. R. Va®Dame

Course,

faith, urging her friends notto follow her

send for a Circular to

of the Christian
exam-

ple of fearing to confess Christ before the Sond.
:

several

are

ing the

health of our sister, evidently

striving for

empire, vulgar as the enemy which it struck
literature which

“Aiinounces

the

deatli of decayingsreligions, the agony of
sick empires, © The first to strike the ido!
was Rochefort,

and

the

people

popaid

his

audacity with an election to the Chamber.
This immense service of Rochefort will
never be forgotten, let the faults of his
character and the vicissitudes of his fortune
be what

they

may.

It would

have ‘been

fortunate if A had adopted, as the sole vocation of his life, the” destruction by satire
of Cesarism in the public copscience; for

then

his name,

afterward

attacked

and

overwhelmed in the wave of opposing pas-

sions, would’ have suffered no injury, and
would have been always united with one of
the most glorious works of our time. But
Rochefort, in default of speech in the
Chamber and of= action in the streets, could
not hold, either over his companions in fhe
Assembly or over the mass of the people,
move than a fugitive and disputed El

w Harper's

Magazine.

A. 8. Denison, P.H. D., Nytural Shiesce,
Miss Mary C. Bradford, Precepfress, Mathematics
and*Rhevoric. *
h
Miss Sarah E. Mason, French.

ever fitly spoken.
She was an example of moral
excellence for all-her associates.
Yet, she did
not consent to let the Saviour have full posses-

sion and control of her

heart, until about two

ministered by the writer, she united with the Ist
F. B. church in Brunswick, continuing an earnest, faithful, every-day Christian, umtil called to
go up higher. The church has lost a bright ornament from her midst. Aged and infirm
parents
are left lonely and sorrowing,yet are sustained by
divine grace..

Brother

and sisters feel that their

circle is broken and the community
the religion of the Bible

swellings of Jordan.

taught that

will sustain even at the

She now rests with

May God comfort and

bless

Jesus.

sorrowing friends.

D.C. B..

=~

Funeral servicesby the writer.

[}

HANNAH CAIN died near Mainville, O., April
19, of asthma, aged 78 years,
Sister C, was born
in Phillips, Me., and removed with her parents,
Samuel and Polly Church, to this place, then a
wilderness, at the age of 23, undergoing all the

resides.

She SXperient

religion

age of 13 and united with

at .the

early

the F. B. church,

of |

;

onier

mourn, a companion, two

sons, two

daughters,

and many relatives and friends, who are consolled by the thought that she whose faith shone so
brightly through life now.rests in the everlasting

arms,

;

Moses

Turrs

was

bdrn

in Phillips, Maine,

Murch 1, 1813, and died suddenly, of apoplexy.
tn Maineville, O., Dec. 2, 1871, He was happily
married to Jafie Knowlton in the year 1834. She
with four children are left to mourn his unexpected departure.
“In early life he S¥perisnced
the power of saving grace, and united with the
‘Freewill Baptist church.
For a time he was a
member of the M: E. church, where he was a

useful class-leader,

and

exhorter;

hut as he

' never harmonized with this church on the subject of baptism, he soon returned to the church

of his ove

choice, of which

he was

a worthy

member for more than thirty years. No man
could be more missed from the society to which
he belonged or from the community at large

having fof fifty years been identitied with it, and

with almost every enterprise, adding to its mate-

rial, social, or morul advancement. He was reced as'a leader, while his genial Christian
0|

pe Ir

caused him to be

by all who knew him.

loved

and respected

He was for a long

time a

sufferer from asthma, but died after an illness of
but forty hours from
apoplexy.. Though
he
never spake after his attack,~yet such bad -been
his life that none who knew him doubted that it

was * well with him.”

CoM.

$500,—

N. H.

Vt., 1871.

Providence Wringer.

G. H. RICKER, Prin.

15, 1872.

NEW
PROYIDENCE

of

admission
fall term.

two

each,

ef students at the

Holds

cAsTING.

NO WEAR
OUT.

PROVIDENCE TOOL COMPANY,

which opened for the

11 Warren

of the

WEST
AT

E.C.LEWIS,
N> H., March I5, 1872.

Hampton,

VIRGINIA

FLEMINGTON,

CO.,

WEST

- GRAHAM,

VIRGINIA

REAL

This Institution offers to st®dents important and
peculiar advantages.
For particular information,

SEMINARY,

THE WINTER TERM of Pike Seminary, N.Y., will
commence Dec.6, 1871, under a board of competent
instruction.

v
Pres.

HILLSDALE

OFFICE

Board of Trustees,

“

M.

SPENCER

J.FOWLER,

A.

matics and Nat. Philosophy.

GEORGE

MCMILLAN,A.

M.,

M., Prof.

Prof.

Mathe-

Anciefit

INVEST
.

AT PRESENT,

CHICAGO.

5000 AGENTS WANTED.
Samples sent free by
mail, with terms to clear from $5 to $10 per
day. Two entirely new articles, saleable as flour.
W adress, N. H.
WHITE. New Jersey.
8wl7

D. D., President.

RANSOM DUNN, A. M., Prof. Bib. Theology?

“

TO

45tf

COLLEGE.

GRAHAM,

AGENTS.

468 Wabash Avenue Room, 5.

FAcuLry:
REV. DANIEL

& CO.,

ESTATE AND LOAN

~s NOW XS THE TIME
here, and to place on loan.

:

er order,

M. E.SHEPARD,

PERRY

Fire.

Of all the money we had placed on loan, we have not lost a SINGLE DOLLAR, even in those cases
in which the buildings were consumed and the Fire
Insurance companies have failed.
;

REV. W. COLGROVE, A, M., President.

=PIKE

RX

6m18

After the Chicago

Sec,

COLLEGE.

TAYLOR

8t. N.X.. PROVIDENCE,

:

Send for catalogue to the Principal or to
New

Firmest;

Metal Journal

operation,

commencement
.

Working

CURVED CLAMP

been very successful.
It is
a Scientific and Agricultural

years

Durable

Easiest

TurrIoN from $5.00 to $6.50 per term.
Several
years ago the Trustees introduced a Commercial Department, which has
now proposed to add

Rolls,

Double Spiral
Cogs.

TAL JOURNAL CASINGS

AGENTS

Lan-

guages.
;
HIRAM COLLIER A. M,, Prof. Nat. Science.
F. WAYLAND DUNN, A. M.,, Prof. of Rhetoric and
Belles Lettres.
H. LAURA ROWE, A. M,, Prin. Ladies’ Department.

WANTED

FOR

ALEX. C. RIDEOUT, Prin. Com. Department.
W. A. DRAKE,

GEO.

Instructor in Penmanship.

B. GARDNER,

Taming,

Instructor

in

Drawing

and

The

,

MELVILLE

W. CHASE, Instructor in Instrumental

and VocallMusic.

v

JENNIE de la MONTAIGNE, Teacher of French,
CALENDAR, 1872.

March 20—S8pring Term begins.

June 20—Commencement.
September 4—Fall Term begins.
December 4—Winter Term begins.
For College Catalogue apply to
.
L. P. REYNOLDS, Sec. § Treas.

i

Tuition $29.00 a year.

A

in advance, $7.50, we will send, post
paid, the ¢ Critical. GREEK AND EN6LISH CONCORDANCE OF THE NEW

TestaMENT,” a work of the highest
value to all careful students. The regular price of the work, here and elsewhere, is $2.50.
a,

5

L.G.JORDAN, A. B., Principal, with three Assist

seanning, &¢.
The location of the school so near
the College and Theological School, affords advantages of association with students ot a higher rank

and culture.

HERNIA.~It i8 now demonstrated that rupture can.
be surely cured without suffering. Elastic
Prusses
are

superseding

MAINE

CENTRAL
/

of study.

weeks. .
Spring term commences Feb. 7, 1872.

ers.

B. FILES, A. B., Preceptor.

rates.

;

tors,

Ladies’ clubs as well as gentlemen’s

J
'
families at reasonable

5
C. Ai FARWELL,

_—e

Itisadapted to classes that have

superintendents and

Jesus.”
offered
Estabto pas-

teachers as

being in ‘every way worthy of their
patronage. “Orders may be sent at any
time and they will be filled immediately. Price 15 cents; Postage (extra),
4 cents.
:
:
Job

Send for Catalogue to the Principal.
-

Book,

just completed “The Story of
This book received the prize
not long since by the Printing
lishment, @iid is recommended

Miss NELLIE KNOWLTON, Preceptress.
MRS. AROLINE M, FILES, Associate.
5
E. EUGENE WADE, A. B., Prin. of Norma} Dep't.
Miss L. MARIA SIMONS, Associate.
;
Miss ADDIE SAWYER, Teacher of Drawing, Paint.
ing, Wax-work and Wood Carving.
Mes. J. F. STRERE, Teacher of Music.
D. x WAITT, Teacher of Writing and Book-Keepng.
v
;
No deduction for less than half a term, except on
aocount of sickness. Half terms commence at the
be; Suing and middle of the. term.
he price of board, in clubs, varies from $1.60 to
are formed.
Rooms and poard in private

before

Is now complete and ready for custom-

Terms, 10

Summer Term commences April 25, 1873,

($2.00 per week.

adyise all,

MARY LATHAM CLARK,

INSTITUTE

Furnishes College, Preparatory, Normal, Academi-

Full course

We

BY

PITTSFIELD, ME.

cal and Ladies’

others.

Nepp—Question

+A. M. JONES, Sec.
Py

GEORGE

all

buying metal
Trusses or supporters, to send for a
descriptive circular to the ELASTIC TRUSS COMPANY, No. 683 Broadway, New York.
12wi12

The public lectures of these institutions

are invaluable.

Fine Premium.

To any person sending us three new
subscribers, with a year’s subscription

Work,

Secretary.

ol

ind,

dene dt ts
.

je 1
.

4

g
Most

o

3

1872.
Moulton

3

~f

»

Mrs. J. C. Hopkins, Music, Drawing and Painting.
Miss Ellen A. Perkins, Penmanship.
f
Calendar :
Spring term, of 10 weeks, begins Feb. 20, 1872,
Summer term, of 10 weeks, begins May 7.
Fall Term begins Aug. 27.
TUITION, from $4.00 to $6.00 per term. French;
Music and Penmanship extra.
EXPENSES.—Board, including room and washing,
from $2.50 to $3,50 per week, in families. In club or
self-boarding, at lower rates.
;
The Institution will afford to both sexes a complete
-course of study; and no pains will be spared by the
Trustees to make the school eminently worthy the
confidence and patronage of all friends to a thorough
and liberal education.
The new Institution building is afine brick and
granite structure, ot beautiful architecture, affording
ample acconimodations; and is located on an eminence overlooking the villages of Lyndon Center and
Lyndonville, and some of the finest landscape scenery of the valley of the Passumpsie.
I. W. SANBORN
Treas.and Sec.
Lyndonville,

in successful

2

LYNDON CENTER, VT.

the expense varies from $1.75 to $2.25.
Stude ts desirous ef boarding themselves will find convenient
opportunity.
Students will provide their own sheets,’
pillow-cases and towels.

the mastery over a once healthy and robust constitution, until at last it gained the victory.
Sister Frost was always one that the world would
call “ good,” possessed of an amiable disposition

leasing in her manners, and conscientious in all
Re acts, Her words were chosen words, and

the Principal.

INSTITUTION,

In well-regulated clubs,

several

pki

Faculty:
|
J.C. Hopkins, A. B., Principal, Latin and Greek.

A. M., Principal,
Miss T. A, R. Dov,
Miss
Alice I. Libby,
Miss L. D. Moore,

from $2.75 to $3.50 per week.

OM.

years, consumption had been undermin-

VT.

opens April 30, 1872,

LETERARY

’

x

ANN Louisa FROST calmly and peacefully
fell asleep in Jesus, at the residence of her
father in Brunswick, April 10, aged 37. For

CENTER,

H. M. Wijllward,
Miss E. L. Gordon.
EXPENSES.
Board, includipg room and washing

of which there

b00
200

s

NEW
HAMPTON
INSTITUTION.
The SUMMER TERM begins April 22,1872, and

continues ten weeks. «
A.B. MESERVEY,
J. NX. Rand, A. M.,
W. E. C. Rich, A. B.,,
A. P. Shattuck,

.

1.50
. 8.00

those

to

For further particulars, address

INSTITUTE.

North Scituate, R. I., March

TEM

LYNDON

The SUMMER TERM will commence on Monday
April 15, 1872.
omplete courses of study for hoth sexes.

SARAH E. DORE, of Lynn, Mass., daughter of
the late Ezra Dore, died Aug. 28, 1871, aged 48
years and 2 months.
She experienced religion
at Alton,
N. H., under the labors of Rev. Joel
Jaker., Being of a doubting turn of mind and
having
but little confidepce in herself,
she
shrunk oftentimes from the cross,which lay in the
ath of her Christian duty, and as a consequence
Domai darkness upon her mind.
During her
last illness, which was long and oftentimes seyere, she at first seemed to be in great doubt as
to her acceptance with God; but as the time drew
near when she was to test the strength of her
hope in Christ, she gradually.came out of the
cloud into the clear light of faith. The truth
expressed in these words was precious % hen
“ Jf any man sin we have an advocate with “the
Father, Jesus Christ the Righteous,” and thus

she dfedin the full triumphs

SUMMER

THOMAS TUTTLE, M. D, Pres,
E. S. TASKER, Sec.
.
.
Northwood, N. H., Feb. 19, 1872.
6
LAPHAM

".

«

Board may be obtained in private families at $3.50
per week, or rooms may be obtained for self-boarding, at reasonable rates,
\
:
omplete courses of study, for both sexes. Special
attention given to those desijing to take a thorough
course in Music.
0

of publicly ac-

of Nottingham,

-

SPRING TERM, opens Feb. 18, 1872.

or Cir-

in all to about

ow G00

Calendar:

of a Library and Chemi-

cal Apparatus,—ampunting

.

L. H, Butterfield.

Lizzie Maxfield,

will com-

For<urther information

.

Faculty:
.
d
C. A. Mooers, A. B., Principal.
a
E. C. Smith, Mrs. E. C. Smith, G. A. Stockwell, . Miss

All the usual facilities offered to those
pursuing
studies in any branclof an Academic Education.
Charges moderate.

given

attention

WATERBURY

mence on WEDNESDAY, March 6, 1872, and continue
thirteen weeks under the continued charge of ALBERT SAVAGE, A. B.

eulars address the Principal.

.

‘GREEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.

SEMINARY.

of this Institution

.

lai.

4.
5.00

preparing for
'
BOARD:
:
Good board may be obtained in private families at
83,00 per week, or pleasant rooms furnished to those
wishing to board themselves.
©
JOHN H.SHAPLEIGH. See.

and

—an enemy wallowing in the mire. Satire,
if it be eagerly read or listened to, id the
of

Work formed, if desired.

Special
College.

at

WirLLiam-H, MouLTox died in Hopkinton, N.
H., May 8, aged 40 years. Mr. Moulton was a
highly esteemed 0% bi an affectionate husband,
and a tender father.
** I have great-faith,” were
EVANSVILLE
SEMINARY.
among the last words which he left to cheer his
Thisinstitution is under the control of the Wisdeeply bereaved wife, children, and numerous
consin Yearly Meetnig, and hag” been in successfriends. May his many virtues be our example,
year
* great faith” in Jesus the anchor'of' our souls | ful operation for three yearsy The coming
+ prognises more enlarged useful
The ioe of
through life and death.
.
G. W. K.
svansville is finely located, afifew places m the
West surpasses it in point of moral and religious inNANCY L., wife of Rev. W. B; Hamblen, died
fluences.
Expenses are reasonable,
in Decatur, 111., May 8, 1872, aged 49 years.
She
had been a faithful companion to her beloved®
Prof JACOBS will have charge of the Music Depart*
ment.
.
husband,
who is now left to push his western
work alone.
But trusting in the same Saviour
CALENDAR:
that sustained his dying wife, Bro. H. is toiling
FALL TERM opens Aug. 27,~continuing 13 weeks,—
on amid trying scenes, doing pioneer work, and
Slosiag Nov. 22,
ripening for the home in which his wife now
WINTER
TERM opens Dec. 10,—continuing 13 weeks,
#¥- closing Keb. 28.
dwells,
Con.
For porticulars, address
REV. G. S. BRADLEY, A. M., Principal.
SALLY BILLINGS died in Kittery, Dec. 6, 1871,
aged 72 years,
Sister B. made a public profession of fdith in Christ by uniting with the Free NORTH PARSONSFIELD SEMINARY
Baptist church in K. nearly
fifty years since.
The SUMMER TERM will commence on Tuesday,
May 14th, and continue ten weeks.
:
Faithfulness in bearing the cross and testifying
for Jesus gave her great joy. Through much
M. K. MABRY, Principal.
suffering from infirmities, she was prevented for
Board and Tuition at the same rates as formerly.
years from attending the public worship of God
. il the friends send us some students for this
as in the early days of her religious experience.
erm
As the time of her departure drew near, hope
M. E. SWEAT, Sec,
brightened, and her end was peace.
Ww.
N. Parsonsfield, Apr. 14, 1872,
‘EUNICE, wife of Benj. H. Gordon and daughter of Dea. Malachi and Joanna Bartlett, died in

84.00

.

An excellent opportunity will be
given those desiring a complete course of music, either upon the
Pianoforte or Organ, by a teacher of large e
ence
from Massachusetts,
qualified to teach
Thorough
Bass, SeCular or Sacred Music.
Classes in Vocal Music, Penmanship and Wax

your heavenly home.” She leaves to mourn her
death, two sons urd two daughters and many deseendants,

.

o0

".".

.

’
(10 lessons)
Use of Instrument, - > .*
.

arm

arrive

.

+.

.

$e

The Sabbath evenyou

-

:

."

oie
=.

Penmanship, (12 lessons)
Instrumental Music (20 lessons)

forth, and after the

Homeric

taive, but it was the satire which suited the

form

LAnguages,

ing before her death she exhor
herted
friends,
spying, ** what I say to one, I say to all, put your
trust in the Lord and go on until’

-."

Common English,
Higher English,

Always hopeful, she felt she

was anchored to the throne.

TUITION ;

Primary Coarse,

had

which she remained
a most worthy and exem- | ants.
plary member until death.
She was active in
The special work of this school is to fit: students for
College, and
it is open for both sexes.
The school
every good cause, During the past year she has
after the laughter the anger of the irritated’ been subject to sudden and frequént attacks, being combosed of only one: department, a thoroughness
in
doing
their
work
is
secured
from
both téachwhen apparently the messenger of death was at
victims, which augmented the merriment
ers and
pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
of their amused and avenged enemies, it hand, but her mind was calm even, to the last. schools where so many kinds of work are done. The
The day of her death she was preparing to attend
students are faithfully drilled in the Latin and Greek
was plain that the death of the empire was .the
Quarterly Conference meeting, but that-night
languages, also in English Grammar, Arithmetic,
near. This satire had not the Attic salt of she was suddenly called to meet with Christ and Ancient Geography, Ancient History, Algebra and
Rousseau, nor the tragic indignation of Ju- loved ones gone before. ** Do not weep for me” Geometry. Special attention is given to reading,
venal, nor the refined and bitter wit of Vol- were among 'her last words. She leaves to declamation, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,

when that

satire a universal

.

Her place in the ‘sanc-

dared to attack the omnipotent Cesar, and
to throw in his face all the gall collected ing
NICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.
twenty years of humiliation and slavery.
SPRING
TERM begins Monday, Jan. 1, 1872, and
Satire is a powerful corrosive. Its bitter- .privations Incident to pioneer life. April 6,1820, closes Friday,
March 22.
‘ness does not reach the lips without being she was married to Bro. Samuel Cain, whe in a
SUMMER TERM begins Mopday, April 1, and closes
filtered drop by drop through the con- Tew days settled on jhe fa on which he now | Mone
une 24.
science,

Whitestown, N. Y., Feb. 1, 1872,

tations will not soon be forgotten. Speaking
of
death, she said, ** I would die as he died;
T. KENISTON,
| ahe son’s
lay down to sleep and waked on Cunaan’s
happy shore,” Her friends are grateful that her
ABBIE E., daughter of Samuel B. and Sarah
wish
was so near gratified, “For 22 years a widL. Stanley, of Shupleigh, Maine, died April 28,

aged 9 months.—A
lovely child, too
fair for
curthmtransplanted to the * beautiful world.”

al,

fa 8. GARUINER, Principal,

WEST LEBANON ACADEMY.
ganized Into a Freewill Baptist church, which
remains in a prosperous condition to this day, a
The SPRING TERM of 11 weeks,
‘commence
commodious church edifice Stybding pon what TUESDAY, Feb, 6th, under the instruction of =
was once her father’s farm, In 1801, she was A. N. MARSTON, A. B., Principal.
Miss. H. L. STEVENS, Preceptress and Teacher
married to Elder Benjamin Tufts, who, in the
autumn of 1822, emigrated to this place. She of Instrumental Music.
was strongly attached to the church of her, ®, i K. A. BAR, Teacher of French and Drawe
bad an intense affection.

youngest

January last, aged

others, was baptized by

Com.

ears ago, when she gave up all for Christ, and
fo in him a great and precious Redeemer.
Following him in the ordinance of baptism, ad-

Rochefort.
—

.

A

to him the confidence of Christians, and of all
who knew him.
Funerul services on the 24th, in
the presence of a large congregation, were ‘conducted by the writer, assisted by clergymen of
other denominations.
He leaves a wife and one
son with other relatives to mourn his early departure.. But their loss is his eternal gain.
.
J. C. DYER.

enough to wad a gun; as limp and

limber as an
easy

as

Verses areinadmissible.

obituary,

J. ELLIOT.

posed to be the peculiar property of Western
orators. Instances: As sharp as the little

a flounder;

Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
single square can well hp ufforded to any single

d furnish.

3

et and give—give and take,

of the man of integrity, who
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the speaking of the truth, For this reason
Pleqsant and profitable sovelal intercourse there is no conversation so agreeable as that

is a sors of a mind-exercise
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Pur
died at Maineville, O.
WHITESTOWN SEMINARY.
J
March 37, aged 91 yous
and 4 months. '
Mrs. | The summer term of this institution, will open
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The free-trade anti-Greeley movement was .in| tugqrated by a public meeting in Steinway Hall,
| New York, Thursday evening, which was nmrk| ed more by its enthusiasm than the numbers

CON GRESSIONAL,

composing it, although the attendance was

. On Monday, in the Senate, the House resolution for final adjournment June 3d, with
aun
amendment res¢inding the resolution to adjourn

William Cullen

Bryant

presided,

and

fair,

progress was made upon

the

the

State

In the House,

a substitute

for

English government make can not

bill

The bill revising the mint and

Thomas Carlyle has declared-in favor of a
hibitory liquor law for Great Britain.

cpinage, laws" was

A bill to refund the duties paid

on

tea

was

Navigators’ Islands have

June

to the United

tariff

The

Florida contested election case was continued
until the next session.
A bill to amend the enforcement act in regard to elections was reported,
whereupon filibustering was begun and continued until adjournment.
On Thursday,in the Senate, a bill to amend
the enforcement act and the supplemental civil

offered

a

“resolution amending the Constitution by providing for the election of President by the direct

vose of the people and abolishing the office of
Vice-President. The consideration of the tariff

bill in committee of the whole was amended, and
the Senate concurred in all the amendments not
reserved.
At
two o’clock this morning
the
Senate was still in
gession with the bill under
consideration.
mie House, the, only business
of importance transacted was the passage of the
bill authorizing national banks to deposit with
surplus
' the Secretary of the Treasury
their
greenbacks, receiving
in exchange certificates
which may be counted as part of their legal Teserve; An evening session was held, at which
‘the Ku-Klux question was discussed until a late
hour,

‘On Friday, in the Senate, the army appropriation bill was passed.

Mr, Sumner

series of resolutions concerning

introduced

arbitration

substitute for war in determining

a

as

a

differences be-

ween nations and then deilvered his long-expected anti-Administration speech.
In the evening
the speech was supplemented by .another by
Senator Schurz.
In the House, the conference
report on the bill revising the post-office laws
was agreed to. The tax and tariff bill was received and acted upon, anda conference committee ordered upon the disagreeing votes.
On Saturday, in

was done except
till June 10,

Congress,

but

little

business

to postpone final adjournment

MISCELLANEOUS.
INNIS

There was
“Missouri. on_

a terrible

tornado

in

Saturday

evening.

Several

southwest
lives

ROA SPH

were lost und mugh property was destroyed.
The republican Sta 2 convention in Louisiina
nominated the present
vernor and Neuténantgovernor for re-election.
At a meeting of the executive committee of
the national democracy in New York on Tuesday

I

night, it was resolved-to support the Cincinnati
nominees and to-attend the ratification meeting

RA

on Monday night.
Mr. Hepwortl’s new church, to be located
the corner of 45th street and Madison
New York, is to be built of iron, in the

on

avenue,
style of

DeWitt Talmage’s church, Brooklyr, and is to
be finished by the first of December next.
The Senate passed without objection a bill to
pay Kentucky $1,000,000 for expenses in raising
and equipping home guards during the war.
The
appropriation is to pay the same claim so strepuously resisted by Secretary Boutwell, in which

resistance he was sustained, «by the Supreme
Court.
The Sioux Indian delegation now in Washington held a council with the Secretary of the Interior and Commissioner. Walker.
They said that

they desired to be at peace, but
+ liorses, ete.

f

The late accounts

of

disaster

wanted

guns,

1

to the

sealing

fleet off the coast of Newfoundland are pronounc-

ed:false by a representative in New York of a
_ Newfoundland firm. Only three vessels have
‘been lost, and he has advices of the safe return
of most of the fleet..
;
The working-men’s national convention in
inated General Grant for re-elecNew York
tion as President, and Senator Wilson for Vice-

President.

Tn taking the batiol Grams hed

votes to b for Greeley.

20

The public debt statement shows a “reduction,
during May, of about $8,000,000. The reduction
is less than last month, owing to the advance
. payments on account of pensions,
The special committee of the Methodist Gener
al Conference to investigate the affairs of the

Book Concern reported Thursday.

They

the

flag is

American

to say

nothing

4

Of Howe; ab ove 15,202,207 in" all, 144,317 + were

which are a caght article

of the

chickens, which

for raising ‘at the present
and know it is so.

time.

will, pay

I have

then, and 150,
, Wes
women;; showing an excess of 9,577 ‘woe, «or less than 7 per cent,
Of the 46 person
over 100 years old, 26 were

tried .it

foreign-born wliltes, § were native-colored and
one was foreigh-colore iH,
In round numbers; then, we may say that
there. are 51,000° more women than men in

This

is evidently

the

most

economical

arrajgement, when the nature of the soil is sufficiently well understood to enable the occupant
to apply the needed fertilizing element.
It saves
labor both of man and beast, and returns an im.
mediate paying harvest better than vegetables
or. grain.
But there are other considerations
besides the producing of grass.
It must be propNY
cured and housed,
To do this the farmer
hould be provided with the necessary machin.
ery to drive his haying
and
secure his crop
much, earlier than.is usual. and before the rain
of August blackens it and drenches out vitality.
It is no longer a question whether grass should
be cut early, when in the blossom or even before
that stage, or when the stalk is dry and the
seed fully matured, if not ripened.
Having produced a heavy growth and been fortunate ind
securing it, let care and prudence be exercised
in feeding it out to the stock, and especially in
drawing it to the market.
Tons may be saved
by early cutting, properly curing and judicious
feeding.
Cutting, securing, mixing with meal
are processes all worthy of consideration.
But
whatever plan is adopted. let there be no waste.
Taking even the hints given here,- and acting
accordingly, farmers may save a large per cent
of hay thatis now wasted.—Manchester Mirror.

he was not much of an orchardist

but had.

‘Massachusetts;

all ibove the age of 15.

raise their own

fruit trees,

was

‘asked as to

right

the

time

trees; he said he thought when

The

E. Haley

every

state

that there have been Juipotons frauds, chiefly in

so

that

every

ave

men

in

women.

It

does not follow, however, that this eleventh
woman has never married, for the statistics of
marriage show that the number of men who
marry more than once is very large, and a great

had

many of the 51,000 are widows.— Massachusetts
paper.

Useful Recipes.

question

to prune apple

v

in natural

trees; graft them and dig around
them
and
mulch them; he complains of the borer troubling
him; he makes a wash for his trees; he paid
$5.00 for the recipe, so he wont tell’ us; he believes in cultivating fruit trees; he says for a
man to set out a young orchard and let the grass
grow around the trees, the borer and mice eat
them up,~for the man to do that had better go
to bed and go to sleep; he does not believe
that the bark lice plague his trees any; he believes in mulching with muck.
Augustus Jack set out 125 apple trees
last
year; the growth of some of them was 23 inches;
he declares that the great trouble with his trees
is the bark lice; he set out 18 pear trees; a part
of them are dead and leok as if the fire "had run
through them; he believes in cultivating fruit

|

—tr O—

SCOTCH
CREAM,~Put to a quart of cream
the whites of three eggs, well
beaten,
four
spoonfuls of sweet wine, sugar to taste, anda
bit of lemon peel; whip it to a frosh, remove
the peel, and serve in a dish.
CALEDONIAN
CREAM.—The
whites of two
eggs, two spoonfuls of loaf sugar, two of raspberry jum, two of currant jelly; all to Be beaten
together with a silver spoon till #0 thick that
the spoon will stand uppight in it. .
&

FEATHER

CAKE. ~Simple and good:

of white sugar,

two

even

one

One cup

spoonful of butter, one egg,

cups sifted flour, two-thirds

soar milk or cream,

cup

half teaspoonful soda.

teaspoonful cream tartar may
of sour milk. Flavor to taste,

be used
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OIL.

g 8050

Olive,# gal
137@1 40
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American...

24 @.

-88

168@165
@:¢ 211 Crude Spot
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@. 10
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DOMESTIGS.
Sheetings and Shirtings- Zine, ground in rik

Heavy

44....,

1438.. 1

No.

1..oiivinss

1080. th

Medium 4-4.....18 &.. 14 (Paris. White....2}
@..
Am .. @
Brow
Drills,
Print Cloths eth rd

Span Brown
3 50
enRed ¥ cwt 3 26 @ 35

Pri
11
Ticking
Ginghams. .
Mous.deLaines 00 @..

Whiting—
Boston......1 50 @ 22 00
French Yellow.. 4 @.. ; 3
|Varnishes.... 150 @'8

Cotton Flannel, 00 @.. 00 |Vermillion....110 @ 120

Carpetings—

..

Lowell sup. 3-ply

@ 1 60

Extra

@

Superfine..

14 @.. 50

{Glue............

PETROLEUM.

1 85
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Mackerel,bbl.6 00 @l1 00
00 13

: -B
@.. BC
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Naptha........ .

d 3 50 @ 4 00
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|Beef—Mess,

50

Salmon, tee. .27 00 @31 00 | Western....12 00 @13 00

FLOUR AND MEAL.

Family, es

14 80 @16 00

nim,
SNied
0 50 ¢11 50 [Extra
Clear... 14 50 817 50
choice extral2 00 @18 50
SOF sear 4 » 413 5
y

West'rn
sup..6 50 @ 7 50-|
Go Des
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. choice do

£..9 75 @i1 25 vy

titnois
©
ext, 10 00411
choiceanova,

4

hil

8.

Hams
moked. .o]4), 41),
&.. 51
Hogs, dressed..

50

Mich. and Indiana,
choice extra, 9 50 al0 60
Rye Flour....5 00.@ o 50

PRODUCE.
Apples, dried 1b 1042...

12
do, sliced. .
12 a... I
BOILED BREAD PUDDING.—Soak bread eruimhs, Corn Meal....3 80 g 4 25
do.new 1b bl 4.75 4 6 00FRUIT.
about a pint, in just
enough
milk to make
Butter, ¥ ib.
Alnondse—
them perfectly softy add three beaten eggs with
"
tha
2
Vermont......28 @.. 32
Sor Shell
15 g..
Deans, ¥” bush,
salt and sugar to taste. It should be quite stiff,
tense.
2
Currant
:
Small and ex. 3°25 @ 4 00
trees
Raising are an agreeable addition. Boil in a cloth
Citron
5
Marrow...... 3004353
»
:
(
s 50 [Cranbeérries,but 00 g@ 6 00
Pea Nuts
Rufus Thompson says his apple trees take care
three quarters of an hour and serve with hot
Paragraphs.
Figs common... 13 @.. 14 lore w
ey
00 gow
of themselves; the grass grows around them and | sauce.
For sauce, add to a coffee cup of boiling
"28
»
IE
C088 yovsvvsuin 16 @. ¢
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|
40v
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....
last winter, was twenty-seven feet.
somethingto eat; he thinks nature will do her | little cold milk,
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00
own work,
4
A California writer has found a race of Indians
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.
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® John H. Whitehouse believes in setting apple | little
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good
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around
the
|
ATEE «2 iens
8 2 6 |onjons ¥ bbl 225 4 2 35
evaporate nearly all the water by a gentle heat;
A cow died of hydrophobia in Maysville, -KenPoultry........ 20 a...»
roots, and forming the top when young; his trees
dissolve the residue in a little proof spirits of Southern GRAIN
—————
tucky, a short time ago.
yell . 76 ® .77} |Kggs........ wi XT § 18
are troubled with bark
lice; he has
washed
wine,
and
strain
the
whole
through
Western
mx’d.
75
@
.
76
|
SEEDS.
a
piece
of
The New York Commercial Advertiser fur. The coast survey has organized a “scientific
them in soap suds and that don’t kill them; last open linen, The strained mass
should be a bj he nesta) 4 : 3 ps
nishes the following catechetical statement relatlover,Northern,10 @..11}
party .to determine the difference in longitude
Summer he used his knife and scraped them off;
West & South. 10 &.. 13
stiff jelly when cool. Now, extend a piece of Barley one ve. 1 00 @105!
ing to the consumption of tobacco:
between the United States and Europe.
Persons
he holds to cultivating fruit trees, thorough | silk on a wooden frame, and fix it tight with
Oats-~+...._
01 @...87 \Hendstirass., 3 30 & 3 7
Shorts ¥ ton 23 00 §27 00 {RedT op,¥bag, bd 50 @ 5 [6s
will be stationed at Brest, France, St. Pierre and
“Mr. A., how many kinds of tobacco do you
mulching
and to pruning
when
young;
dig
tacks and packthread.
Melt the jelly and apply
Linseed, Am. 2 60 g 2 15
Cambridge.
Fine Feed. ..25.,00. 426 00 | |Lanary...
recognize in commerce #’
Migdiings. L925 00 426 00
wd 00 g 5 00
out the borer.
it to the silk thinly and evenly with a hair brush.
“
Two;
chewing
and
smoking.”
The superintendent of the note engraving and
HAY.
SPICES.
Joseph M. Williams says he has not much exA
second
coat
must
be
applied
when
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first
.
printing bureau of the Treasury department is | “ How about snuff?’
perience in orcharding, but thinks natural trees
Eastern
and Northern
IS facia, ¥ 1B gold.Is a. 1
has dried. When both are dry, cover the whole
¥
TONeuvnnn 35 00 g42 00 [roves cennntnans 154 a.
“ That’s included with the chewing tous acco.’
overseeing
the manufacture of rolling presses
the best; he thinks thrifty trees won't have any
iGinger.....
a 10 §. 1}
Surface with two or three coatings of Balsam of Country Hay—
“
To
what
countries
do
we
export
tobacco”
which are to be sent to Japan, for the printing of
¥1001bs....200 8 2 10 Name a8
0 4
$
bark lice.
.
;
‘
Peru,’
applied
in
the
same
way.
Plaster
thus
‘“ We send about 25,000 hogsheads to France
he national notes of that country.
13)
Straw,1001hs..1 50 @ 1 73 [FePPer-«v..ei. 1743.
Haryey Haley thinks, by experience, young
made is very pliable, and never breaks.
(a hogshead weighs from 800 to 1,600 pounds), trees need pruning and cultivation and must be
HIDES AND SKINS.
STARCH.
The very best way to clean a stained steel
Calcutta
Cow-- 21 @.. 02p ih Fotato..........
etererer ath8... 5 A
knife is to cut a solid potato in two, dip ‘one of 10,000 to Spain, 15,000 to Italy, 15,000 to Gerkept well mulehed; look out for the borer and
Slaughter. .
many, 5,000 to Austria, and fom 30,000 to 40,000
the pieces in brick dust (such as is usuaily used
mice; four years ago he bought 50 young apple
SUGAR.
ve
Green Salt .
fo England.”
B. Ayres, dry. 30 @.. 31 ‘Havana. —
for knife-cleaning), and rub the blade with it.
trees, covered with bark lice. He set them out
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88 9
‘ How much tgbacco do we consume in this
In agriculture, nations which esteem Western,
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were no lice. Cultivate by all means.
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The tendency of modern investigation into the
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hausted form into water heated to 180 degrees.
expected if these ameliorating causes were not
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the possible type of a truly rational system
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Strasbourg contains the names of 173,000 volMaking a Fish Pond.
point, and where the strugzle for existence, not
tinuous production.
In Japan the farms are 8.hox shooks 3.00 4g 400 |
umes.
:
to say for intellectual and other distinction, is small,—about five acres each in extent,—
-carried on with sleepless and exhausting enerand the only manure-producer iz man.
His
Consumption earries off forty-seven thousand
y¢ F. I. NX.” wtites that he has good facilities
excrements
are
collected
with
scrupulous
gy.
But
an
evil
recognized
is
sometimes
half
BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET
English people every year.
for making fish ponds, with abundant springs
care, and in the cottages of the poorest peasAntioch isa heap of ruins, and the ground still and swamp or waste land, and that many farm- cured; and the intellectual classes, looking at
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figures such as those Dr. Quain has displayed at ants the excrément cabinets are kept neat
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quivers with the volcanic agitation.
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ity
“gy
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¥
ewt.,
on
total
weight
of
hide,
far.
The King of Denmark has offered a prizé of
of Physicians on Diseases of the Wallis of the | paths of that country stoneware receptacles
row
d dressed beef.
$1000 for the best history of the United States of fish ponds, well stocked, in a few years,if he
WORKING OXEN—#21C
to 8210 per pair, or accordHeart, may well consider the propriety of at- are placed in the ground for the use of trayelwill
make
the
ponds
and
put
in
the
fish.
Itis
ing to their value as Beef. Handy Steers, $05 fo $125.
America since the civil war.
ers.
-The
excrémentary
‘matter
is
mixed
‘tending
to
the
hygiene
of
their
lives,
as
well
as
MILCH
Cows—$50t0
$75;
extra good, $00 to 000
not expensive to make a pond, wherever there
with water and applied in a liquid form, for with or without calves, as may
The system of cheap tours. from Liverpool to
be dgreed; lartow
of their houses; and to remember that, to enjoy
is a permanent brook flowing i
4 a hollow
the Japanese farmer knows of mo other and ordinary, $00 to £00.
Bordeaux and the Pyrenees is to bz continued
and benefit by even pure air, soil, and water,

A Lesson from the Japanese.

Sheet and Pipe ..-@.. 11 | Por Busse. 638 1 50

G

this year. Fifty dollars
entire trip.

pays

the fare for the

Sy

or swamp. Of course, The size of the pond will
depend somewhat upon the lay of the land and
the quantity of water in the stream. “Sometimes

Strips of looking-glass introduced into the
roofs of the street lamps in London cause’ them
to give tlsree times as much light as
a the ordinary

fifty dollars

lamp.
:
There were thirteen births on the Sea ndinavian
on her last trip from Liverpool to Quebec. The

good for raising fish as if they were constructed
expressly for that purpose. Ifa brook is -already stocked with trout, they will multiply

steamer brought eleven hundred steeragespassengers, equivalent to the population of a small village.

.much
, faster with the aid of a pond. Nothing.
need be done but to stop fishing iu the brook,and

Three

hundred

men

Alsace and Lerraine,

and

women

but now

born

in

live in San

Francisco, observed thé anniversary

of; the

ces-

sion of their native country to Prussia by visiting
the French consul-general in that city and signing a declaration to remain French forever.
5

A scientific survey of Siberia

is

about

to

be

made by officers of the Imperial Geological Society of St. Petersburg.
The work is to begin in
June, and is expected to be completed sin the
course of two years.
Two surveys will be made
simultaneously by different
commissions,
to
check one another.
Garibaldi is growing old very fast.
He now
can walk only with the help of crutches; his fingers are distorted by rheumatism, and Be looks
as if he never again would be able to leave his

residence, except in a litter.
_in spite of his crippled

He is still cheerful

state,

and

his

face

has

preserved its fresh color and genial expression.

There has been an immense business ddne in
native rice between Shanghai and the southern’
ports in China, during the pagt season, steamers

receiving $105 freight per picul for a four

days’

vovage.
The business of exporting native
from -China at present, is neither pleasant
profitable, as under tae laws of the Chinese

pire the penalty for engaging in it is death.

rice
nor
em-

They do these things bewer ubroad. The civil tribunal at Lille, France, assessed the following damages on the Compagne du Nord for the
recent accident at Seclin : Geynet, a Lyons mer| «chant who was killed, leaving a wife and three
taninor children, 100,000 francs indemnity—15,000
to each child and 55,000 to the widow ; three per-

or more.

aster on the same line at Amiens
150,000 francs and
appeal.

has

yet

béen

the

was awarded

company

studying

system in polities.

made

no

thesAmerican
After having

it

spent on a dam will

flow fifty acres

Often the ponds are already made for

reservoirs or

milling purposes,

let the trout multiply for three
They will increase

and are

just as

or four years.

faster if you supplement nat-

ural by artificial breeding.

Ten thousand young

fry put into the brook every spring, will help
the stock very much. You can raise the fry yours

self, or buy them, as suits your means and con-~f
venience, It is merely a question of dollars and
cents.
In brooks and ponds, stocked with other
fish than trout, we have no hesitation in recommending the Black Bas (Grystes nigricans)

for all

northern

waters,

This

fish has been

they

must

avoid

disabling

heart

and

brain by

the incessant labors which too often make useful lives joyless, and embitter the harvesting of
the crop which has been too diligently sown.
These warning figures tell that during the last
3
pty years, the total of deaths of males at all

Les

from heart-disease has increased in num.
from 5,746 in 1851 to 12,428 in 1870. The per-

centage of deaths from heart-disease for 1,000
of population living was .753 between the years
1851 and 1835; it has risen to 1.085 from 1866
to 1870. This {ncrease, it must be observed, too,
has taken place wholly in connection with thé
working years of active social life. There is no
change in the percentage of deaths from this
cause in males under 25 years of age. Between
20 and 45 years of age it has risen from .558 to
7709, and that almost exclusively in males, for
there is almost no increase in the percentage of
females dying from heart-disease during the 25

years of life from 21to 45.

These figures convey

thoroughly - tested, in many
experiments
for
over twenty years, and is admitted by all sportsmen to be unsurpassed as a game fish, It is
many times more prolific than the trout, and

their own lesson, and warn usto take a little
more care not to kill ourselves for the sake of

will make fine fishing in.less than half the time.

our Surplus Women.

It grows more rapidly, and in three years from
the egg you get one or two pound fish. In old

ponds where feed is abundant, they are frequently taken weighing from four to six pounds. They
will hold their own amid the most destructive
fresh water tishes, Many claim that the flesh is
quite as good as that of the trout” and salmon.

All we claim for it is, that it {s dn excellent ta-

ble fish, good gnough for anybody,
In any well
stocked water it requires no feeding. The own-

er has only to put in his adult Black Bass, and
they will take care of themselves, and make
money for him while he sleeps.
Scores of ponds
in the Northern and Eastern States have been
stocked with this fish, and we have-yet to hear

of any

dissatisfaction.

"acre pond

stocked

two

We

know of one

years

ago, that

forty
is now

valued at $10,000, ard it will
probably pay the
interest on that sum as long as fish run.—A4m,
Ag.

sons, injured slightly, 1400 francs each ; Grugeon,

injured, 20,000 francs indemnity ‘and a pension
of 2500 france, to he continued to his wife and
children. One woman made a widow by a dis

Gambetta
the manufacturing and bindeety departments,
great enough to “ stumping”
causing indefinite losses, but.n
“explained to
endanger the financial strength of the Concern, |
ing in nearly
with
ed
connect
be
to
red
discove
was
agent
‘No

Fowls
Ne

"

A

The public fiave yet to learn the full advantage
of keeping
what they

poultry,
Few
may do among

seem to appreciate
trees. in an orchard

of a quarter of an acre whére they may be kepy
by a picket fence four or five feet high, putting

in say 125 fowls and observe the result.

He will

method of using
N, Y. World.

PAF

Ep

—

by

top-dressing.—

Remarkably choice in every respect.
More than Five

OO

law that more boys than

cent,~rather a larger proportion, that 15 than
among the native population,
Moreover, it appears that the greater part ot

ScHoo!
Library

of 8,891 between 80

and

90, 5,481 were

MArTOW..oues $27

approved.
terms,
"

A

Randal MH. Foote's Financial Pamphlet
contains sensible advice on the subject, as itis based
upon common-sense principles, which an experience
of many years as a member of the Gold Board and
New York Stock Exchange has fully corroborated.
&.CO.,
+ RANDAL H. FOOTE
Sent free
"70 Broadway and 15 New Street,New York.
1y19

The Commentary on the Gospels by
Butler, D.

D.,is now

ready for delivery to our customers,
Fifteen

hundred

copies

of

this
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first volume, have already been sold.
This number is nearly half of all that
have been printed. This simple announcement is sufficient'to show that
otherg think the work a good one and
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our hands."
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YORK

BEANS.

of 41,481; while from 45 to 60 the men are slight-

From 45 to 70 the number of men

NEW

GreenWinter

‘Books

that they appreciateit.

was 123,808, that of women 126,774; but above
70 the women again largely exceeded the men,
on account-of their greater longevity, Of 46
persons above 100 years old, 26 were women; of
787 between 90 and 100, 568 were women; and

year

.

Dried....+s+s.. 18 8.. u

gale this whole Edition will soon be off

ly in excess.

ade

APPLES) J

this surplus of women is between the ages of 15
and 46,—the men of that period in life numbeg-

ing 330,283, and the women 880,764,~a difference

850 two

Wholesale Prices for the week ending,

. BY

girls are born into the world, and esuryive the
maladies of childhood.
But this excess of grown
women above men is not confined to our native
population, as sometimes supposed, for we find
that of the foreign-born adults, 169,118 are wom.
en, and only 151,716 are men,—a’ surplus of

STores—Yearling A

$00; three years old,
FAT HOGS—5} tw bic.
SHOTES—Wholesale, 4ie to 50; Retail 6ic to 00c
Hipes—Brighton 00¢ to 8c; Countay lots, 9¢ to qe
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PELTS—with wool § 50 to $5 00, each; Country lots
2,00 to #3,00.
"CALF SKINS—18¢ to 20c.
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I 10 SPECULATE SUCCESSFULLY

The w a! has heard a great deal about the
superabundance of women in Massachusetts, but
never, till Gen, Walker's census,
has it been
possible to ascertain all the important facts about
this surplus of one sex over the other.
It seems
that we had in Massachusetts on the 1st of June,
1870, 480,616 men and 581,679 women,—an excess, therefore. of 51,063, or, about 11 per cent,
of women above men,
These figures relate to
the persons above 15, for below that age there
was a slight excess of boys over girls, the numeber being 283,163 boys and 221,808 girls, ac-

cording to the common

it but

So writes a Suuday Schoo) oF upenmtendan in regard

living.— British Medical Journa L

women amounting to 17,408, or about 11 1-2 per

in Orchards.

him he took the field at once, speak- | avoid the annoyance in
the garden, of which so
every important town in France, | many complain, while they wiil work among
and Mr. Hartman, superintendentof In a country where the peasantry can not read the. trees, doing just what is nee! :d, keeping
the frauds,
the manufacturing department, is ‘held responsi- they will naturally listen with much more earn- the ground well ‘cultivated, and dc-troying evble. The statement previously presented to the estness, and Gambetta soon found that he was erything that can injure the fruit trees, in the
| drawing immense audioncesa,
shape of bugs, worms, or other insects, lay a
Conferghee is sustained.
‘

ten,

Massachusetts

the tree was jn

said he believed

and

near‘the surplus between the ages of 156 and
45. This surplus amounts to about one in

blossom: the President said he had eight or ten
pear trees set out but they did not do very well.

Wm.

as men

those above the age of - 21, the surplus of women
of all ages above that is but 41,579, which is very

some experience in the matter; he does not believe in buying New York trees to grow here;
he thinks farmers had better sow apple seeds

and

reckoning

~The
-—

Facts Concerning Tobacco.

and tax bill. In the House, the bills authorizing
‘the construction of railroad bridges across the
Missouri River at Omaha and Brownsville, Neb.,
were passed.
A bill to release Japan from the
payment of the balance of the idemnity due was
reported and passed.
The conference report on

Mr. Sumner

added

The Spaiish Cortes is in a delicious uproar.
Senor Martaz questioned the president relative
to affairs eoncerning the ministry, and persisted
in doing so, wh :reupon the president left the
chamber to take carefof itself, and the result was
a general tumult. "The outside excitement is in-

conference

the army appropriation bill was agreed to.

and

been formally

The cause of the fall of the last Spanish ministry, as explained by telegraph, reveals a most extragordinary state of political affairs. Conspiracy
and treasonuble plottings appear to exist on all
sides. The people of Bilboa do not approve the
general pardoning of surrendering insurgents,

report on the supplemental apportionment bill
was concurred in. The bill to amend the soldiers and sailors’ homestead act was
passed.
The conference report on the army appropriation
bill was agreed to. ,The sundry civil service
appropriation bill was reported with amend-

Good progress was made with the

States,

pro-

"It is announced that the British government
has determined to pardon all Fenians now
remaining in prison.

3, was

The conference report on the hill to further

On Wednesday, in the Senate, the

form.

flying there.

the admiaistration of justice was agreed to.
A
motion to suspend the rules and pass the Senate
amendment to the civil rights act was rejected by
a party vote.
The conference report on the bill
authorizing the President to appoint a paymaster-general of the army was agreed to.

rights bill was reported.

keep up the strength of the soil by repeated topdressing either of fine manure, phosphate, or
guano,or well dried muck and lime in some

FOREIGN.

concurred in.
Work on the tariff bill. was’ continued through the day and eveningyunder the
five-minute rule, and. considerable advance was
made.
In the House, a resolution was adopted
to continue the investigation into the charges
against Judge Delahey of Kansas, with power to
send a sub-committee to Kansas to take testimony.
The bill to create a board of commissionrs of commerce was recommitted.
The conference report on the supplemental apportionment
bill was agreed to. The Senate bill extending
the Ku-Klux bill until the end of the next session of Congress, the
Senate supplementary
civil rights bill and the bill to confirm to the
Mississippi and Missouri and the Chicago and
Rock Island and Pacific railroad conpanies lands
in Towa granted for another railroad were rejec-

ments.

the

accepted.

stant, the day assigned for the meeting.

tion for final adjournment Monda¥,

BOS I

be

steamship line was again rejected and
the posts
office appropriation bill was passed.
A resolution to extend the session to June 3 was adopted.

reported and passed.
The conference report on
the shipping commissioners bill was agreed to.
On Tuesday, in the Senate, the House
resolu-

"+

The propositions which

The proposed in- ' It is now too late, at any rate, for the supplefor thq Brazilian mental tréaty to reach Geneva on the 15th in-

and coffee remaining in bonded warehouses

0 WS

de partment.

| 1argé number. of —

I have about one hundred fowls, which have
| worked admirably among my trees, keeping off
the insects, and
promoting the growth of my
oe
»
orchard.
T am satisfied that we have yet to
In this section of the country, where stock
be derived
must be fed on hay and grain for six months in learn the full benefit ‘which may
from the proper management of fowls, and it
the.year, it is important to secure the requisite
amount of grass and other fodder for such de- ts quite possible that the method I had suggest:
mands.
There is little danger of making
too ed may offer the best way of getting our apple.
orchards into bearing condition again.
libéral provision in this respect..
Itis impossibie to anticipate how long and how cold a win. ter may be, or héw much a stock of cattle will
Farmers on Orcharding.
consume,
The better class of farmers are adopta
ing new plans to secure a greater and longer
The
Telegraph
reports
an 1uteresting talk upcontinued crop of grass. ‘I'he best method seems
on orchards,by the Topsham Me.,Farmers’ (lub:
to be to put the’ soil into good heart, by a judiThe President opened the discussion by saying
cious system of cultivation, and after seeding,

movement and expressive of free-trade principles
were adopted, and a committee was appointed to
make arrangements for a convention to nominate

at

tariff

the pension bill was adopted.
crease of service and subsidy

ted.

JUNE 5,

Grass the Essential Crop.

speeches

ments agreed to was that provjding for its taking
effect July 1, 1872. The conferéice report upon
gLandilates for President and Vice-President.
the bill for the appointment of shipping commisJames Gordon Bennett, » founderr and” propriesioners was
agreed
to. The Senate receded
tor of the N. Y." Herald, died at his, residence
from the Brazilian subsidy amendment to the
postal appropriation bill, The House bill grant-,| =Saturday, P. M., at 5 o’clock.
The prospects of saving the treaty are not iming a right of way to the Dakota Grand Trunk
proved by the later despatches received at the
Railway Compaiy
was passed.
Considerable

passed.

STAR,

q———

were made by Professor Perry of Williams College, David A Wells, Edward Atkinson and
others. Resolutions defining the object -of the

May 20th, was reported, A bill to pay the Ken.
tucky war claims was reported and passed. The
tariff bill was taken up, and among the amend-

evening session.

MORNING:

Rural any, Botiesfc.

|
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The New Treatise,

just revised by order

of the General Conference, on now bé had
on application, for25, cents for each copy,

Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, or :
4 cepts each for two. or more copies. = Or
ders are solicited.

